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b PREFACE

This report contains a description for the concept

developm',nt of a ir.•eumatic barrier system for a heavy duty

oil containment system. The study was conducted •t the

Hydromechanics Laboratories of Texas A&M University under

a sub-contract with Texas A&M Research Foundation.

A great number of personnel participated in the study

of this complexity. The following staff members were super-

vising the tasks mentioned herein:

Dr. L. Bagnall - Pneumatic Supply

Dr. E. I. Bailey - Design of the Barrier

Dr. D. R. Basco - Hydromechanics of Pneumatics and
Model Study

Dr. C. J. Garrison - Oil Set-Up by Current

Dr. C. A. Rodenberger - Systems Studies and Plans

Dr. R. M. Sorensen - Oil Set-Up by Wind

Dr. D. Webb - Materials Studies

In addition, other staff members participated in the

study: Dr. W. Burton, Dr. N. Hale, Dr. A. Meyer, Dr. T.

Ichiye, and several graduate students: J. Machemehl, E.

Spencer, W. Song, M. McClenen, E. Rudder, D. van Reenen,

as well as several cooperative students: M. van Bavel, Miss

R. Duke, D. Stockard and many other undergraduate students

whose names cannot all be mentioned here. Ira J. Young

assisted in laboratory testing.

Dj



The study was under the general supervision of Dr. John B.

Herbich. The liaison between Wilson Industrie • i.'exas A&M

University was provided by John Hudson and Joe Nelson. Lt.

Douglas Teeson was technical representative of the United States

Coast Guard for Stage I of the heavy duty oil containment syste.

The information found in the following report is not neces-

sarily the sole product of the individual with primary respon-

sibility on each respective task. It would be an almost

insurmountable task to separate each contributed piece-of

information from a compiled and finished writing. Thus, data

produced in these pages reflects effort by all personnel involved

in this contract, whether or not their names are attached to each

report.

Final report edited by.
John R. Houser
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CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT OF A
PROTOTYPE HEAVY DUTY OIL CONTAINMENT SYSTEM

Section I

Introduction and General
Description of
Proposed System



9
I-I. Description of a Proposed System

The pneumatic barrier was conceived about sixty

years ago as a device which would attenuate ocean waves by a

curtain of air rather than by reflection or absorption of

energy by the massive st;?uctures customarily used. It con-

sists of a perforated pipe through which compressed air is

forced. As the air bubbles rise they impart a drag to

adjacent water particles resulting in an upward motion of the

air/water mixture. When this mixture reaches the surface,

the air escapes, while the flow of water branches into two

horizontal currents, as shown in Fig. I-I-1. While the

turbulence induced by this system produces some attenuation

of the waves, it is usually considered that one of the hori-

zontal currents, opposing the incoming wave, results in breaking

of the wave and consequent turbulent diffusion of the incident
1,2,3

wave energy It is through this wave attenuation and

horizontal current that the pneumatic barrier could be used

as an oil spillage containment system.

1. Concept Identification

A pneumatic barrier is a bubble sc,'een formed by passing

compressed air through a submerged, perforated pipe. While

rising to the surface the air bubbics induce a vertical

current. The vertical current produces a circulation of the

water, the horizontal currents move away frc-: the 'barrier near

-2
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the surface. Two symmetrical branches of the horizontal

surface current are formed, one moving against the oil

spill to contain it and another in the opposite direction,

which may (if of sufficient strength) produce some attenuation

of incident waves.

By designing the pneumatic barrier in such a way that

the number, place and depth of submergence of the pipes,

size and number of perforations, volume and pressure of

compressed air meet the requirements set for the purpose,

the barrier can be applied as an oil containment system.

S~~~(Fig. -- )

The barrier will consist of a pipe or pipes made of steel

submerged at the required depth. The compressors could be

located aboard a ship or a floating platform above the barrier.

(Fig. 1-1-5).

There are two main advantages of the pneumatic barrier:

(i) It can be located below the air-water interface,

thus reducing the magnitude of forces due to waves;

(ii) It will allow ships or other craft to cross the

barrier without removal, or shut-down of the barrier

(Fig. I-I-6).

The pneumatic barrier may also be installed permanently

around the offshore oil platforms and operated only when needed.

For temporary installation the pneumatic barrier may

easily be deployed and retrieved.

In estuaries, the pneumatic barrier may be turned on

Sduring flood tide to prevent oil from penetrating Anto the

-4'-
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FIGURE 1-1-2

CRt1D� OIL SPILL AT SEA
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FIGURE 1-1-3

CRUDE OIL SPILL AT SEA I
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estuary and it rmay be turned off during the ebb tide to permit

oil or debris to leave the estuary. Floating debris can not

cause the pneumatic system to fail.

2. Field Installations

The pneumatic barrier has been successfully used in

Kornwerderzand, the Netherlands, to prevent salt water

intrusion in existing navigation locks. A most dramatic

application is also in the Netherlands at the four locks at

6
IJmuiden6. During every complete lockage of the largest of

the four locks (measuring 1200 x 150 x 44 ft.) some 3 ,000

tons of chloride entered the North Sea Canal before the

pneumatic barriers were installed. It has been found that

by using 210 cubic meters of atmospheric air the salt water

intrusion was reduced by 50 percent.

In addition tc preventing the salt water intrusion, the

penumatic barrier is said to be effective in separating floating

matter from areas to be kept clear of pollution; repelling

surface layers of oil, log floats, driftwood and drifting ice.

Outside of actual installations in the Netherlands,

the pneumatic barrier to contain oil has not been evaluated

in the laboratory or in the field. Following the Torrey

Canyon accident, a 1200-ft. long pneumatic barrier was

7,8
placed across the mouth of the Helford River to try

to prevent incoming oil. However, tae oil never reached

the river mouth and the performance of the system could

not be evaluated.

A 500-ft. long air curtain was installed o.cross the

- j.O -



entrance to the boat basin at Santa Barbara, California,

* 9
The manufacturer of the installation claimed that the

pneumatic barrier divided and separated the oil slick 15

feet to either side of the barrier.

3. Large-Scale Model Tests

The Army Transportation Research Command 1 0 conducted

large-scale inodel tests of a pneumatic breakwater. The

feasibility of pneumatic wave attenuation was evaluated in

this study for the two following military applications:

(a) To produce a relatively calm area immediately

surrounding a cargo vessel. The air to be supplied

by portable compressors temporarily installed on the

vessel during discharge operations.

(b) To produce a relatively calm passage through surf

to permit small crafts to approach the beach without

the danger of broaching and remain in the breaker-

free zone produced by a pneumatic barrier.

The studies were conducted in a two-dimensional wave

channel in water depths between 7 and 16 feet with wave heights

of between 1 and 6 ft. which approached the near shore field

conditions.

The major conclusiors of the study were that the large-

scale model tests indicated that approximately 1/6 less air

horsepower was necessary than was predicted by small-scale

tests and that cargo discharge capability should increase by

appi.oxImataly 21 percent for the case of 50 percent wave

* attenuation produced by the pneumatic breakwater.

- 12 -



4. Need for Studyf
There was sufficient evidence, both field and laboratory,

to indicate that the pneumatic barrier snould be considered.

as an alternative to any mechanical barrier for use at sea

under certain, srp"ified environment jondi;ions.

It was also evident that hydrod,,namdc analysis as well

as experimental model tests, botht small and large scale, were

needed to evaluate the effectiveness of the pneumatic barrier

under specified sea conditions and to provide sufficient

information to permit design off a pneumatic barrier

to contain oil.

5. Previous Engineering Studies to Evaluate Basic Concepts

There has been little theoretical work published as to

the reason why the pneumatic barrier is effective in attenuating

4
deep-water waves. T&,a or suggested that the damping of waves

is caused by tLie horizontal current which spreads out from the

region where the vertical current induced by the rising bubbles

reaches the surface. The bubbles themselves do not dampen the

waves any appreciable amount, as the change in density in the

bubble region is very small. One part of Taylor's theory was

concerned with the theoretical predictions of the surface-

current velocity required to stop waves of given length. The

second part provided a method of computing the surface currents

induced by a curtain of air bubbles. j

The experimental work conducted by Wetzel , Straub 5 . 4

5 5Bowers 5 , Tarapore , and Herbich 3 indicates that if the maximu-'

velocity is measured at a distance of one water depth from

-12-



the barrier, then the agreement between theoretical and

experimental values is good. However, the theoretical rela-

tionship between the generated surface current and the air

flow rate could not be verified experimentally as the

meastred surface current was considerably smaller than that

predicted by theory for a given air discharge.

Based on theoretical and experimental studies by many

researchers, including EvansI 0 RadionovI Dmitriev1 2 and

2
Herbich it appeared that a pneumatic barrier would be

feasible from an engineering viewpoint and that it will

be effective in containing oil at sea.

More recently,Sjoberg and Verner 1 5 conducted a study on

the application of pneumatic barriers to stop the spreading

of oil on water. This particular study proved to be quite

helpful to the investigations conducted at the Hydromechanics

Laboratories of Texas A&M University and permitted a number

of short-cuts in the experimental procedures.

6. Environmental Conditions Imposed by the Sponsor

Heavy duty system: Upper limit for effective performance

1. Wind: Hourly average 40 mph at standard height.

The corresponding wind speed at any height below
10 m can be fourd using the following table:

Height above mean Percentage of 10 m
water level, meters windspeed

0o.5 65
1.0 72

S2.0 79
3.0 84
5.0 90

- 13 -



See previous table for speed at any height.

Gusts up to 60 mph can be expected, lasting no longer than 5

seconds each hour.

Waves: Wave conditions are specified as follows:

Deep Shallow
Water Water

Significant height, ft. 1O 10
Significant period, sc". 7.5 6
Average height, ft. 6.4 6.4
Average period, sec. 6.3 ---
Average length, ft. 134 100
Range of periods, sec 3.4-12
Period of energy 8.9

maximum, sec.
Height of highest 1/10 of 13

waves, ft

Current: Sea current (uniform over depth of barrier): 2 knots

Heavy duty system: Upper limit for physical integrity

1. Wind: Hourly average 60 mph at standard height. See table

above for speed at any height.

Gusts up to 90 mph can 'e expected, lasting no longer

than 5 seconds each hour.

2. Waves: Wave conditions are specified as follows:

Deep Shallow
Parameter Water Water

Significant height, ft. 20 20
Sigrificant period, sec. 1.0
Average height, ft. 14 !1
Average period, sec. 8.6 --
Average length, ft. 250 200
Range of periods, sec. 5-17 --

Period of energy 12.1
maximum, sec.

Height of highest 1/10 of 28
waves, ft.

S- 14



3. Current: Sea current (uniform over depth of barrier): 3 knots

Review of the above conditions indicated that some

discrepancies between the values given above and those

calculated existed. However, the Sponsor indicated that

the values supplied should be used to provide a common

basis for systems design and model testing.

The calculated values were as follows:

(a) Wave Conditions Specified:

Deep Water

Assume significant wave height, HI/ 3 of

10 ft. is correct.

- 15 -



Calculate average wave ht. ft.

H = 0.625 HI/ 3 = 6.25 ft.

Calculate height of highest 1/10 of waves, ft.

H 1/10= 2.03H = 1.27 H1/3 = 12.7 ft.

For HI/3 = 10 ft,= 6.2 sec.

T = 1.24 Tm = 7.70 sec.

LO 5.12 (6.2)2= 197.0 ft.

(b) Upper Limit for Physical Integrity:

Deep Water

Assume significant wave height, H 1/3 of 20 ft.

is correct.

Calculate average wave ht. ft.

H = 0.625 H 12.5 ft.
1/3

Calculate height of highest 1/10 waves, ft.

H = 2.03H1 1.27 H1 = 25.4 ft.
1/10 1/3

For H 20 ft., T 9.4 sec.

1/3

T1/ = 1.24 T = 11.68 sec.

L = 5.12 T2 = (5.12) (9.4)2. 452 ft.

0

S~- 16 -



I (c) Definitions

1. Significant wave ht. - The average height of

one-third highest waves of a given wave group.

(> 300 waves).

2. Significant wave period- Period of the one-

third highest waves within a group.

1I

1

-17--



7. Proposed System

Ti.,?pneumnatic barrier will consist of a manifold pipe

made of steel and submerged at the required depth, air supply

umbilical .pipes, and compressors for providing the required

amount of air at the desired pressure.

The main man-fold pipe releasing air to produce a penu-

matic barrier will be located about 25 feet below the water's'

surface. The hole spacing along the main pipe was determined

in the hydrodynamics tests and was recommended to be six to

12 holes per foot of pipe. The hole size required will be

between 1/32 and 1/16 inch. In the same part of the study, the

air flow was determined to be in the range of one cubic foot

per second per foot length of pipe. This rate of air flow

would prodnce a surface current of five feet per second. The

power required at the manifold will range between 5 and 12 horse-

power per foot length of pipe depending on the overpressure

in the pipe. Frictional losses in the supply pipes are con-

sidered negligible so that approximately the same power will

be required at the compressor.

Initially, a flexible P.V.C. pipe was considered for the

manifold pneumatic barrier. After serious consideration, it

was decided that the pipe should be rigid to facilitate con-

trol of placement and floatation level and to provide the

- 18 -
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to the pine with -0-foot long~ nylon~ ropes.

The Heary Drity Synt-er will lue stored !.r four subsystem

Paci'ai~e I Macline!7. - This pac;.am-e will con;sist of a tur-

birne-driven cimapressor, a maclhinery 'null, -- crad~le, and a

pallet. The estimated weight will be 21,00X0 paunrds.

Packare 11 - Innilatable rut!ýer fuVel tanks. -

POac!kae III - Bubble Screen - Tihis packa-e will contain a

complete set of 200 fet f pipe sections,, clamps, one umbili-

cal, and floats. App-rcximate weight is 35-CLOOD pouands.

?acageIV- Mooring - Twhis pack.:age will ýo;ntaiin four

anchor 3r.1 --oorin.g 11nes ta actnnect Crie bibble generators,

and machinery hulls as Lh~in Fig. 111. 111.8. Approximate-

weight is 12,0CC. po~zds.

A1l pack-ages will be sec7_-ed to standar-,d C-lC aireraft

pallets. The raackage!s Will remrrov~ed frtrn: Storage and trans-

p~orted t-o trne C--- aiý-raft a -"''5 airrf" ergo loadng

truck Fig. MI. 1.12. The packages ve-ll be grwzind winched onto

the C-13-a- Tr-Mee ar--r-af*t; xill be req-zired fan- eae'_ 920,1o3

module of bub:.le barriar. The airý-raf!.t will fly to an airc-'3!

near a -tort close to tý,e oll zutiLL. Tzhe "a 11 - -

l4oededi onto flatbed trucks fo7 transportation 1:o docks or

Coast Guard statio0n. Pwacka:Z-zes H1I znd 17 actll be loaded Ono~t



9 a buoy tender. Packages I and II will be set in the water.

Jet fuel tank trucks will load 120,000 gallons of fuel into

the fuel b,,u,. This is an eight day fuel capacity. Esti-

mated time for tranrs-ort and loading will be two to four

days dependin, on the availability of buoy tenders.

Because of --he towing characteristics of the fuel tank,

the tenders will require six to 24 hours to reach the spill

-ite.

8. Adaptability of the System

'the oil containment system should be designed for a

number of possible "'-inations of waves, currents and

wind. Two such combinations are selec-:ed as an example as

shown in Fig. 1-1-7.

(a) Case I 1

Wave, 2urrent and wind comin" from one quarter. In

this case the ;-neumati4" barrier need not be pi!ced around

the oil to be c-ntained. The pneumatic barrier could be

deplocyed by two U.S. Coast Guard ship, in the manner shown

in Fig. 1-1-7.

(b) Case 2

In this ýa---e the waves and wind are cemi-ng fron; one

quarter," and :he "urrent fi-om- 4he opposite directior, to the

nThe--ticn .... .r. r-. mnti enclose the oi srill in

"vw zvsl s o ": ,xistin-. equipment and

.... ne di-loyed, whoily or in part, by

- 21 -
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any of the existing ships or aircraft of the U.S. Coast

',uard.

9. Emphasis on Unique and Significant Features of Design

The pneumatic system will be easily deployed and

retrieved.. The system can be operated by compressors on

board existing ships or from floating platforms or barges

placed at the site of the spill. The pneumatic system

will allow ships or other craft to pass over the barrier

without causing removal or shut down.

Additional side benefits are that certain amounts of

wave attenuation will be achieved of the order of 5-10

percent. If environmental conditions are less than those

specified, a much greater wa've attenuation may be expected

which will permit an easier and more efficient way of

disposing of the oil from the contained area.
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S10. Summary

A pneumatic barrier concept has proven to be a most

effective oil containment device to operate under environ-

mental conditions specified. Its effectiveness was demon-

strated in the laboratory at various water depths up to

7.5 feet. The air, power, etc. requirements have been

based on the experimentrl studies. Since the tendency of

the air discharge axd power requirements decrease with the

increase in model size, it can be expected that the air and

power requ -ement may b( v a'ner reduced for the prototype

installation.

The most em anding envirc .mental requirement is the

2 knot current. If tne current -- educed to 1 knot, the air

discharge and horsepower may bt -luced from 1 cfs/ft. to

0.5 cfs/ft. and from approximately 2.0 HP/ft. to 4.0 HP/ft.,

assuming one atmosphere overpressu-- in thr: manifold

located 30 ft. below the surface.
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I-II. Research Conducted

The engineering study to develop the basic design

concept involved determination of the following factors:

1. Oil set-up by wind

2. Oil set-up by current

3. Hydrodynamics of the pneumatic system

(a) minimum surface velocity to contain
oil

(b) optimum depth of pipe submergence _

(c) optimum pipe size - orifice area
combinattion

(d) air discharge, pressure discharge

head,and power requirements at the
orifice

4i. Pneumatic supply

(a) supply pipe

(b) fluidic devices

(c) compressor and prime mover

(d) system strength

(e) physical characteristics

"5. Deployment capability

S6. Reliability standards

7. Maintenance

8. 2uitability
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S1. Oil Set-Up by Wind

The two-dimensional wind set-up of oil retained by a

barrier was investigated analytically and experimentally.

The results may be incorporat-ed with results of the

investigation of set-up of oil by currents to give the

total set-up due to the combined effect:; of wind and

cit.rrents.

The ,hear stress, T at the air-oil interface may
0

be written

2
T C P (IU-l)

where p w is the density of water, U is the wind speed, and

C is a dra.g coefficient that will vary with the surface

roughness. From the equation of hydrostatics applied at

the barrier; a. summation of horizontal forces on the oil

wedge; and the above equation for wind stress the following

equations were developed.

F 2, r L 2C •Lp (11-2)
o gPo (1- oP gPo0 (1 - 0 w)

Here, d is the set-up at the barrier, L i._7 the oil fetch
C

length, P0 is the oil density and g is the acceleration due

to gravity. This indicates that tiie oil wedge is parabolic

in shape and that th volume of cil retained per length of

barrier, V. is:

- 26 -



*ii

2
V T (II-3)

The equation for set-up can also be written

Tii

d,/L 2Cp/o " _ __ (11-4)0 Wa • (I - w

which shows that the dimensionless set-up, d /L, depends
0

upon a Froude number, U/ Lg (I -. PO/Pw,) , and the drag

coefficient, C, which is constant if no waves are generated

in the oil.

PPl;ts of these values as a function of oil viscos-

ity are presented in the main report as well a.s plots of

set-up for all oils, wind velocity data, etc. Plots of

set-up of oil as a. function of distance along the oil

wedge indicate that the wedge shape is parabolic and accord-

ingly that volume predictions based on this are satisfactory.

In order to combine these results with current effects

it is necessary to present an overall design wind stress

equation. Using an envelope curve for all test data yields:
6.9 x 6lO-p w2 i-5)To x 10

for the air-oil interface stress including waves. Again,
the wind velocity is for an evaluation of 0.7 ft.
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Tests were run with three oils having the follhwing prorer-

ties.

No. Viscosity (centipoise) Succific GravitX

1 388 o.888

S3.7 o . 858

3 96 0.9i!

Each oil was placed in the 2 ft wide by 3 ft deeP by

120 ft long wind-wave flume with 14 or 18 inches of water

and subjected to a range of wind velociti.es. The oil wedge

thickness at a retaining barrier nnd Pt 10 foot intervals

upwind from this point was measured with a point gage

and a specially designed stiiling well. Wind velocities

were measured at 0.1 ft intervals along a vertical line at

the tank center and 5 ft upwind of the barrier. A reference

velocity at 0.7 ft elevation was used for the flume experi-

ments and was found to be related to the velocity at 10

meters elevation by 1.75 U U
0.7 *

Below a critical wind velocity, IT , the set-up of oil of

any vis~osity and density (less than 1.0) is given by

d/L = 2.3 x10-3  P U

0 (11-6)VgL (1 - POl%,) -

For U > U when ;ia.ves cause an excess surf'-ce stress.

d 2.3 x 1O-3 .~w W + (U - U )
oPog(1 - Po/Pw PoZg•]- - /Po/w

o w

(11-7)
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wev'he ti~ foliowix:g values

Oil .N. B x 10 6 1 fps

A .32.6

7.7 11,7
3I

3 14. ]-4.o

I
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2. Oil Set-Up by Current

The purpose of this researeL was to investi.gate the

oil set-up due to current. More specifically, the objectiNe

was to study the behavior of oil floating on water and held

in place by a barrier while the underlying water flowed past.

Of particular interest was the oil gec.metry as a. func-

tion of current velocity, oil density and viscosity. Also,

a quantitative description of the entrainment of the oil

by the flowing water was of interest.

- The need for the s:udy results from the need for a

knowledge of the depth of the oil at the barrier. This

set-up depth (as well as that contribution due to wind)

is the primary consideration in the determination of the

air requirements of the barrier. The entrainment of the

oil by the flowing water is also of interest as a. mode of

failure of the barrier.

The specific objectives of the task concerned with oil

set-up due to current was: (a) to determine the complete

description of the set-up configuration as a function of

current and fluid properties, (b) to study the entrainment

of the oil due to the flowing water.

When an oil layer is subjected to a current and held

in place by a. fixed barrier, the resulting layer configura-

tion appears similar to that shown in Fig. I-II-1. Three

separate regions of the layer may be identified wherein the

resulting configuration is dependent on different mechanisms.
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And, as a consequence of the different controlling mechan-

isms, it was impossible to model the complete flow phenom-

ena. at one time because Froude and Reynolds laws cannot be

~S L... AuuZLy t. The general approach was to

study the flow in parts by use of a semi-empirical theory.

Once the experimental constants were evaluated the theory

was extended to calculate prototype set-ups.

Region I

The shape of the head wave region (or Region I) is

considered to be controlled primarily by gravity and

inertia forces. Accordingly, a dimensional analysis of

the variables involved indicates that the single dimension-

less number, which is generally called the densiometric

Froude number, should describe the flow,

2
U C 1 (II-8)

gb (1 - _O
Pw

where U is the current velocity, g = 32.2 ft/sec , b denotes

the head wave thickness andp and pw are the density of

the oil and water, respectively.

In order to evaluate the constant occurring, in equation

11-8, a series of tests was conducted using oils of various

densities. The head wave thickness and current velocities

were recorded and the results of these tests were plotted

in the form of U2 versus gb(l - po/P).

-32-
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A straight line drawn through this data shows that the

constant has a value of approximately C 3.5. Thus,

equation 11-8 is plotted in Fig. 1-11-2 showing the head

wave thickness as a. function of current velocity for oils

of various specific gravities.

According to the laws of dimensional analysis, it is

expected that the head wave would have a fixed shape

independent of velocity or oil density. This shape can

be demonstrated by plotting the coordinates of the head

wave profile made dimensionless with the thickness, b.

Although considerable scatter can be expected in this kind

of plot, a. characteristic shape does exist and is shown

in Fig. 1-11-3. According to the figure, the neck of the

head wave occurs at approximately x/b = 13 and, therefore,

Region I may be considered to extend to x = 13 b.

Region II

The geometry of the oil layer in Region II indicated

in Fig. I-II-1 (i.e.) in the region where values of x >

13b, depends not only on gravity and inertia forces out

also on viscous for-es. The action of the water flowing

under the oil layer causes a gradual build-up of the layer

thickness with distance along the layer. This viscous

shear stress at the interface is just off.iet by the gravi-

tational forces tending to cause the oil layer to spread

in the direction of the flow.

In order to describe the oil layer in Region II a
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momentum analysis was applied to a control volume which

included the hydrostatic pressure forces and shear stresses

due to the under-flowing water. The result of this analys;is

yields the following relationship for 'he oil layer thick-

ness a~s a. function of distance along the layer:

h U2(x 13b) C. bs bSPo Po U(-13b 1/n 1-g -- (-1 - -2° ) • • 13 )/ 2 •wu
w 2Pw Pw w

where:

h = 3il layer thickness

U = current velocity

P0 = density of the oil

Pw = density" of the water

S= 32.2 ft/sec2

b = head wave thickness

Vw = kinetic viscosity of water

C. = shear stress coefficient
I

n =5.0

Ts = wind shear stress at the free ý3urface

The two unknowns, C. and n, occurring in equation (11-9)

were introduced by assuming the following form for thi

shear stress at the oil water interface:
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C-C

whore:

T. Shear stress at the oil-water interface

C - Shear stress coefficient

n - constant

This form of t;he shear stress law i.s valid for flow past a

flat plate with C.i 0.058 and n = 5.0. In the present case,

however, the equation ,was applied tro !,he experimental data

from the model tests and C and n were adjusted. until the
i

equation fit the data. In this manner a correlation between

Ci and current velocity was determined and is presented in

Fig. 1-11-4. However, n was found to be equal to 5.0 as in

the case of flow past a flat plate.

Prototype Oil Set-Ups

"The complete geometry of the oil layer is described

by a combination of the head wave shape present in Fig.

1-11-3, where b is given by Fig. 1-11-2, along with equation

II-9 which describes the oil thickness in Region II. Using

these results, the oil set-up corresponding to the prototype

conditions of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 knots are presented

in Figures 1-11-5 through II-).
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Entrainment

At writOer velocities above 1.6 ft/sec, failure by

entrainment became _ignificant. The waves; a].enr, the oil-

water interface appiiatred to be unstable and the-e was a

continuous formation oý' liquid particles rilong the inter-

face. The particlecs hal a 2ore of water s2urrounded by

a layer of oil. These particles hrad a de_.-ii.y very near'

that of water and most of them flowed under the barrier.

Those which were retained by the barrier were persistent

and formed an oil-water froth behind the barrier. The

failure rate du; to h particles flowing under the fixed

vertical barrier was significarit. Failure rate measurements

a-t a water velocity of 1.95 ft/sec indicated a loss rate

0o" about 0.5 gal/min per foot of barrier length.

Entrainment tests were run with SAE 10 motor oil and

with diesel fuel with similar results. The only difference

was the size range of th particles. Using SAE 10 oil

the range of diameter was 3/8 in. to 3/14 in., while with

diesel fuel it was 1/8 in'. to 3/'8 in.
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Results and Conclusions

A tho•oretiýxnl and experimental study has been made of

tho oil set-ýip due to current. The oil layer has been

broken into two Ž'erions, a head wave region wherein the

oil layeý nrofile is controlled primarily by viscous and

inertia forces. The thickness of this layer is described

by the densiometric Froude number given as equation 11-8.

The characteristic shape of the head wave is shown in Fig.

1-II-3.

A semi-empirical theory was developed using the form

of the shear law for flow past a flat plate and the coef-

ficient and exponent occurring therein was evaluated

experimentally. The shear stress coefficient was found to

increase with velocity and approach tne limiting value of

that associated with the flat plate for very low velocity.

Using the results obtained f~om the model tests and

the semi-empirical theory, the oil layer configuration

was calculated and plotted for oils of various density

and at prototype current velocities of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0

*,nd 2.5 knots. These results, presented in Figs. 1-11-5

to 11-9 are one of the primary results of the study on oil

set-up by current. These resulti., show that for the casu

of light oils and low currents the set-up depths are quite

reasonable. However, as the current and density of the

oil increase the set-up depth increases quite rapidly.

Tests at water velocities greater than 1.6 ft/sec
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showed that failure by e'trainmen-.'ill b: zijnifiz•.t at

higher velocities.
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3. Hydrýcd.%rra:...Ics cf the Pneumatic System

An air buble released below the surface of a liquid

such as wa'-er wilv r'se to the surface because its buoyax l

force is creater than the combination of fluid drag on the

bubble and its weight. As the bubble rises it drags water

along with it creatin- an upward flow. At the free surface,

the air bubble dissinates itself. However, the upward liquid

momentum iýs deflected and causes a suo-faze current. if' a

number of small bubbles continuously flow from a submerged

duct, a steady surface current can be used to oppose the

potential energy of oil of a given depth. When equilibrium

is established, the oil is essentially contained by the

bubble generated current. This forms the basis of the pneu-

matic (air) barrier for oil containment. The objective of

this task is to determine the relationship between the

quantity and manner of air bubbles released and the kinematics

of the generated surface flows, i.e., the "hydrodynamics of

pneumatics".

Review of the literature indicated that most of the research

work, both laboratory and in the field, was limited to the

idea of using this system to attenuate waves, hence the name

of the "pneumatic breakwater". The only reference p(,ertaining

to the study of ,rneumatic barrier as an oil containment device

is fairly recenit and is described, in Reference 15.

However, the theoretical work conducted. on the pneumatic

breakwaters is applicable to the pneumatic barrier system and

was fully utilized in the study at Texas A&N Univei-sity.
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SURFACE CURRENTS PRODUCED BY A P1ELIMATIC BARRIER.

20Taylor used an analogy between the hot air flow from a

heat source and the vertical current induced by the air bubbles.

He found theoretically that the vertical current, Umax (See

Fig. I-II-10 is related to the unit discharge rate of air, q

by the following relationship:

Umax - K (gq)1/3 (I-il)

where: g = the gravity constant

K = an experimentally determined constant.

The constant K was found to be about 1.9 from the hot air

analogy tests. If no energy los3 occurs when the flow momentum

changes to the horizontal direction at the surface then the

theoretical surface velocity as determined by Taylor becomes:

Umax 1.9 (gq)i/ 3  (Theoretical) (11-12)

Since 1955, many experiments have been performed in tb- lab-

oratory and at prototype scale to determine the constant in

Equation II-li. Those felt to be most significant have been

plotted as Figure I-II-il which also includes Taylor's

theoretical result. Although t1ie general trend of all

experiments is similar, there was a wide variation in K values

obtained. There are many reasons for the variat'ion in the

values of constants, but many involved inconsistencies where

the current was measured and some were due to "scale effect"

and experimental error.
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Bulson (1)* recognized that th~e volumetric air flowrate

q, depended or, the atmospheric pressure head, H and the

manifold depth H. He defined qo as the unit a1r flowrate of
I0

"free" air delivered under one atmosphere of absolute pres-

sure head, i.e.

Sqo q (1 +H
H 1+- (11-13)S~H

0

Substituting the above in Equation II-1i gives

Umax K (gqo) 1 / 3 (1 + H)-/3 (11-14)
Ho

Bulson experimentally deduced K to be about 1.46.

A recent report by Sj6berg and Verne415)confirmed the

work at Delft (22) and by Dick and Brebner (23) and obtained

a K value of approximately 1.3.

Surface Velocity Decay

The horizontal surface velocity, Umax was found to decrease

with increased distance from the manifold centerline. Due

to the eruption of air bubbles the maximum Umax usually

occurred between 0.3H and 0.6H (1) (5) (14).
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EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE

The TAMU Hydromechanics Laboratory tests were condbcted

in four separate fltmnes in order to study a wide range of

water depths and test section widths. Since any water depth

could be employed for the tests, the flumes have been desig-

nated by their width for this task report. All tests in the

two-foot wave tank and eight-inch flume were conducted with a

one-inch rnominal diameter manifold. Tests in the deeper

five-foot and 18-inch flumes used a two-inch manifold pipe.

The orifice spacing was 24 holes per foot for all tests.

TEST RESULTS

Surface Currents Under Stagnant Conditions

Effect of Water Depth

The experimental results were obtained for Umax as a

function of q for four different water depths tested in four

different flumes. In all tests Umax was measured at x/H

about 0.5 with 1/1 6 -in. diameter holes. The trends in all

cases followed the theoretical slope and the constant K

appeared to increase slightly with water depth. The one

exception was in the wide (5 foot) flume when there appeared

to be very little change of Umax with increased manifold

depth, H. These results are surimarized in Fig. 1-11-12. The

narrow, 18-in. flume might possibly explain the increase in

Umax at this depth. Further tests at prototype depths (25

to 30 ft.) and in wide flumes are needed to clarify this

point.
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Effect of Steady Channel Flow on B.-bP,•- Current
i

A steady, uniform, open charnel flow added to the

bubble current ha1m been fr-%r.d t shift the bubble pattern

dowrnstream. Ccnser.uently, instead cf the center of bubble

e-,up-t io n o c cur r 1ng E d ire ctl.1bc"T e ;e o c -* 1 rie .

occurs some distance dc,-:tream.

It was :-pstulated tha-- the on-;vinuýua l r"-f•-eiles

of open channel flow and bubbie-zeneratedc. cr-= '- c d be

lUrtearl , superimzcaed T..c-ether. if hi -, theoretical supro-

sition couv, be ex-,eri•-er•aly prcve" thren the resue1 tnc-

ccmibined velocity prcfile .c.u.. be ý&.retical est -ated

"for an c mb-1rat, ir. f channel c-lw a" ", '' ur ent.
Since the stagnant bubble current was symmetical about

the centerline of bubble erupt•.-_, , was --retse hat;

the channel flow would Ire•s e the '--,,srea bble ge-erat-ed

current and increase the 4o-w-nstream current -" similar amounts.

Thus the uostream decrease wculd be nhe .lr•t.ical case for oil

containment and of mzost interest fcr this arrlication.

Primary experimental tests were perfcrmed in the 18-in.

wide flume with water depths of around 7.5 feet. Fig. I-II-!h

presents two, measured, open channel flow, velocity profiles

at the flume centerline with no bubbl] currents present.

Although the profiles are characteristically non-uniform,

in the region of interest where b is less than C . 2.5H the

profiles are reasonably uniform and were tabulated mean

values used for calculation purposes. The transverse profile

was characteristically non-uniform due to the boundary layer

-- 56 -
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so that the centerline velocity was used at the reference.

Next, an air flowrate of 0.436 cfs/ft was added in the

flume which would normally create a Umax of 4.1 ft/sec unler

stagnant conditiorns. Velocity profile measurements were

then taken at Aive locations upstream of the shifted bubble

eruption. The characteristic linear depth profi-le was still

present and the resulting surface current generated, Umax -

-still decayed with distance from the centerline of eruption.

This test was carried out with a mean flow current Vm between

d = 0 and d = b of about 1.78 ft/sec present in the open

channel. There appeareo' to be excellent agreement between

theory and experiment for all surface velocities of interest.

.In, Fig. 1-11-15 the principle of linear superposition

has been applied to simulate prototype conditions when H is

25 feet, Umax generated is 5.0 ft/sec and the design 2 knot

current opposes the bubble current. The resulting estimated

surface current, U'ax is 1.62 ft/sec and b' is about 2.0 ft.

The prototype conditions were not possible to achieve in the

laboratory.
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Oil Containment by Pneumatic Barrier0
Oil flowing over water is a complex piLeiiomenon. Being

lighter than water, gravity forces "drive" the oil to "seek"

its own uniform level above the water surface. In a system

open to the atmosphere, the driving force is solely the hydro-

static pressure head of the oil, h. Thus a thick layer of oil

will have a greater tendency to spread than the same oil of

smaller depth.

Once the flow commences. the gravity forces which origi-

nated the motion soon give w,,ty and. are dominated by viscous

shear at the interface so that the viscous forces govern

the dynamics of the motion. Spreading decreases the oil.

thickness.

At some further point when the oil becomes of "film"

thickness, surface tension forces becomne dominant and. this

phenomenon determines the manner in which further spreading

takes place. Superimposed wind and wave forces add considerable

complexity to the situation.

EXPERIMENTAL TEST RES-ULTS

Stagnant Water

Initial tests were conducted ½n the !wo-foot wide wavý

channel with 2 ft. of water depth, T and the manifold located

"near the bottom, H so that H/T was about 1.0. With a constant

air flowrate and Urax being generated, the oil depth being

contained was gradually increased until failure occurred.
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Waves

Design waves had to be scaled to model sizes for labor- I
atory tests. A wide range of wave conditions was specified

and time limitations prevented testing all combinations.

Therefore, the significant wave characteristics (height,

length, etc.) were chosen as most representative for labora-

tory tests in the two-foot wide wave channel.

If a prototype manifold depth of 25 feet is assumed, the

geometric scale ratio used became 25:1 since the model mani-

fold was located one foot below the water surface. A

maximum water depth of 2 feet was used for the tests resulting

in the generation of "shallow water" wave forms. The

following shallow water wave characteristics were employed at

the 25:1 scale ratio.

PROTOTYPE MODEL

Significant Wave Height 10 ft 0.4 ft 4
Significant Wave Peilod 6 sec 1.2 sec

Significant Wave Length 185 sec 7.4 ft

Model surface velocities generated were near 1.0 ft/sec

which scaled-up to about 5.0 ft/sec in the prototype.

As noted in the literature, the required Umax to contain

oil was also considered to depend on the height (H), and leng':h

(L), of the waves striking the barrier, i.e., on the wave

steepness H/L. Waves of large steepness ratio approaching

breaking conditions were found to impose additional forces on

the barrier. of primary interest for the laboratory tests was



the case with oil located on the side from which waves were

generated so that the waves possibly moved the oil against

the barrier. Fig. 1-11-16 presents the results in the same

Umax ver.sus gh (1 - SGo) form used previously.

Surprisingly, the long swell wave form modeled in the

"tests produced little change from stagnant conditions. The

critical o was still between 1.0 and 1.2. In fact, when the

waves were stopped during testing, the stagnant conditions

present were noted to be closer to failure then when testing

with waves.

Based on these laboratory tests o' equal to 1.2 is

recommended for preliminary design with waves.

Current

To test the principle of linear superposition of velocities,

the 18-in. wide flume was used with 7.7 feet of water which

gave a mean velocity, Vm of 1.78 ft/sec. A constant bubble

generated velocity was introduced and the effects of the cur-

rent tested by adding oil and noting the mean oil thickness

at failure were determined. If the principle of superposition

should hold under these conditions, then a plot of the effective

surface velocity, U'max Umax minus Vm) versus gh (I - SGo)'

should also result in a critical coefficient v of 1.2 near

failure. The results generally indicated that this is pre-

cisely what happens. Sufficient time was not avaliable to

completely verify these results particularly at srma2i values

of U1max.
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1 Failure was specified when masses of oil began to over-

top the air barrier and move downstream. Significantly, it

was also observed t1'at a number of oil droplets were entrained,

near the head vegion of the contained oil and when located at

depths greater than the effective barrier profile, bl were

swept right through the deflected bubble region by the

current. Time was unavailable to record any rates of this

type of loss except to estimate that in all cases well over

95% of the oil remained contained by the air barrier.

6
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tthte resulting m e an 1l depth cont~ained can be determined fi-OP

jthe range of specific'gravity otils of Interest. A 2 knot

prototype current (3.38 ft/sec) Is used In the plot. No

wind set-up effects are Included but mean oil. containment

depths can be estiImated with wind by using only 2/3 of the-

v ~~~Indicated. These results are tabulated below.

Barrier Design SG of Mean Oil Depth
Velocity Oil Contained (Feet)

Umax(ft/sec) No Wind Including Design Wind

5.0 0.75 0.225 0.15

500.85 0.370 0.295

5.0 0.95 1.14o 0.76

Figui'e 1-11-18 presents the combined results for a 1 knot

prototype current (1.69 ft/sec). The results are as follows:

Barrier Design SG of Mean Oil Depth
Velocit-y Oil Contained (Feet)
Umx(ft/sec) No Wind Including Design Wind,

500.75 0.95 0.63

5.0 0.85 1.-55 1.03

5.0 0.54.6o .3.05

It Is recommended that., complet~e veri.fication of all of the

above p~oeliminzjary results be made under prototype conditions.
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FIGURE 1-11-19

Pneumatic barrier operating in waves and currents. Oil
contained on the right. (Note droplets of water covered
with a film of oil also being contained.)
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4.General Comment

Since the air supply and associated equipment must be air

transportable, blower size must be related to airflow require-

ments and pipe diameters '-o determine the maximum performance

available from combinations of blower size and pipe diameter per

unit length of manifold.

The interrelationship between these are relatively complex,

involving friction and possible compressibility effects. Evalua-

tions of these interrelationships are needed in order to be able

to optimize the design of the pneumatic supply system.

This research, then, was intended to determine those para-

meters which would affect the design of air supply mechanisms.

and piping, present them in a form such that trade - offs of de-

sign parameters were available, then aid in the optimization of

the design itself. In particular, relationships were needed

between diameter of pipe leading down to the manifold, airflow

velocity within this pipe, manifold depth, air supply power, over-

pressure needed within the pipe to maintain an outflow of air

from the manifold, and numbers and size of holes in the manifold

through which the air is blown into the water.
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Determination of Pipe Diameter

In the determination of necessary pipe diameter for a.

given surface flow rate and depth, the following development

was applied. Within the pipe, the area necessary to handl.e

volumetric airflow rate is Q
A =.-- p(11-15)

p Vp
p

where Ap= pipe area required per foot of manifold length

Q= volumetric airflow rate in the pipe per foot of

manfold length

Vp = airflow velocity in the pipe

The airflow rate in the pipe may be related to that having

been blown out of the pipe at the given depth by

T Pd (11-16)
dp.

"where Qd = volumetric airflow rate at the depth pressure per

foot

T = temperature

P = pressure

Substitution gives
A Qd T Pd

Pd~ 11-17)

But depth pressure, Fd' is the sum of atmospheric and that

created by the head of water;
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I}I

P= P + Yh (1I-18)

where P= surface or atmospheric pressure

Y = specific weight of seawater

h = depth of the manifold below the surface

and the pressure in the pipe must be that depth pressure plus

the necessary overprjssure to push the air from the pipe into

the water.

P p PPs + yh + Pop (11-19)

Substitution gives
I D2  Q T p + ^h)

AP~ dT (p9+
P - Vp T (Ps + Yh + po (p) -2)

Hence

D 4 d T (p + vh)

P\flV T~ P5 + yb+P~ (1-21)

To estimate the temperature ratio in the above, the assump-

tion is made of isentropic expansion through the holes, giving

Tk- + + (k-.),/_T p,• = + Y11 +P

P i.Td d1 Ps+ hP(0-

Substitution gives

Dp -- Ps + ¥h- + Po
P s op

Figure 1-11-20 presents typical iriforma-ttion for various

values of pipe velocity.
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"This airflow rate at depth is related to the surface

current velocity generated by a constant. In order to have

some idea of the relationship between pipe diameters and

generated surface current it was assumed that

1.57 (Qdg)l/ 3

Figure 1-11-21 includes this relation.

To determine required HP per foot of manifold length

for the blowers, the relationship is

Q AP

HP= 550 s (11-24)

where Qs = volume flow rate is cfs at the surface of the sea per

foot of pipe length

AP the pressure increase through the blower in psf.

=blower efficiency

The volume flow rate, Q., at the surface can be determined

from the rate at the pipe depth by
Ts P

Qs - Q-d 7 (11-25)

The pressure increase, AP, needed through the pump will

be created by a) friction in the ppe, b) pressure at the mani-

fold water depth due to the head of water above the manifold

and c) overpressure needed to force the air out through the

manifold holes. ie:

Ap = Pf + Ph + pop (11-26)

where Pf = friction pressure drop
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I =Ph gage pressure at manifold depth (Ph = yh, where Y

is the specific weight of water and h is the water

depth.)

Pop required manifold overpressure.

Since Pd = Ps + Ph the required HP can be. expressed as;

Ts (-P.'S + Ph)
SHP =Qd Trs (-s Ph p f + Ph + P op)

Td -• -- (11-27)

55o0

To estimate the temperature ratio, Ts/Td, one needs to

know blower design parameters. In the absence of such informa-

tion the assumption will be made here that the air loses half

the temperature rise it would get isentropically as it flows

through the pipe. ie:
Ts s k-1

":d P d k(11-28)

hence r k-l_7

(Td - Ts) =Td L ) k

Assume the actual Td - Ts is half of this. Then

2

On the basis, then, the HP required
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Figue1s I-II-2ý2, and 1-11-23 contain typical values for

these, relatinz- the ý%ea~iu'red HP per foot to depth of manifold

and 2equied overpressuire.

U- order to determine hole size and '.iumber for a given

airflow rate th.e following analysis was used. Assuming each

hole in -he manifold pire --o be a slhort tube, the velocity of

flow throi'gh it i"ay be approxrimated by the Fanning equation:

Vh= op (1--32)
f Pd

Swhere Vh = airflow velocity through the hole

- d = hole diameter

L = pipe thickness

Pd = density at the given depth of air through the holer = friction factor, (a function of p, v, d, and air

viscosity, and obtainable from a Moody diagram of

Reynolds 1hunber u's. o

p= requ:ired manifold overpressure

Figur'e 1-II-24 contabis the faired results of a reitera-

tive anplicaztion of the relation. The flow rate through eachI , hole the- will be
Q, A7 V7-
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and combining this with the previous equation gives

T' 2d op 1/2
Qd/hole = d op (11-33)

where the bracketed term is the V as determined from reitera-

tion of the previous relation. The total airflow at depth into

the water will then be

Qd N d2 (P 1) 1/2

Qd =N -o =e h- 2d OP (11-34)

where N is the number of holes per foot, and the bracketed

term is again the appropriate Vh for a given hole diameter.

Figures 1-11-25 and 1-11-26 presents examples of this data for

various common hole diameters.

These may also be related to blower HP through the relation

given earlier between Q and HP. Typical curves are shown in
d

Figure 1-11-27.

Summary

These results show that the number of parameters involved

present no obvious choice of an air supply and piping System.

Aside from the general requirement for a minimum power require-

ment and pipe size with a maximum airflow, trade - dffs are

necessary. The choice thus will be highly dependent on air

supply system availability, and the specific piping system

arrangement.
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I-I-5 Study of SuitablP Materials

General Comment

The purpose of this study was to establish the material's

response to mechanical, thermal and environmental loading

conditions and to assume structural integrity throughout

the service and storage life. In each case where published

information was lacking, or was questioned, experimental

testing was carried out. The materials study program was

in direct response tc and in support of each of the major

tasks in the program.
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6. Major Design Decisions

Manifold Depth

Previous prototype uses of a pneumatic barrier for wave

breaking deployed the manifold from 15 to 55 feet below the

water surface. The imposed design conditions for physical

integrity were for a significant wave height of 20 ft. and a

1/10 wave of 28 ft. Prototype and laboratory tests indicated

some increase in surface velocities with increased manifold

depths. Hence, it is recommended to design the prototype

manifold to operate in 25 to 30 ft. of water.

Orifice Size

The literature survey of previous investigations indicated

orifice diameters from 3/64 in. to 1/4 in. tested in the field.

Laboratory tests indicated a slight increase in surface velocities

as the orifice size (bubble diam. released) decreased. To keep

the orifice from plugging and still keep it as small as possible

it is recommended that a 1/16 in. diam. be used for design

purposes.

Orifice Spacing

Although the laboratory spacing used for these tests was 24

per foot, previous prototype tests employed from 2 to 26 holes

every foot. Since these tests revealed no apparent effects of

spacing, it is recommended to use 12 holes per foot for economi-

cal reasons.
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Orifice Location

No effects of orifice location were evident from previous

prototype tests, therefore it is recommended to locate the

holes at the top of the pipe.

Number of Manifolds

It is recommended to use one manifold for the preliminary

design for economical reasons and ease of deployment.

Pneumatics and Containment

Laboratory tests anw the previous work of other investi-

gators indicated that for prototype design depths the surface

velocity generated is approximately

1/3
Umax = 1.5 (gq)

Uma

These investigations also revealed that the surface velocity

required for containment can be approximated by the following

formula for the design conditions of interest:

Umxg1 -2i (I-SGo) + 3.38Umax

Hence, based on these results a design Umax of 5.0 ft/sec

requiring about 1.0 cfs/ft of air supply is recommended for

design.
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t The three main considerations on choosing the size of the

manifold pipe are: 1) the air flow capabilities, 2) the buoy-

ant forces, and 3) the drag forces. Since the air will be

incrementally released along the pipe to form the bubbles,

the mass flow rate along the pipe will continually decrease,

but the initial section of pipe will have to carry the total

amount of air to be released.

In order to avoid large energy losses due to shock waves,

the velocity of the air in this initial section should be

limited to about one half the speed of sound. Therefore, for

a given air velocity, the length of manifold pipe that can

be supplied is proportional to its diameter-squared. This

assumes that all the pipe is of the same diameter. The

decision was made to keep the diameter constant so that

no certain order was necessary in assembly.

The buoyant forces are proportional to the square of

the diameter. The pipe must be heavy enough to sink.

A 7 inch diameter pipe must weigh 17 lbs. per foot and

a 24 inch pipe must weigh 200 lbs. per foot. In order to

facilitate assembly, it was decided to make each joint of

pipe light enough to be handled without the aid of machinery.

This limits the length of each joint of pipe to 10 feet for a
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7 Inch d1a.t': pipe or 5 feet for a 10 Inch diameter pipe.

The d-eision was made to use a 7 inch diameter pipe because

of it-s loner length.

The abo± dec Ls!ons were mad. based -un the assumptlon

that the ne'-essary air movers could be obtained. As it

evolved, this was not the case. The bids received nere for

air movers that would supply only 200 feet of manifold pipe.

One of these -movers weighs 30 tons. This elimnates It.

The other mover weighs only 10 tons which is very suitable.

It sopplies air at L15 psio. This is w•ll abuie the pressure

for which the oririnal 7 inch pipe was desig.ed.

From the above, it is obvious that the final pipe dimen-

sions and the length be'tueen supply poLnts will need to be

determined after the air moving eqUipment is ascertained.

This will also affect the overpressure in the pipe.

The original choice of material for the manifold pipe was

polyvinyl chloride (P.V.-:!.). This was due to Its rigidity and

corrosion resisZsanee. 'I!s had to be weighted and required

an additional tenslon carr-ying me.ber. Due to this, it was

decided to build the pire of steel. Since all of the steel

"In the ranifold pipe syst-en: wll be of the same type_, corro-

sion sheu'd not bc a mi--vor p roblem.

-tK
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Supply Umbilicals

The final umbilical design-cannot be completed until the

manifold pipe is finally sized. The size and material. will

depend on the pressure and temperature of the outlet air

from the compressor.

Power Supply_

Design of the pneumatic system began under the assumption

that the necessary aiLn moving equipment could be obtained.

This turned out to be not the zase. Availability of air

movers of the size nuceszary for the pne-umatic barrier is

limited and most are much too heavy to be used as a portable

unIt. The ýipecifications for the unit to be used can be

fou!A from Gas ¶urbi-ne Power, Inc., in Sectio-;• III.

-00
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*• II-I. Wind-Wave Channel

The wind set-up tests and some of the Pneumatic Barrier

tests, including those with waves and currents, were performed

in the 2 ft. wide by 3 ft. deep by 120 ft. long wind-wave

channel shown in Fig. II-I-l. The combined wind-current

set-up tests were also performed in this chaniel.

Waves were generated by a pendulum type paddle connected

through pulleys auid a variable stroke drive arm to a 3 h.p.

Dynamatic variable speed motor. Waves could be generated

from zero to approximately 12 inches in height and from

less than a foot to in excess of 20 feet in length. These

waves were absorbed at the opposite end of the channel by a

series of perforated aluminum plates inclined at 15 degrees

with toe hcrizontal. The totel working length of the channel

was aboat 95 feet. A wave filter made of 1/4 in. opening

wire mesh was inserted into the channel as needed to smooth

minor irregularities out of larger waves,

An alr intake was located in front of the wave generator

and could be adjusted vertically to any desired elevation.

This consisted of eight large-air filters placed on top of

the intalce to clean air emitted to the tank and a stream-

lined Entry with guide vanes to emit air in a hox izontal

direction. A centrifugal blower located at the exterior of

Sthe laboratory exhausted the air from the tank. The magni-

tude of wind velocities that could be achieved depended on

-92 -
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the depth of water in the tank. With 14 in. water depth, average

wind velocities of over 30 mph could be achieved. When generating

winds, the channel was covered with plywood sections and all

joints were taped to make the tank airtight.

Currents in the tank were generated with a 4.5 c.f.s.

capacity axial flow pump. The pump lifted water from the

main sump and delivered it to the channel in front of the

wave paddle. The water flowed through the air filter and

then out a 12 in. opening at the far end of the tank th&t

leads back to the sump. With a water depth of 18 in. currents

up to 1.5 f.p.s. were generated.

Air for the tests was provided by a 15 c.f.m. capacity

air compressor. The air flowed through three Fisher-Porter

flowrators connected in parallel, so that a variety of flow-

rates could be accurately measured. The three flowrators

had capacities of 1.1, 4.6, and 28 c.f.m.

-94-
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II-II. Water-Wave Channel (Recirculating Flume)

The small recirculating flume is approximately 44.5 ft.

long, 7.5 in. wide and 17 in. deep. This flume is sketched

diagrammatically in Fig. II-II-1. The flume has both wave

generating and current generating capabilities. A pneumatic

generator may be readily installed by simply placing a mani-

fold with desired orifice openings across the bottom of the

channel and providing the necessary connecting lines to a

compressed air supply. The small recirculating flume operates

as a closed system; the water is recirculated through a 4-in.

line by a centrifugal pump which iF driven by a 20 horsepower

electric motor. The walls of the flume are constructed of

plexiglas, a feature which allows the flow pattern and oil

set-up geometry to be visually observed and the measurements

of the oil set-up to be readily obtained. Also the flume is

equipped with turning vanes at the ends arid a series of flow-

straighteners at the upstream in order to provide a reasonably

uniform flow distribution over the cross-section of the

channel. 4
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ti.l!. Ciront Chann(eRcArculating Floor Channel)

The recirculating floor channel is 147.5 ft. long,

5 ft. wide and 10 ft. deep. A sketch of this facility is

shown in Fig. II-III-1. The channel is connected to a sump

and is operated as a closed system by the use of two centri-

fugal pumps which provide a combined maximum flow capacity

of 19.5 3/sec. The channel Is made of concrete and isSsituated with its open top flush with the floor of the building.

An observation window made of plexiglas and having approximate

dimension of 6 ft. long and 4 ft. high is located in one side

of the channel about 100 ft. from the upstream end.

A pneumatic generator may be installed by inserting a manifold

with the desired orifice openings across the channel and then

providing the necessary connection lines to a compressed aIr

supply.

In order to obtain relatively large values of water current

a necked-down region was constructed in the floor channel. The

overall dimensions of the narrowed region was 60 ft. long, 1.5

ft. wide and 8 ft. deep. A number of flow straighteners were

installed upstream of the test section in order to provide a

reasonably smooth velocity profile at the test area. The

narrowed region and the location of the flow straighteners

are depicted in Fig. iI-III-1.
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II-IV. Three-Dimen~ional Wave Basin

"I The three-diinenrional wave basin is 86 ft. long, 32 ft.

* wide and 2 ft. deep. It has thrne wave generating plates

which are powered by a variable speed motor. Currents may

also be generated in one direction providing a capability of

producing waves and currents at the same time. (Fig. II-IV-1).
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SII-V. fl~eaerc: instrumentation

Water-surfaco '.1nic-histories were measured to determine

wave tht•h11(i 1pcr.lod s (atnd thus wave lengths), with a

capacl!ta1ce-.IYo wave (,,age mounted on a point gage. The gage

cenni uts of a miiourited vert-Ical wiMe coated with an insulator

mater Lal. The wire ac.s as one dielectric and the water serves

the other. As a wave passes the gage, the capaci-

tance Is varied. This capacitance is calibrated to water

surface elevaliorý so that water surface elevation may be

continuously recorded on a direct-writing recorder. Sanborn

150 amplifier-recorde-rs were used to-obtain wave records.

The gage was calibrated by raising and lowering it in still

water and noting the pen deflection on the recorder.

Wind velocities were measured with a Meriam Pitot tube

connected to an air-water U-tube manometer inclined on a 1

to 148 slope to increase the accuracy with which velocities

could be measured.

Water velocities were also measured with a pitot tube

connected to an inclined U-tube water manometer. Also, an

Ott-propeller current meter was used. This has a range from

0.2 f.v•.. up to velocities greatly in excess of those

encountered in this research.
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where d.- and d are the water and oil depths at the barrier,

P and p aru the water and oil densities, and g is the accele-

ration of gravity.

A summiration of horizontal forces acting on the oil and water

control volume shown in Fig. II-VI-l pgives

(2) + Ti, +TuL - 1 (p o* d 2) (VI-2)
2 o 2

The small angle between the aLr-oi'l interface and the

horizontal has been neg.!ý, T 0 ¾ ana ", represent the average

shear stresces over the feUch, L.

The stress at the oil-oil interface may be written

T = C' P U2  (vI-3)

where Pa is the air density, U is the wind ve].ocity and C' is a

coefficient that depends on interface roughness._q atmospheric

stability and air Reynolds ntunber. This (:an also be wiitten

-C Pr U)r (VI-4)

where the drag coefficient C incorporates the ratiro of air to

water density. It is anticipated (seo 17, 18) the C will just

vary with surface roughness (i.e. wave:- on oi].) at hirgher Roy-

nolds numbers. This will. be investigated and the valuc of C

for wind over oil will be determined 1.n the latboratory te

If we let
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and

an.,. wae- 3e s Vt-1s,2fech aend wen havei~ n neprmna

Eq.ri ol-'zves thear oil sh et-u at th boarrinoer r therm ofthne! ofl

the waer~? *A deis--thez 16=tres hcdb lentwrssee t andi an exolid bottom

or ' eseiler to nesIecale.y As fori' our prbems. pmI-, ac-, tc.

we Wii T-se the ciernsiometr~c aceelera:;ion of -Sr-avity, -; defined

as

to frdfate h- verti¾'--l toieof the oil w~edge, wk- -ar;

ciavelo- an:e;o similar to Eq. VI-7 in texrt-s of th.e oil Zet-u,ýT

d -a x (see F-;:. 7 T-VIT-1)
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Thus
dox 2 C U2 X P= VI9

P0

The total oil volume per unit width, v, is as follows:

L

v =-_2 2C U2 L3 P (vI-lO)
9 0

If we know the total vola.ae of oil spill, the shape asz-ned by

the ivtention mechanism and the wind speed, we can calculate the

fetch length, L, at any location fro- Eq. VI-1O and the oil thick-

ness at any location from Eq. VI-9.

Eq. VI-7 can be written in dtmensionless form as follows:

- 2 C, -- (vi-n)

which indicates that the dimensionless set-up, d /L, is a func-

tion cf a dr-tsiometric Froude ntmber. 1q -. . VT-V--i will be

useful for the presentation of experimental results.

Eperimental Arr!a!peeent and Tests

All tests on the wind zet--up cf oil were conducted Dn the

2 ft wide jy 3 ft deep by 12§ ft lonr wnd-wave flum-e show., in

Figures II-VI-2 and !!-VI-3. AiŽ enrters a streamli.red air in-

take that may be adc.'usted vertically to sit just above the water

- 1o0 -
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surface -.. d Is evacuated by a centrifugal blower located at

the exterior of the building. The tank has glass side walls

which allow observation of th' oil set-up and motion.

A series of tests was conducted with each of the three oils

listed In Table I.

TABLE I - OIL PROPERTIES

No. Name Viscosity, 609F Specific
(centipoise) Gravity, 60OF

I Chevron RPM Delo Special 388 0.888
2 Gulf Diesel Fuel 3.7 0.858
3 Shell Legion '3 96 0.911

Each test series ;onsisted of placing one, two, three or four

barrels of onc oil into the tank with fresh water and measuring

* 'the set-up for a range of about 30 wind speeds. The oil

properties were determined by periodically collecting

samples and measuring visccsity and density with a Saybolt

viscometer and hydrometer, respectively.

Experimental results show a more viscous oil would

have negligible surface waves at wind velocities of interest

(up to 4O mph at ten meters elevation) and only during

the existence of waves does the set-up differ from that

predicted by the basic equation to be developed. (Figures

!!-V1-j , !-TT-V5) As three different density oils all behaved

as i,-edicted in the previous section, the set-up of any density
* 4
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Fi gurelt-VI-YOi I set-up by wi nd (oil1 ont the ri ght -no surface waves, water on the
left -surface waves) Oil No. 1, Viscosity 388 C.P.'specific gravity 0.888
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Figure1T-W-b Oil set-up by wind (note the vertical barrier on the right and
a gradual increase of oil thickness from left to right).
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Figure]ljVJ7 Tests on oil set-up by wind. (Viewed from below through glass
wall of the wave tank, note the rough interface between oil and
water)
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oil that will be encountered can be predicted.

A one-foot high rigid vertical barrier was installed in

the wind-wave flume %t a point 70 ft. from the air-intake.

(Figure II-Vi-6) Thz barrier could be raised and lowered as

desired and was generally set to extend 0.3 ft. above the still

water surface. When waves developed on the olI surface, a

gravel wave absorber was mounted on the barrier to prevent

the formation of standing waves in the oil.

The set-up near the barrier and at various points along

the oil wedge was measured by a point rage. The gage was mounted

on a carriage above the tanl and protruded through small openirgs

in the tank cover. Set-up was determined by measuring the I
air-oil and oil-water interface elevations 2 ft. upwind of I

the barrier and at 10 ft. intervals upwind of this point.

(Figure II-VI-7)

For tests with oil number one, a still water dcpth of 18 |

in, was used.: The depth was changed to lI in. for the

remaining tests. This allowed for the development of better

wind field patterns and helped verify the conclusion--set-

up is independent of water dpeth for the water depths anti-

cipated in practice.

Special stilling wells were developed to measure oil set-

up when waves were generated in the oil. These wells consisted

of vertical plexiglas tubes (1.5 in I.D.) with a number of
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closely placed small holes cn a vertical line )n the downwind

side that allowed the oil to enter the tubes and sta1nd at its

mean thic-ness. The wells functioned excellently for all oils

used.

Wind velocities were measured by pitot tubes on mov'-ble

point gage staffs and connected to inclined air-water mar.cmeters.

For each te3t run, wind velocities were measured at 0.1 ft inter-

vals along a vertical line at rhe tank centerline 5 ft upwind of

the barrier. In order t_ gain a better understanding of the wind

patterns in the entire wind-wave tank with oil and wat-er, a -.eries

of cross section velocity measurements were made to produce isovel

patterns at three locations. The locations were 5, 25, and 45 ft.

upwlmd of the barrier and isovel patterns were determined for

specific low, medium, and high wind velocities. The isovel pat-

terns were incorporated in the reduction of wind velocity data

as explained in the discussion of experimental results.-

Experimental Results and Discussion -

Fig. II-Vj.-8 shows a typical centerline wind velocity profile

taken 5 ft upwind of the barrier. These data fit a semi-log curve

above the oil surface up to a point where boundary effects from

the flume cover cause the velocity to decrease with increaznri,

elevation. Extrapolation of this lower curve yields rt;tio of

- 1l(• -



1.5 for the velocity at 10 meters compared to the valocit, at

0.7 ft which is the velocity used (i.e., U) in the flume data :Z1,.t-

tion. This ratto varies from approximately 1.4 to 1.9 for the

range of tests. This ratio for the design wind prof: les (Fig.II-

VI-9) is 1.75. Thus, any design wind velocity chosen (e.g.,20

mph or 40 mph) should b! divided by 1.'5 to yield U for the charts

and equations presented in the remainder of this section.

Due to boundary effects caused by the flume side walls, the

wind velocity varied along any horizontal line normal to the

tank axis. To adjust for this variation, a ratio of the root

mean square velocity at 0.7 ft elevation for a cross section

where isovels were measured to the centerline velocity at 0.7 ft

elevation was esitablished for different wind speeds. Centerline

values of U were then corrected by this ratio. A root mean

square velocity was used as wind stress is a function of

wind velocity squared.-

Using the format established by Eq. Vl-il,the dimensionless

wind set-up at the barrier, do/L, is plot.ted as a function of

Froude number, U/JgTL, in Figs. Il-VI-10, 11, 12 for all volumes

of the three oils tested. The data between the origina and the

break in the line are for no waves existing on the oil surface.

The data frcm tests with all three oils fall on the same line

when plotted in dimensionless form as is further demonstrated
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In Fl:. nI--7I-13. Trs, for aWy oil mlt. neglgible azrftce

waves, the set-u-: is •i•en b7 Eq. VI-11 In the following fra

&0 (11-12•--~~ 2 .3- x - -

In order to •.i!aye we effecLs, the -idditional set-up

caused -by wcaves on tie oil, d4 , (I..e. the set-uiW in excess of

that predcted by E. V-12) uas dete=,Lve. Mus, the totl set-

- up. dot, is do .1 m. Frm varm• plot of d verzus wind

-Deed it was fbmnd- ti~atv 't!re addit.coial zmet-up mm be aneubya

equaýior CA" thre f l'E
• % .~ _= B ' (u -u-x:)•

(11-1L

wherre U. Is the mIrnd zeloc1tY at which wave set-up begin and

B is a constamn that depends on oil pmpertles. Ttus: the total

zet-up when U > UC is given bky

dot = 2.3 10- L

Reara--.--ig Eq. !3

d -

- - - U (UM -15)

which is t-h eqratior, of stmaigh- 1Lne. if this- form is valid,

a plnt of do/ as a finct-ion of U will fit a straight line and

B and Ucar. be evaauited. A plot o-f this type for Oil No. 2 is

shown n- Fig. ±±-v±I-i4 fzrom WZ'deh B= 7.7 x 10 and U 11.7 fps.
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ThIs value of Uc a•rees very well with the velocity at which

waves developed on the oln surface dutr!!W the tNsts with Oil-

No. 2. For tIte o*ther oils the followinC values were obtained.

an1 B X 106 U:, "c_

No. I 49-3 Y. -
Nfo. !4. 2hL

A plot of these values as "n funztions of oil. kin'atic vis-osity

is given in Fig. TT-VI-15. This, for a given oil, values of B

andU. can be estimated ard the oil set-up -. r be calculated

when U exceeds Uc" Uc 1- 32-6 fPs or 22.3 mph in the flume and =

tUwas 39 uph at t•he 10 meter elevation. For oil with a viscosity

In excesz of 4WC cetlepolve, no waves will be generated

at the design wind speed of 40 mph or less. Set-up 2

is gZ.2rvm b~y Eq. VTI-l2.

It I. of interest to re,-onsider -the plot of all set-up

data (Fig. fl-v[-1). For design purposes, an envelope curve

car b•e drswn on this plot and an apparernt drag coefficient, Cr,

can be e•ztfated from thir curve. This has a value of 6.9 x i0-0

givisi" a desig, aLi-oil interface strezs with waves for any oil

of 4o£0! 1:

6.9 x 1 0x =U- (v-!6) io-

Remember, U in Ej. VI-16 is the design wInd velocity at ten

meters elevation divided by 1.75.
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It is also Thteresitng to check the analytical prediction

(Eq. V1-9) that the oil wedge has a parabolic shape. Figs. ll-VI-

16 and II-VI-17 show typical plots of wadge thickness, dox,

versis distance fran the barrier, x, from experimental measure-

Ments-and as predicted by Eq. 9. Agreement is acceptable so

Eq. VI-lO for oil volume should give satisfactory values.

I
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2. Oil Set-Up Due to Current

Model Test Program

A test program was designed to study the set-up of oil

due to current and the entrainment of the oil by the water.

The bulk of the teF'r- were conducted in the small glass-

walled recirculating flume and others in the large con-

crete floor-flume. The number of tests conducted in the

large flume were, however, limited because-of the difficulty

in working with large volumes of oil and in measuring set-

up depth variation.

The oil set-up configuration tests were considered to

be quite successful and reliable results can now be calcu-

lated. It was found, however, that set-ups could not be

developed in the small flume with velocities which would

produce entrainment. Thus, the small amount of results ob- _

tained came from the large concrete floor-flume. Since observation

and testing in general were v,ýry difficult in this flume, the

results are somewhat limited.

Experimental Studies

Experiments wqere conducted to study the behavior of an

oil layer floating on a flowing stream of water. Specifically,

experiments were designed to study the set-up due to the

current and the entrainment at the water-oJ.1 interface. A

discussion of the experiments carried out and the results

obtained are contained in this section.
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A series of tests was conducted in the smalloplexiglas--

walled circulating flume to determine characteristics of the

set-up. The length of the flume was approximatey1.4 7 feet

and the width was approximately 7.5 inches. The depth of

water was maintained at its maximum value of approximately

14.5 inches during all of the testing.

The tests were carried out by first starting the flow

of water and then adding oil in front of the barrier. Once the

flow was stabilized, the current velocity was measured using

an Ott propeller-type fJmow meter. The oil set-up geometry

was measured and recorded at various points along its length.

A scale was held against the outside of the glass wall to

measure the oil depth at various positions along the length

of the layer. A plot of the oil thickness versus distance

from the upstream start of the oil layer is shown in the p
Appendix for all of the runs made in the plexiglas-walled flume.

Although this flume had the capacity to provide large

currents, it was limited to a 14.5 inch working depth.- This

indirectly restricted the maximum velocity of the tests because

of the limitation on the maximum oil layer thickness. The oil

layer tended to block the channel and thereby effectively increased

the current velocity. Moreover, even for set-ups of 3.0 in. thick-

ness, the correction for blockage due to the finite depth effect

A was nearly 50 percent of the set-up. Therefore, larger set-ups
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not measur,:d in this flume.

In order to conduct tests at higher velocities without the

anomalies caused by the finite depth effect, tests were carried.

out in the large concrete floor-flume.

A section of the flume was necked down to an 18 in. width in

order to increase the current velocity and still maintain a large

depth. During the set-up tests conducted in this flume, the depth was

maintained at 5 ft. which allowed a maximum velocity of 2.26 ft./s~ec.

The test procedure was like that conducted in the small recircu-

lating flume, except for the method o." measuring the oil layer depth.

After the current was started, oil was allowed to flow into the

channel until a sufficient amount collected in front of the barrier.

The current was measured with an Ott p:r'opeller type current meter.

The oil thickness was measured by use of a 3 ft. section of clear

plastlc tube approximately 1/4 inch inside diameter. The tube

was left open on both ends and inserted very slowly into the oil

surface. After tne tube had been inserted beyond the oil-water

interface, the upper end of the tube was sealed and it was with-

drawn. The height of the oil column within the tibe was then

measured with an ordinary scale. The configuration of the oil

layer obtained in these runs is shown in the Appendix.

When an oil layer held in place by a barrier is subjected to a

current, the geometry of the layer produced is characteristic as shown

in Fig. !I-VI--18 as well as by the experimental data shown in the -

Appendix. Three separate regions of the layer may be identified where-

in the resulting configuration is dependent -n different mechanisms.
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As a consequence of the different controlling mechanisms, it

was impossible to model the complete flow phenomena at one time

because Proude and Reynolds modeling cannot be obtained simul-

taneously. The general approach was to stuay the flow in

parts by use of a semi-empirical theory. Once tne experimental-.

constants were ev'luated the theory was extended to prototype

conditions.

Region I

The shape of the oil layer in Region I, indicated on Fig.

II-VI-18 is considered to be controlled primarily by gravity

and inertia forces. Accordingly, a dimensional analysis of

the variables involved indicates that the single dimensionless

number

2
u - c VI-l

gb1 -_0

which is generally called the densiometric Froude number,

should describe the flow, where U is the current velocity,
2

g = 32.2 ft/sec , and p0 and pw are the density of the oil

and water, respectively. The constant, Cl. must be evaluated

experimentally.

A second approach to the description of the head wave

thickness can be obtained theoretically by application of

Bernoulli's equation. Applying Bernoulli's equation between

the point on the head wave at x = h = 0 where the velocity

is zero and the point h = b yields
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_P U2
w+ b (vI-2)

P denotes the pressure at the lower edge of the layer where
the thickness is b, U denotes the current velocity, and p

W

denotes the density of the water. If, the pressure variation

in the vertical direction through the oil is hydrostatic,

P Pogb (VI-3)

Substituting equation VI-3 into VI-2 then yields the

relationship,

gb (i- o ) 2.0 (V1-4)

Pw

Although obtained from a completely theoretical approach,

equation vI-4 is identical in form-to equation VI-l and the

constant has a theoretical value of 2.0.

Wicks has carried. out experiments using oil on water similar

to the experiments reported herein. Although he presents no

experimental data, he advocates the use of the theoretical

value of Cl = 2.0.

SA number of tests were carried out in the present research

program to evaluate b as well as to determine the character-

istic shape of the head wave region. A photograph of a

typical head-wave profile is shown in Fig. II-VI-19. A tabu-

lation of the velocities, oil densities and head wave thicknesses

are presented in Table 1. It also may be noted in Table 1 that
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1I

TA33E 1 HEAD WAVE DATA

i.(ips)
RUN b ( t) U(fps) Corrected Po/%

Rm( 1. Flume 1 1

i 0.0625 o.692 o.76o 0.909

2 0.1000 0.885 1.000 o.909

3 0.1500 0.985 1.200 0.909

5 0.183C 0.750 0.820 0.882
6 0.133 0.974 1.175 0.822 Ii

15 0.0125 0.3348 0.353 o.904

16 o.o046 0.527 0.955 o.904

17 0.0350 0.603 0.635 O.904

18 0.1250 1.000 1.100 0.900

19 0.0834 0.782' o.88o 0.900

20 0.0250 0.616 0.645 0.900 p
21 O.1340 1.130 1.j335 0.900

22 0.171 1.153 1.550 0.900

24 0.0292 0.590 0.610 0.845

25 0.0375 0.820 0.850 0.865

26 0.0958 1.037 1.200 0.845

27 0.1500 1.263 1.54o o.845

29 0.0750 I.062 i. 16 0 o.810

30 0.0567 1.291 1.450 0.8010
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31 o. n6o 1.568 1.800 0.810

33 0.0330 o.947 1.000 o.825

34 0.0584 1.062 1.150 o.825

35 o.o816 1.o88 "1.46o o.825

Large Plume #3

58 0.117 1.4,56 1.1456 0.900

59 0.250 1.695 1.695 0.900

6o 0.333 2.261 2.261 0.900

138
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a- colujmn labeled "U (corrected)" is tabulated for runs made

in the small flume. Due to the small depth of the channel,

considerable blockage occurred due to the oil layer thickness.

Therefore, the velocity was corrected on the basis of the one-

dimensional continuity equation using a blockage depth equal

to the average value of the layer depth. A plot of the factor

Po
gb (I --- ) as a function of velocity squared is shown in

w t
Fig. II-VI-20 for the experimental data corrected for the

finite depth effect. As can be seen, equation VI-l using C1

3.5 represents a reasonable mean curve fit for the data and

will be used subsequently to calculate the prototype oil set-ups

due to current. Equation VI-l is plotted in Fig. II-VI-21 to

show the head wave thickness as a function of current velocity

for oils of various specific gravities.

In general, the viscosity of the oil increased with

density. Thus, although the test results represent a

wide variation in viscosity, no consistent effect

of viscosity could be detected. in experimental data presented

in Fig. II-VI-20.

According to the basic ideas of dimensional analysis, it

may be expected that the head wave would have a characteristic's

shape. That is, if the coordinates of the wave are made

dimensionless with some characteristic dimension such as b,

all of the wave profiles should, plot on a single curve.

Although considerable scatter can be expected in this kind

of plot, a characteristic shape does in fact exist Fig.

A II-VI-22 is a plot of the head wave profile where the coordi-

nates are made dimensionless with the dimensior b. According

-139-
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to this figure, the neck in the wave occurs-at approximately

x/b = 13. Therefore, Region I may be considered to extend to

x = 13b where b is given in equation VI-1 as a function of

current and oil specific gravity, po/Pw

The oil lay geometry in Region I is completely defined

by equation VI-1 and Fig. II-VI-22. The thickness can be

ootained from equation VI-l using C1 = 3.5 (or Fig. II-VI-21)

and Fig. II-VI-22. It then can be used to obtain the dimen-

sional plot of oil depth versus distance. The head wave

region is considered to extend a length of 13b.

Region II

The flow in Region II is considered to be dependent not

only on gravitational and inertia forces but also on

viscous forces caused by the shear stress at the interface.

The action of the water flowing under the oil layer causes

a gradual build-up of the layer thickness with distance along

the layer. This shearing action tends to pull the oil near

the oil-water interface in the direction of the current.

However, in order to maintain a steady state set-up, condinuity

considerations require that the oil velocity oppose the

direction of the current near the air-oil interface so that

the net flow across any cross section vanishes. Thus, a

velocity profile similar to that shown in Fig. II-VI-23 is

produced within the oil layer.

Theory - Region II

The theoretical development fur the description of the

- 143 -
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* oil "layer geometry ih R~egioni II is affected by -,tpplying the

one-dimensioal~ momentum equation to the control vOIumnO

indicated In Fig. T.I- -'f&oresacting '0,.7 the control

volume consimt of a n ,et force due tD the shear stress at

bot~h the oil_-water irnterfac~e and-the free suriface due t- Wn.
Assuming that the pressure variez hvrst~ai l i n the ver-

tical direction, the focesý as indicated Zn Khg II-VI-23 are

exertednth ends of the -'ontroi volunie. 3Ejuatng theýi
th etfrc.-cigin the positive x -direction~ toc the

raeof increase of t'he momentum flux' in th~at -direction, tht"

following r~elationsbiTp iz,, obtained:

where 'the..sy-balt ~re defined -nFit. II_-VI-2'3 and u is the

local velocity which. varies .wit boh xad y.

Asuig 'tthe pressure variies lhydrost~aticlI.y in -th~e

verticalI directlon through t h e il s;i as tei N ater, f
?ý/x my.be wri'ttn in ter12Xof ý

31 P

Substituting~ e qu a tJ.cn 'Vi-6 iritc. VI-1ý g ivez

1 2
(r+r. =i.0.[ '(1 2) fA o h u~ ( d/ )L*ihy

s 2 ~
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the f fi whee laera

It Is well known that in the case of flows where lateral

variations are rapid and longitudinal variations are small,

such as in the case of aaminar and turbulent boundary layers

and jets, the ve1oc.ity profiles at different cross sections

in the flow are similar. Since the flow, within an oil layer.

is also of this type, it A. reasonable to expect a similarity

4in velocity profiles at any cross section. Accordingly, -it

may be assumed that the velocityr•rOfile may be represented

as

:•u - r ( g ) --- _ . ( v I -8 ) . !

where (y+h ),/h. Substituting equation:-VI-8 into VI-7 gives
S

+2-~1- h . (~d (v , .9)
('T~ ~ + %Pg(l h2 +'o huý._f24

0

As a first approximation it is reasonable to assume that

the velocity varies according to the quadratic expression,

U2
- =f(t) A + B g + C ( I-ic

Disregarding wind shear- stress, Ts, it is necessary that the

slope of the velocity profile at the free surface vanish.

Moreover, at the free surface u = u and, in order that

continuity be maintained, it is necessary that the net flow

across any cross section vanish. These requirements can be
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expressed by imposing on f(g) the following boundary

conditions:

f'(1) = 0 (VI-ia)

f(1) - =1 (VI-lOb)

f()d = 0 (VI-b0c)

These conditions yield the following• values for the constants

in equation VI-lO: j
A= -2

-B=6
C=-3

and, therefore, equation VI-10 becomes

" "• •fQ) --- 2 + t' M-32- (VI-II)
U

Substituting equation VI-lI into equation VI-9 yields

1 (_p2 u2]Pi • ( 2pl __o )h + .2poh ui Vj-•o).
P

where ui is the velocity of the oil-water interface and is

related to the velocity at the free surface according to

equation VI-11 as

u = -2u (VI-13)
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It is further expected that the velocity, ut. at the interface

woul:d be small and, ccns&.luently, the second term in equation

VI-12 can be neglected.

As a reasonable forma for the shear stress at the oil-

water interface, tne general form of the relationship valid

for a flat Plate may be assumed as

T4r

"C"- U(x- 13b) )-il/nS- ci ((VI-l )
1wU2 .V•
w wA

where C! and n are constants having the values

n C 5= 05
Ln

for the case of flow past a flat plate, br't for the present

case, are evaluated experimentally. w denotes the kinematic

viscosity-of the water, U denotes the current velocity and

the factor (x-13b) denotes the distance from the start of

Region II.
Substituting equation V_-14 into equation VI-12, neglecting

, the second teri on the right hand side of equation VI-12 and

carrying out the integration with respect to x yields:

U, C,Sh = (x-!3b) F +. s
_L u (o 1/n I U 21 + b (VI-15)

2 -

;Pw- Pw Vw

- W8•
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Equation VT-15 describes the oil thickness in Recgion II, (i.e.),

for x > 13b. The shear stress at the free surface, TS, is set

equal to zero in the absence of wind velocity and the two

parameters Ci and n must be determined experimentally.

Model Test Results

Tests were conducted to determine the oil layer geometry due to

cu2rent and thereby evaluate the parameters Ci and n occurring in

equation VI-15. The basic concept in testing was to experimentally

determine the set-up shape and then adjust, by trial and error, the

values of Ci and n to make the equation fit the experimental data.

As in the previous data reduction, a correction was made for the

blockage effect due to the oil layer thickness. The corrected

velocity was considered to be that resulting from a channel blockage

equal to the average thickness of the oil layer.

The results of these experiments indicated, however, that

unlike the case of' a flat plate, the factor Ci was not a constant,

although n had a value of 5.0 as in the case of the flat plate.

It was found that Ci generally increased with velocity and the

experimental correlation of Ci versus U is shown in Fig. II-VI-24.

This general increase in Ci with current velocity as

indicated in Fig. II-VI-24 is, however, not unexpected. At low

velocity, the interface is smooth and, as indicated, the value

of Ci appears to approach the smooth flat plate value of .058

,A• As the velocity increases, however, the interface becomes

wavelike, and it might be expected that this phenomen would
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tend to act as roughness and increase the shear stress

coefficient. Yet, this increase in Ci with velocity cannot

continue indefinitely because eventually the interfacial

waves break. Thus, although the data extended to current

velocities of only 2.2 ft/sec the extrapolation of the data

to higher velocities reflects this bias toward a flatering

of the Cl versus U.

It should also be noted that, in general, for the oils

tested, the viscosity increased with density. However, no

consistent effect of oil viscosity could. be detected. in the

trend of the experimental data. J

Prototype Set-Up Due to Current-

Using the information discussed in the previous sections,

the prototype oil set-up configuration due to current can be

generated. Fig. II-VI-22 shows the head wave configuration [

made dimensionless with the head wave thickness b. The

dimensional form of Region I can be obtained from this curve

by simply evaluating b from equation VI-1 using C -3 i

In Region II the oil depth versus distance can be obtained

from equation VI-15 where n - -.0 and Ci is obtained from

Fig, II-VI-24.

Using this method, the oil set-up due to current for

vari,)us oils has been plotted in Figs. 1-11-5 through 9

of section II for U - .5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 knots,

respectively.
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Entrainment

Entrainment tests were conducted in the larger channel.

The entrainment loss rate using a rigid barrier was deter-

mined by measuring the rate of movement of the head wave

down the channel. This rate was combined with the average

oil denth to give a volumetric loss rate. Data is shown in

Table A.

TABLE A

ENTRAINMENT LOSS RATE

Specific Gravity = 0.90 Barrier Width - 18 in.

Water Velocity = 1.96 ft/sec Average Oil Depth - 6.0 in.

Movement of Head Wave Elapsed Time
(inches) (min)

4o 20

20 15

10 6
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Results and Conclusions

A theoretical and experimental study 'ias been made of

the oil set-up due to current. The oil layer has been broken

into two regions, a head wave region whevein the oil layer

profile is. controlled primarily by viscous and inertia forces,

and a region where viscous effects arr, also imrortrant. The

thickness of this layer is described, by the densdometric

Froude number given as equation VI-" where C1 was found

experimentally to equal 3.5. The characteristic shape of the

head wave was obtained by plotting the coordinates of the

profile made dimensionless with the thickness b.

A semi-empirical theory was developed using the shear

stress law for flow past a flat p.ate and the coefficient and

exponent occurring therein i^ere evaluated experimentally.

shear stress coefficient was found to increase with velocity,

and approach the limiting value of that associated with a

flat plate for the case of very low velocity.

Using the results obtained from the model tests and the

semi-empirical theory, the oil layer configuration was cal-

culated and plotted for oils of various density and at proto-

type current velocities of .5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 knots.

These results, presented in Figs. I-II-5 through 9, are

one of the primary results of the present task on oil set-up

by current. TheY show that for the case of light

oils and low currents the set-up depths are quite reasonable.

However, as the current ard density of the oil increase the

set-up depth increases quite rapidly.
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3. Hydrodynamics of Pneumatics

Introduction

An air bubble released below the surface of a liquid such

as water will rise to the surface because its buoyant force is

greater than the combination of its fluid drag and its weight.

As the bubble rises, dragging water along with it, it creates

an upward flow. At the free surface, the air bubble dissi-

Dates and the upward liquid momentum is deflected and

causes a surface current. Tf a number of small bubbles con-

tinuously flow from a submerged duct, a steady surface current

can be used to oppose the potential energy of oil of a given

depth. When equilibrium is established, the oil is essentially

contained by the bubble-generated current. This forms the basis

of the pneumatic (air) barrier for oil containment. The objec-

tive of this task was to determine the relationship between the quan-

tity and manner of air bubbles released and the kinematics of'

the generated surface flows, i.e., the "hydrodynamics of pneu-

matics".

Literature Survey

The use of a bubble-induced .,urface current for wave attenu-

ation has been proposed for many years. Fortunately, a number

of laboratory scale and prototype studies are available in the
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I
9 literature of the kiný'.Iatics of the pneumati•c system. A list

of the more important publications appears as Table 1. The geo-.

metrical variables of interest are also shown in Table 1 and

defined in Fig. II-VI-25 and where they first appear in this

report.

Surface Currents

Taylor 20 used an analogy between the hot air flow caused by

heat source and the vertical current induced by the air bubbles.

He found theoretically that the vertical current, Vmnax (See Fig.

II-VI-25) is related to the unit discharge rate of air, q by

the following, relationship:

Vmax = K (gq)I/ 3  (VI-16)

where: g= the gravity constant

K = an experimentally determined constant

The constant K was found to be about 1.9 from the hot air analogy

tests. If no energy loss occurs when the flow momentum charges

to the horizontal direction at the surface, then the theoretical

surface velocity as determined by Taylor becomes:

Umax = 1.9 (gq)-/3 (Theoretical) (VI-17)

Since 1955, many experiments have been performed in the

laboratory and at prototype scale to determine the constant in

Equation VI-16. Those felt to be most significant have been

plotted as Fig. II-VI-26 which also includes Taylor's theoreti-
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cal result. Ait-hougrin thie ene-Pa trend of all expoiriimenta isj

siiLa, heewaa a wide ;a-riation In K~ valaes obtai~ied. Pcr-si-

b e re~aswis for these vasriations ave as foillows:

1J_ in-cor isten- location where U :is exerimenetallyI

d e t~emiin ed.

2.Failure of~ all Any.iatzkrs toj correct test i

-flowrates t-iadr~ ep~'tsad- pressures.

.. DiI ences -in orif-ice -si-i ard ýuaiber, ievariations

iL brb bl 1 5z rroduced.

A*Scale effect~s poss it ], due to the depth of manifold

31. rndwta effe.c^ts of bottom.i and sides.

6.Ecperiimental -arror,

BuLsar (2). reeogý-_ked tha-t-t volunietrIc air flowrate q,

* d~epended on ItheP aio rc-reue haHo-and the- manifold

depth H. He d-Cf ined q-as- the- --ait air LClowr,-te of "free" airI

del-iVered wnder one !k oshere of' absolute- nressiure head, i.e. -

qo q (1 +(vi-1-8)
H0

SubstitC -bZ-uti4- te -aov e Ž~~u~ o vIý-1,6)'gives

Uax=K (g%,)1/,3 (1 + 1(v13 i-2.9)
0

Bi,, 1sor ax*rmer:;Lll e,-i1v e-dueed K_ to be about 1.46. Since

for libornatOry Lasts >tHI,~ Onis 1 C1 approximately equals q.

Falr frsa~~ers n 3 co .s-tntly use either q or q 0 .appar-
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ently accounts for some ot the diffeiences in Fig. II-VI-26

and also may be responsible for -some of the "scale effects"

between laboratory and prototype scale tests.

Many researchers (1), (5), (9), (i1), (i4) have reported

the decay of Urax with distance from the center'of bubble

eruption. This is illustrated by Dick and Brebner s work (14)

plotted in Fig. II-vI-26 for x!fH equal to 0.5 and 1.0. Hence,

those researchers that failed -t specify where 1-Rax was measured

negated the value of their results.,

A recent report by Sj'dberg and Verner":5 confirmed the work

at Delft (5) and by Dick and Brebner (14) arnd obtained a K value

of approximately 1.3.

Velocity Profile Generated
All researchers essentially found that the current generated

had a linear profile with depth. Taylor suggested zhat the

distance from the surface to the point where the generated cur-

rent was zero, i.e. b in Fig. II-VI-25 would be approximately

0.28H. Sj berg and Verner and others (5) (14) (4) suggested

0.25H. Bulson (1) empirically determined:

b = 0.32 Ho in (1 + H_) (VI-20)

Surface Velocity Decay

The horizontal surface velocity, U wa.s found to decrease

1.

H
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with increased distance from the manifold centerline. Due to

the eruption of air bubbles, the maximum Umex usually occurred

between O.3H and 0.6H (1) (5) (14).

Miscellaneous Geometry Effects on Ureax

Bulson (1) reported that the orifice size and spacing based

on laboratory tests showed essentially no effect on the magnitude

of the surface current generated, provided the desired air dis-

charge was uniform across thc!,manifold. None of the articles

reviewed considered the ,.,issible effc_: 2 of' floor boundary on

the magnitude of Urmax produced.

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE

The Texas A&M Un'iversity (TAMU) Hydromechanics Laboratory

tests were conducted in four separate flumes in order to study

a wide range of water depths and test section widths. Since

any water depth could be employed for the tests, the flumes

have been designated by -their width for this task report. All

tests in the two-foot wave tank (Figure II-VI-27) and eight-inch

flume (Figure II-VI-28) were conducted with a one-inch nominal

diameter manifold. Test: in the deeper five-foot and 18-inch

flumes used a two-inch manifold pipe. The orifice :spacing

was 24 holes per foot for all tests.

Bourdon type gages mon itored. the manifold rr;,suros and ware

- 261] -
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located as close as possible to the manifold pipe. Laboratory

and University •ompressors supplied the steady air flowrate

which was first filtered and then metered on Fischer and Porter

"rotameter" -ages. In-line thermometers noted the supply temp-

eratures (Figure II-VI-29).

All air flowratcs were corrected to standard temperature

(70 0 F) and pressure (14.7 psia) conditions. No attempt was made

to corirect the unit air flowrate, q to qa (Equation VI-18),

since laboratory water depths were rcJ.i!;ively shallow and the

effects of water depths on the results were of interest in the

study.

Air-water, inverted, differential manometers measured

pres;ure differences across th-, pitot tube used to determine

velocities Lin the 2-ft and 8-in flume studies. An Ott current

meter was employed in the larger, deeper f]ume tests. Both meters

aree i nuenced by zir bubbles. However, since all measivrements

were n.ade out:7ide the zono.e of bubble ez-uapton, measurements

were felt to -- w-ýhIn the desired experimental accuracy.

n=--Z"' - RESUJTS

Surfa-e -- '=reri~z ;!-Ei_ Stýzn griGt C -i:;ifon:

Efz- -e t of:".•tr e r~

?" .-s I -, -, 31, 3. %nd I1!i-35 s-ow experimertal

resuit v ae ,7 1#. UotZ-ed ._a_-_ s for- four different water derths

- i64 -
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,stnd In Coup MiX'Uoreni flumes. In all tests Umax was measured

-,t x/H about 0.5. The trends in all cases followed the theoretical

sloeD, .nd thn ,onnt'Lnt K appes.red to increase slightly with water

dnpth. Th, on- ,xcptlon was in the wide 5 ft. flume when there

appear'ed to b vrv. 11ttl. Mhange o W Urax with increased manifoldin,

,,pth, H. (Q'ki,'us IW-0T-32, 33, 34). These results are sum-

.nmariz.ed I Fig. T!--3k. The narrow, 18 in. flume might possibly

,'xplair th-n i..,ase in Umax'at this depth. Further tests at

prototype depths (25 to 30 ftj) and in wide flumes are needed

to clar-ify this point.

Eff'.ect of' •- - c 2•-,..

Under identical test conditions, the size of the orifice

nozzlis in the manifold pipe were varied. Fig. II-VI-37 in-

dicates a possibl,' slight increase in the constant K with the

smaller oriflc, tcistod. In many cases, however, experimental

rror' w•s lanre'a than the apparent differences noted. The mani-

C'old pvessures were found to Increase as hole size diminished.

Ef,"ct or' Floor Boundar'y

Tn ,iq. TT-V[-3o3 th, manlfold is located at one-half the

.:ator depth cf' t;;:o f'oot and the r'esul.ts arc similar to those

Con Dick and •,•'bner' (1L). Then the water depth is lowered to

one foot the ,'en:ults also fall in this range. (Fig. Hi-VI-39).

-1.72 -copy
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There appears to be little difference in the c.ontant K hased

on these limited laboratory test results.

Summary of Surface Currunt Tests

In stagnant water, the results plottud iii F-i.,. II-VI-36

for Umax versus q indicate a constant K of about 1.) wh ich is

close to that reported by Bulson (1) (10). Little change in

performance was noted with variation in orifice siz-4 which is

also reported by Bulson (1). The floor boundary exhibited no

effects for the limited range of tests peLjfornied.

Consequently, based on these tests and thoseo 'rveyed in

the literature (Table 1) the following reN;ommendations are made

for preliminary design purposes of the prototype barrier.

No. Item Remarks

1 Urmax = 1.5 (gq)!/3 TAKU Lab. Tests

2 Orifice Diam, d -/-- 3" TAfKU Tests and See Ref-
erenec• (1) (5) (7) (8)
(9)

3 Orifice Sracinn.S l'1/f .-eo References (7)
(8) (9)

4 Manifold Pipe Diam.D=:6" S•• fr;,•,. (1) (8)

5 Manifold Pipe Depth,
I P 25 ft. s,-e Referoece (1) (5)

(v • (,1 !o ( l



~urfcc irrnt cv~LilProfile Under Staý-nant Conditlion,.s

13u:;!Aideý tlhe mjie.I uromonet of, U at x/T eual to 0.,for

1mIAmlr t tus cta L! "voociuh; profilo ae also r_ýStablished.

tho maioddpHI. Fip',. II-VTI-42? sumniarize's the. results of

many tests al_- dtffe:ront air f2.owratc!s, water depths and mani-

fold doptliz- on ai dimensin eciutss basis. 'These res).ults wedre car-

sistont, withll thoseI porvioi.sly reported (5) (4) (1)4) for profiles

measured at- ,</]I about O.%i.

Decay of Surface Currents Under Sz~tagnant Conditions

Many mesrmnswere also taken to determine the reduction

o f U-na as the distance fromi the bubble eruption increased. Fin,

II-VI-)43 is included as one example of the results. The decay

was_ essentially linear: with miaxtrnLuv. surfac;e currents found near

x/I[ ribout 0.5. To facilitate a dilmensionless p~lot, a-axat x

equal to ::ero wlas establish'red by extrapola-tion. of each graphic~al

rlot of hne. reýsult's. Theu ratio of U x/U x)XOpltted

'"X111 for a number of tests is presenteod asz- Fig. II-VI-i44.

Althoua_-h aconscidoiible amount of sc-atter existed-, the solid

lierorhl ndc teshe. trend- of tuh2 re-- its. If U at

x/I e-,-al to O.-_ i s used asr r~eference the trend is indicated by
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the daushed line of Fig. II-VI-1 14. _mle manifold location wich

respect to the floor boundar-, did not appear to be of Importance.

Effect of Steady Chn-.nel Flow on Bubble zurrent

A stea~d, uniform., o7pen charnei flow added to the bubble
Fi

currert h-as been, found to shift te_ bubble pat-tern downstream.

Consequently, -_istezad of the center of bubble eruption occuring

directly above the su'.erged pipe, it occurz some distance down-
streaam. (Fivures Ii-Vl-45., Lt-)

It WaS postulated that the individual velocit-y profiles of -

open channel flow and bu•bble-generated current could be linearly-

superimposed together. if this theoretical supposition could

be experimentally proven, then the resulting combined velccity

profile could ae theoretically estimated fo any combination

of channel flow and bubble current.

Since the stagnant bubble current was syrmmeetrical about the

centerline of bubble eruption, it was hypothesized that the

channel flow would decrease the upstream bubble-generated current 1

and increase the downstrearm current by similar amounts. Thus the

upstream decrease would be the critical case for oil containxent

and of most interest for this application.

Primary experimental tests were performed in the 18 in. wide I
flume with water depths of around 7.5 ft. (Figure II-VI-I7).

Two, measured, open channel flow, velocity profiles

184 -
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)I
at the flume centerline with no bubble currentE, present are

shown in Fig. II-VI-48. Although the profiles are character-

istically non-uniform In the region of interest,where b is

less than 0.25 H the profi'es are reasonable uniform and are

the tabulated mean values used for calculation purposes. The

transverse profile was characteristically non-uniform due to

the boundary layer so that the centerline velocity was used

at the reference.

Next, an air flowrate of 0.436 cfs/ft was added in the flume

which would normally create a Umax of 4.1 ft/sec under stagnant

conditions. Velocity profile measurements were then taken at

five locations upstream of the shifted bubble eruption (Fig. II-

VI-49). The characteristic linear depth profile was still pre-

sent and the resulting surface current generated, Umax still

deiayed with distance from the centerline of eruption. This

test was carried out with a mean flow current Vm of about 1.78

ft./sec. present in the open channel.

With the aid of Figs. II-VI-35 and II-VI-42 the theoretical

stagnant bubble-generated profiles were estimated at each loca-

tion of interest and plotted as the triangular profiles in

Fig. II-VI-50. Note that b was estimated as 0.25H or about

1.88 ft for all cases. Next, the opposing mean flow, Vm of

about 1.78 ft/sec was superimposed at all locations. The result-

ing theoretical, surface current, U' and depth to zero velo-
max

-188-
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city, b' are indicated in Fig. II-VI-50.

Finally, the experimental results of Fig. II-VI-49 have

been added for comparison. There appeared to be excellent

agreement between theory and experiment for all surface velo-

cities of interest. Even the difficult estimation of b' showed

fair correlation with the experimentally determined values be.t'nr

consistently greater than b' theoretical. Similar results were

experienced for a different air flowrate in the 18 in, flume and

for shallower water tests in the two foot wave channel.

In Fig. II-VI-51 the principle of linear superposition has

been applied to simulate prototype conditions when H is 25 feet,

Umax generated is 5 ft/sec and the design two knot current opposes

the bubble current. The resulting estimated surface current,

TJ is 1.62 ft/sec and b' ie about two feet. The prct6type con-
max

ditions were not possible to achieve in the laboratory.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the limited scale and range of the laboratory tests

primarily discussed the following conclusions are drawn.

1. The continual release of air below water creates a

surface current of water near the surface.

2. The magnitude of the current at the surface decreases

approximately linearly with distance from the submerged

pipe. It is a maximun at a distance of around 0.3 to

192 -
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~ '~ ~:hs r~the%- pipe.

3. Te it ;y enerated by the bubbles decreses

Ijlmearlý with mater depth anid IS a

i~~~iI~-q a;ter h elocity reie."ses

i~ :er.,) at a ijista, ee below teeirc

~ a~u- ne-qua.e-ter of the plipe depth.V ~ . he Bix~im imi, . ctrxrent generated is proportional

-GV: nV .- ai I- '*.Odrtll ra.5sed to .the one-third

-ton Of Rmeo. it is stro gY

depr_: e.., dezlrho -C. a- fol P~ip and Practically 1
aiere=dent of -zanlold hole 5--.e.

T.The i. oi fuz-ud- -sus mccsaendedi for Zprellminary

design, p-rixoses:

6.The principle of l1-nesm ;s eosition.~ appzidt

cm~birle stagnant U 37K c ine flow Y'es

was founid to h~old.

it is recors-ended to deteimine the effectS_ of rxntotype

scale retyand flow on- the folowln eds

r I.Mnf:I depth onthe p~roportionality ebt-,z Rll

a. ono.
Equtio (6).tecrrn

Z.Manifold depth or. the rule that -erG e atdcret

is located al: one-quairter the pipe depth.
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4. ̀ ,ýOde1 Tests Pneumatic Bar.-ler

1 ntroduc -IoV-- lwlgoe waterwe~; Isa complex phenomenon. $3En

static -.reszzare head of the oil-, h. IThus a thick layer of oil

will hav e a great~er tern-ency tc spread than the same oill of

Gnc~e 'the fflovr ca=, ences, the gr,-avity forces which origi-

nalced t.,he motion1 s~oon g-5ive way and. are d~omtriiat ed by viscousj

S),eac at t-ie interface, so that the viEcous oasgvr the

i-.t smme i~r~tiner pocint wenteolbecomes of "film" thick-

niess, -.ux-faae tensior. forci.3 becof.e doflLnfl&it and this phenomenor.

determ:ines t~he inaner An tich further spi eading takes place.

Superinaposed wi-nd and wave forces add considerable complexity

Uo ie~ u~atiori.

Fortunately, uander equilibri~um cond it.ons that must pre-

Vail durfrng oil containment, the oil behind the barrier is

essentially stationary so tiiat i~he retarding viscous forces and

surface tenzio!' forces are either not present or are very weak.

Henc,?, aralysis of .",he problemreauce6 co the -ase where .:,e

r~atio of g~ravity forces to Inea?%.ia forces describe the behavior.
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Anid, Aince two liquaids of differin.E densities are inyvolved,

the ratio of the two for-Ces is -characteristically described by

the densiometric Fro~ide numbý-ry ?D, i~e,.,
Fgvavity forzes V (VI-21)

~'inertinface

w~here: F densiometric Fr~otde num-ber, diumensionless

V = characteri~t'sti reference veloc- 'y

F, gravity co-?.s'ar.n

L. = characterls'Urc a relfelvence le nt-th

6P ~-~o mass diersit- difference

Domass densty o oil.

PW= mass diersit.y of water

Since,

4 vhare:
YO unit weight of oil

-=unit we'.ght of water
wIISG .rpecific gr,?avity of oil

Equation. VI-22 can be wvitten:

F (VV
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I
For oil spill cont-ain•rent by pneumatic barrier, the maxi-

mum surface velocity generated by the bubbles, Umax determined

at a location approximately 0.5 pipe depths, H from the center-

line of the submerged pipe can be used as reference. The charac-

teristic reference length is naturally the mean oil depth con-

tained, h. Consequently, Equation VI-22 becomes for oil con-

tainment. U
max

FD D 7 k1 (vI-23)

It is apparent that for a given oil as the driving force,

h. increases, the spreading tendency (velocity) increases. For

equilibrium to be maintained, a "retarding" force primarily com-

posed of the kinetic energy in the bubble-generated current

must also be increased. To be determined therefore, is the

critical ratio of Ua/gh (1 - S%) at the crucial point whenmax/V 1 _G

failure occurs or begins to occur. Letting a be a coefficient

equal to (FD) critical when failure occurs Equation VI-23 can

be written.

Umax = gh (i - SGo) (VI-24)

It is the primary purpose of this task to determine the value

of the critical constant, a under stagnant water, wave and

current conditions.

The method of solution will be essentially experimental,

since the bubble-generated velocities retarding the oil are
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9 nnt completely understood, particularly when oil is present in

significant depths near the barrier. It is anticipated that c

will be a true constant independent of the scale of the labora-

tory tests. Consequently, laboratory tests will be carefully

analyzed to insure their similarity to prototype scale conditions.

LITERATURE SURVEY

Only one unpublished report dealing with the explicit use

of pneumatically developed currents to retain oil was uncovered.

'p 15.This was the work of Sj~berg and Verner jointly undertaken by

Chalmers University and the Atlas Copco AB, in Sweden.

Both laboratory and prototype size tests were performed

under stagnant water and uniform wave conditions.

Stagnant Water Conditions

Sjoberg and Verner 15 cited additional references indicating

that the critical constant, a at failure was between 1.0 and 1.4.

Their own tests gave an a equal to 2.2" .... which is required to

stop leakage of oil through the barrier."

Waves

Two distinct regions of failure were rioted with the addition

of uniform waves against the air barrier. In one region the

waves were such that they were practically unaltered by the

bubble-generated current against them. These waves were charac-

teristically long period swells with low values of steepness
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and the oil bobbed up and down on the water. Sjoberg and Verner

obtained a values greater than 1.2 with this type of wave pre-

sent and attributEd the slight increase to "....the pumping

effect of the waves, which press the oil front against the

barrier."

The other, more critical case was characterized by waves

of high steepness ratio which when moving against an adverse

current created by the bubbles broke against the front of the

bubble barrier (principle of penumatic wave breaker). The

potential energy in the wave is transferred to kinetic energy

and a significantly increased surface velocity, Umax is needed

to contain the oil.

Tests by the authors indicated that the critical constant,

a increased to about 2.7 when the waves broke at the barrier.

They also indicated that the coefficient depended on the depth

and profile of the generated current and the steepness of the

oncoming wave train.

THEORY

An exact analytical solution is beyond the Intended scope

of this report. However, it was felt that a one-dimensional

application of The equations of continuity, linear momentum,

and energy using a control volume may give some idea as to the

expected range of possible critical u values.
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t Conservation of Linear Momentum

Consider a control volume encompassing the surface cuirent

generated down to zero flow at depth b and containing oil at

depth h. For the case when h is much less than r), it is assumed

that the exit velocity profile beneath the oil is also zero at

b and approximately triangular in shape, so that entrance and

exit momentum coefficients for the control volume are identical.

The shear along the bottom of the control volume at depth b can

then also be neglected.

At equilibrium, the steady flow form of the linear momentum
equation for a unit width can be written:

ZF r (v2 - 7I) (vI-25)

where: m = mass flowrate per unit width

71' V2 = mean velocities at the entrance and exit sec-

tions of the control volume, respectively.

Since,

V U max/2 ((-26)

by continuity

V2 = Um/2( ) (VI-27)

if the circulation in the oil is neglected.

Also u
~ Umax b
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The forces acting on the control volume are essentially hydro-

static, hence
2 2 2

12 yb Yo (bh h2 ) +(iy•b--wbh+ Y h-)

. 2 %2 VI-29)
which yields after some simplification

=•= yw (2b - h) - yoh (b-h) (VI-30)

Making the proper substitutions, simplifying and solving for

Umax one obtains:

[4-6 (L~)+ 2(.L)2- SG0 ((1-.?p (h)_ _(h)2%)]l

b b b' (VI-31)

Equation VI-31 is similar in structure to Equation (4) when

h/b approaches zero.

Conservation of Energy

When h is considerably less than b, the kinetic energy of

the current can be expressed as the velocity head:

•'(Umax) 2 (V-2

2g

where ct' is th- energy correction factor due to the triangular

velccitlY distribution.

The total energy in the bubble-generated current to a

depth of water, h, equivalent to the oil thickness (assuming

a hydrostatic pressure dLitribution) is then:
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U 2-,(Umax) 2 11vIS3
4-w (V-3

2g
Since the oil is stationary, its total energy is simply the

pressure head of oil, P/y or h.

Applying the convervation of energy and neglecting any losses we

obtain
,U ,~2, max)P

' __a + h = P h (VI-34)
2g w y

However, at equilibrium conditions

hw SGo = h (VI-35)

Consequently,
So ,Um'x gh (1 - SGO)Umax 2

When a' = 1.0., the critical failure, a is about 1.4. As a' in-

creases due to the triangular shape of the velocity distribution,

the a value decreases. This range of critical failure coeffi-

cients is approximately those obtained experimentally by Sjbberg

and Verner.
EXPEERMAiTAL TEST RESULTS

Stagnant Water

Initial tests were conducted in the two-foot wide wave

cbannel with two feet of water depth, T and the manifold located tear

the bottom so that IH/T wao about 1.0. With a constant air

flowrate and Ureax bein C enerated, the oil deptn 'i\in contained

was gradually increased until Vailure occuarred. The Ch (1i- SG )
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value at failure was then computed and plotted against Umax.

Fig. II-VI-52 with the Qsymbol for these initial tests presents

the results.

When the generated Ur in this initial test series was
max

raised near 2 ft/sec, failure was noted at a much smaller oil

thickness than expected. It was discovered, however, that under

these conditions, the oil failure thickness approached the

thickness, b of the generated surface profile (Fig. II-VI-53).

Since this condition was far from that expected in the prototype,

high a factors for h/b conditions near 1.0 were considered to be

due to scale effects and no further tests were performed in this

range.

In the next series of tests the manifold was raised off

the floor so that H/T equalled 0.5. These results are also

plotted in Fig. II-VI-52 for two different specific gravity oils.

In all cases, the critical a coefficients were found to lie in

the 1.0 to 1.2 range.

Finally, stagnant water tests were performed in the 18 in

wide flunre with T about 7.7 feet to check failure in the higher

Umax range. These results are also plotted on Fig. II-VI-52

and appear to confirm those results previously obtained. In

the tests the critical h/b ratios were well within the limits

where no scale effects could be expected.
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3.5 STAGNANT TESTS

Umax- vs-fgFh('-SGo)

.h= oil thickness when failure occurs
determined when barrier fails

3.0 -either by substantial oil
passing through or over top

of bubble eruption.

2.5

Umax

2.0- Scale -'®

Effects
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0
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-•"Four experimentally determined data points taken frmi the

Chalmers University tests by Sjbbeng and Verner are also

shown in Fig. II-VI-52 for comparison. There was excellent

aFreement obtained. Consequently a critical coefficient of

1.2 was reck-mended for preliminary design under stagnant con-

ditions.

As noted on Fig. II-VI-52, failure was considered to occur

when masses of oil droplets began to pass through the barrier

below the surface or when masses of oil over-topped the barrier.

Waves

Design waves had to be scaled to model sizes for laboratory

tests. A wide range of wave conditions were specified and time

limitations prevented testing all combinations. Therefore, the

significant wave characteristics (height, length, etc.) were

chosen as most representative for laboratory tests in the two-

foot wide wave charnel.

If a prototype manirold depth of 25 feet is assumed, the

geometric scale ratio used became 25:1, since the model manifold

was located one foot below the water surface. A maximum water

depth of two feet was used for the tests resulting in the genera-

tion of "shallow water" water forms. The following shallow

water wave characteristics were employed at the 25:1 scale ratio.
-
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PROTOTYE MODEL I

Si6-nificant Wave Height 10 ft OAh ft
Significant Wave Period 6 sec 1.2 sec
Significant Wave Length 1.85 ft 7.4 ft

The me- 3suied model wa ,e form is shown in Fig. II-V1-54.

Although some secondary harmonics existed, the wave used was

essentially of a scaled size and. period very close to that re-

quired. Model surface velocities generated were near I ft/

sec which scaled-up to about 5 ft/sec in the prototype.

As previously noted in the literature, the required Uax

to contain oil was also considered to depend on the height, H

and length, L, of the waves striking the barrier,(i.e., on the

wave steepness H/L). Waves of large steepness ratio approaching

breaking conditions were found to impose additional forces on

the barrier. I

In a theoretical analysis of a deep water wave entering

an adverse, uniform current, Unna 2 1 suggested that when the

adverse current, U was about 25 percent of the wave celerity,

Cl, the deep water wave would be fully attenuated by the

adverse current (hydraulic breakwater). Wave theory states

that waves break when the steepness, Ii/L exceeds 0.1)4 in deep

water.

Dick and Brebner 2 3 combined these results and determined

the effects of an adverse current to aid in breaking waves.

Fig. II-VI-57 reproduces the combined effects and shows at
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Fig.II-V-55 Penumatic barrier operating in waves-

Ismall wave tank. (Oil retained on the right)
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tm

Fig. II-VI-56 Pneumatic Barrier operating in waves -

intermediate wave tank.
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¶ Fig. 11-VI-55 Penuinatic barrier operating in waves-

small wave tank. (Oil retained on the right)
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Fig. II-VI-56 Pneumatic Barrier operating in waves-

intermediate wave tank.
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MODEL WAVES

1:25 SCALE RATIO

Umax - vs - •gh(I-SG0

WAVES Umax

ILI

, FA
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0.2 /THAN WHEN WAVES PRESENT.
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9 what U/C 1 ratios breaking occurs for varying wave steepness.

From the prototype design critcj~ia in deep water, the wave

celerity C1 equals 1 gL/2fl or about 38.5 ft/sec. The prototype

steepness ratio is about 0.0347 at significant height condi-

tions. Assuming Fig. II-VI-57 is conservative when the velocity

profile is triangular, (i.e. Umax is less than a mean,) uniform

velocity, U, the deep water Hi/L versus Umax/ol point for the

prototype design has been plotted in Fig. II-VI-57. A design

Umax of 5.0 ft/sec has been selected for this calculation.

Since this calculated point is far from the area where

breaking occurs, the large swells characteristic of the signifi-

cant design waves were felt to probably have little or no "pump-

ing" effects on the pneumatic containment device.

Of primary interest for the laboratory tests was the case

with oil located on the side from which waves were generated so

that the waves possibly moved the oil against the barrier.

Fig. II-VI-55, 56, & 58 presents the results in the same Umax

versus gh (i - SQo) form used previously.

Surprisingly, the long swell wave form modeled in the tests

prodi.ced little change from stagnant conditions. The critical

a was still between 1.0 and 1.2. In fact, when the waves were

stopped during tcstlng the stagnant conditions present were

noted to be closer to failure than when testing with waves.
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Laboratory conditions permitted testing only uniform wave

shapes. Random waves present at sea would perhaps prcduce

entirely different results.

Based on.these laboratory 'ests, o equal to 1.2 is recommended

for preliminary design with waves.

Current

To test the principle of linear superposition of velocities

discussed in detail earlier in this part, the 18 in wide flume

was used with 7.7 feet of water which gave a mean velocity, Vm

of 1.78 ft/sec. A constant bubble-generated velocity was intro-

duced and the effects of the current were tested by adding oil

and noting the mean oil thickness at failure. If the principle

of superposition should hold under these conditions, then a plot

of the effective surface velocity, Umax (Umax minus Vm) versus

gh (1 - SG0 ) should also result in a critical coefficient a

of 1.2 near failure. Fig. II-IV-59 shows the results which

generally indicated that this is precisely what happens. Suffi-

cient time was unavailable to completely verify these results

particularly at small values of "max'

As noted in Fig. II-VI-59, failure depths were recorded when

masses of oil began to over-top the air barrier and move down-

stream. Significantly, it was also observed that a number of
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CURRENT TESTS
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oil droplets were entrained near the head region of the contained

oil and when located at depths greater than the effective barrier

profile, b, were swept right through the deflected bubble region

by the current. Time was unavailable to record any rates of

thi;s type osf loss except to estimate that in all cases well over

95% of the oil remained contained by the air barrier.

CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

In conclusion, the results of the stagnant water, wave, and

current tests were extrapolated to prototype conditions. Fig.

II-VI-60 presents the combined results in the form of a prelimi-

nary design.chart. For any pneumatic generated velocity, Umax,

the resulting mean oil depth contained can be determined for

the range of specific gravity oils of interest. A two knot proto-

type current (3.38 ft/sec) is used in the plot. No wind set-up

effects are included, but mean oil containment depths can be

estimated with wind by using only 2/3 of the values indicated.

These results are tabulated below.

Barrier Design Mean Oil Depth
Velocity SG of Contain-d, (Feet)
Umax ft/sec Oil No Wind Including Wind

5.0 0.75 0.225 0.15

5.u 0.85 0.370 0.295

* 5.0 0.95 1.140 0o70
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It is reconmnended that complete verification of all of the

above preliminary results be made under prototype conditions.

For lower prototype current (1.69 ft/sec) the barrier

design velocity is greatly reduced as indicated in the table

below and in Fig. II-VI-61.

Barrier Design Mean Oil Depth
Velocity SG of Contained, (Feet)

Umax ft/sec Oil No Wind Including Wind

3.25 0.75 0.225 0.15

3.25 0.85 0.370 0.295

3.25 0.95 1.140 0.76
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Section III

Design of Major System
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III-l-1. Bubble Screen Generator

The purpose of the manifold pipe is to carry and incrementally

release the air that forms the bubble screen. The pipe will be

located about 25 feet below the water surface and will be supplied

with compressed air from above at given intervals. The hole

spacing along the pipe was determined in the hydrodynamics tests

and was recommended to be six to 12 holes per foot of pipe. In

this same part of the study, the air flow rate was determined

to be in the range of 1 c.f.s. per foot of pipe for a surface

velocity of 5 ft/sec. This flow is measured at standard tempera-

ture and pressure and requires between 5 and 12 horsepower per foot,

depending on the overpressure in the pipe. Frictional losses

are negligible.

At the beginning of this project, a considerable amount of

effort was devoted to finding materials which would not be harm-

fully affected by marine conditions over a period of several months

without special treatment. This study was the basis for the

initial choice of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) for a pipe material.

Having chosen a material for constructing the pipe, the next

step was to determine the size of the pipe. This depended on

several factors. The three most important factors were drag forces,

buoyant forces, and supply lengths. Fig. III-I-1 shows the drag

forces for various sizes of pipe in a 3 knot current. As can be

seen in this plot, the forces on the pipe become very large as

the diameter increases.

The next ccnsideration is that of buoyancy. The pipe
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must weigh enough to sink or it must be weighted on location.

In either case, the necessary weight must be transported to

the location. This necessary weignt is plotted in Fig. 111-1-2.

After considering the dynamics of wave actions and the

sea conditions in which the pneumatic barrier is required to

operate, it was decided, that the pipe should be rigid. By

being rigid, control of placement and floatation level would

be much less difficult and the necessary tensile load carrying

capability could be inherent. The method of floatation will

be discussed later.

During one of the meetings, it was recommended that this

pipe be rolled onto a large drum much the same as is done by

some pipe laying concerns. Examining the procedure of putting

the pipe on drums reveals that it is yielded during wrapping

and then is reverse yielded during removal so that it will be

approximately straight when unloaded. If the PVC pipe were

wound on a large diameter druir in a relatively warm fab..ica-

tion building arid then taken out into a brisk 50 F wind to

be unwound, the unwinders would very likely encounter consi-

derable difficulty in laying the PVC pipe in a straight line.

From this then, the most logical means of storing and trans-

porting the pipe was in short straight sections. For optimum

construction and assembly procedures, the pipe sections should

be cf the same dimensions. In this way, there would be no

rarticular order for packaging, storing, or assembling.

The next ccrnsideratIon for determining the diameter of

* -he bubble screen pipe, Is the length of pipe that is between
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the suppLy points. From these supply points, the air moves

alonig the pipe with a decreasing mass flow rate because of the

incremental release of the air forming the bubble screen.

For a given diameter of pipe then, the length between the

supply points is limited by the mass flow rate at the supply

inlet.

The mass flow rate at the inlet is limited by the sonic

velocity in the inlet air and by the cross sectional area of

the pipe. The sonic velocity of the air is a function of

temperature alone and is plotted in Fig. 111-1-3. The cross

sectional area is proportional to the inside diameter squared.

Therefore, for a given temperature of supply air, the length

between supply points is proportional to the diameter squared.

The deciding criterion for the pipe diameter was the

weight of an individual section. An arbitrary figure of 200

lbs. was chosen as the maximum weight if the pipe sections

were to be moved by hand. By having a 7 inch diameter pipe,

the sections could be about 11 feet long and weigh about 200

lbs. An 8 inch section could be 9 feet long, or a 6 inch

section could be 16 feet long. The diameter was chosen as

7 inches. This was about the largest that could be handled

in 1000 foot lengths with a 16,000 lb. bollard pull.

All of the aforementioned design work had been performed

with the assumption that a suitable air mover could be obtained.

Soon after design began and the necessary amount of air volume

per foot was realized, contacts were made for equipment that

would do the job. Two answers (letters III-I-1 and. 2) to

these inquiries arrived during the week of May 18, 1970.

(See Appendix V).
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The first of these (letter Ill-1-l) is a turbine-driven rotary

screw compressor weighing about 60,000lbs. By weight

alone, this unit "S ruled out. The other answer (letter

III-I-2), is fr'm Gas Turbine Power, Inc., in Houston, Texas,

for a Curtis Wright "Jet Air" Compressor package. (GTP 7850E)

As can be seen in their letter, this unit is readily adaptable

to use in this program.

Using the "Jet Air" package changes the design conditions

for the bubble screen pipe. It has a much higher discharge

pressure than the pipe was designed for. One cubic foot of

air at conditions at the bubble screen pipe level weighs 0.132

lbs.; 22,000 standard cubic feet of air weighs 1,681"lbs.

In other Words, one GTP 7850E can supply air for 210 feet of

bubble screen pipe. Remembering that the sonic velocity in-

creases with tempferature (Fig. 111-1-3) and that the density

increases with pressure (Fig. 111-1-4), the discharge pressure

and temperature greatly affect the necessary diameter of the

bubble screen pipe (Fig. 111-1-5). The pressure differential

is the Pressure inside the pipe above atmospheric plus 25 feet

of water. The inlet air velocity is Mach 0.5. For these

conditions, the best pipe diameter would be about 4 inches.

After some consideration as to how the PVC bubble screen

pipe was to be connected and how the large tension loads

were going to be carried, it was decided best to construct

the Pipe of steel. Since all the steel is of the same type

and remains completely submerged, corrosion should not pre-

sent any problerrl. Pipe of t•he size and weight needed can

readily be purchased frcm United States Steel, Pittsburg, Pa.
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The connectors to be used are of the hub and clamp type

and can be obtained from either Gray Tool Company or Cameron

Iron Works, Houston, Texas. This hub and. clamp unit was

chosen because it is definitely stronger than the bubble screen

pipe. Other types of quick pipe connectors are made by

Thornhill-Craver Company, Houston, Texas, and by Victaulic

Company of America, Elizabeth, New Jersey. Their connectors

appear as though they might be suitable but strength tests

would be required before they could be used. In any of the

above cases, assembly would require a minimum of time.

The umbilical pipe will be made by the Action Flex Division

of Schott Industries, Elkhart, Indiana. They have the facilties

for the manufacture of nylon reinfioced. neoprene covered flex-

ible sleeves. These sleeves differ from tubes in the absence

of reinforcing wires which would hinder fast packaging of the

tubing. These sleeves are specially fabricated to have rein-

forced ends for strength at the attac-hrent points and will

hold the design pressure. Each segment is coupled to another

through standard hose clamps acthng on a rigid ttube inserted

at the uoint of attachment. The cross sectional area of these

sleeves will oe twice that of the bubble screen pipe since

they will be connected in a "T" fashirn feeding the pipe in

two directions.

The bubble screen pipe will have a.primary -and a secondary

floatation system. The primary system consists of fl'oidic

logic devices and air bags. The fluidic logic device operates

on the air supplied in the pipe and ]etect.s ti'ie depth. When

the pipe sinks below 2C feet, the devices:..-,"Ce me air flow
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into tie 1'r ag, tlhereby increasing the floatation of the

s y,,, t em. Whcn thie pipe ries to 24 feet, the air supply to

the baig, is switched ot'fId. It begins to sink again. This

tolerance can te reduced with some minor sophistication of

the logic device. Drawings for the fluidic logic device are

shown 1nFigs .11-1-( through 1

The sec,'ndary floatation system is composed of large

polyethylene floats attached to the pipe with 36 feet long

nylon ropes to provide emergency floatation for the case when

the bubble screen Dipe is not in operation. The material for

these floats is manufactured by Dow Chemical Co. and can be

obtained from Kirklsnd Sales, Dallas, Texas.
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2. Packaging

The Heavy Duty System will be stored in four subsystem

pacizages:

Package I - Machinery - This package will consist

of a turbine-driven compressor, a machinery hull, a cradle

and a pallet. The estimated weight will be 21,000 lbs.

Package II - Inflatable rubber fuel tanks.

Package III - Bubble Screen - This package will

contain a complete set of 200 feet of pipe sections, clamps,

one umbilical and floats. Approximate weight is 3,000

Ibs.

Package IV - Mooring - This package will contain

four anchor and mooring lines to connect the bubble genera.- j
tors, and machinery hulls as shown in Fig. III-T-. Approxi-

mate weight is 12,000 lbs.

All packages will be secured to standard C-130

aircraft pallets. The packages will be remo'red from storage

and transported to the C-130 aircraft by a 25K aircraft

cargo loading truck,Fig. 111-1-12. The packages will be

ground-winched onto the C-130. Three aircraft will be

required for each 200 foot module of bubble barrier. The

aircraft will fly to an airport near a. port close to the

oil spill. The packages will be offloaded onto flat bed

trucks for transportation to docks or Coast Guard station.

Packages III and IV will be loaded onto a buoy tender.

i Packages I and ii will be set in the water. Jet fuel tank
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'R•." tgJj +L'i 1.. ),, ,00 ga.Ilons of fuel into the fuel bags.

ThiL ... u .,t t, 'u,' catacity. Estimated time for

o 1,•n!. 1 o ':• will be two to four days depending

ol X: Iv'iJ :j "V < y , Ioy t~enders

+.. o: Ow.I, ciiarlacterl-stics of the fuel tank,

.t t'..xd..r'v ,illi r',tiit' from six to 24 hours to reach the spill
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* III-IT. STUDmY OF SUITABLE MATERIALS

Gener•l Comment

Material menchanical properties are, in general, dependent

upon temperature, time (rate of load application or time in

service), environment (chemical and organism effects), stress

state (tension, compression, uni-, bi-,.or triaxial loading

condit ions), ý'And stress history (processing effects, number

of load cycles, packaging forces).

In order to assess system structural integrity, it is

necessary to know the structural behavior of the material

of which the system is to be constructed. Material structural

behavior is, as indicated above, a function of the type of

system, its loads, environmental situation, etc., in which it

is to be used.

Successful system designs result, therefore, from con-

tinuing iteration in design and materials selection. Design

perturbations, fortunately, get smaller and smaller with each

successive iteration.

Materials study tasks, thusly, never become "finisbed"

until the "final" design is accomplished. Even then, and

especially as the designs are implemented, service life data

must continue to be accumulated so that both storage and

service life may be precisely established.

Objectives

Gewnera] statement of the principal task involved in
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material testing: To establish the material's response to

mechanical, thermal, and environmental loading conditions,

and to assure structural integrity throughout the service and

storage life. In each case where published data was in

question or where data was lackintseparate tests were

carried out. The materials study program was in direct re-

sponse and in support of each of the major tasks in this

program.

Specific Items to be Noted:

(a) Physical PropertiQs

Density
Color (influences sunlight degradation properties:)
Refractive index np

(b) Mechanical Properties

Tensile strength, p.s.i.
Elongation, %
Tensile modulus, p.s.i.
Compressive strength, p.s.i.
Flexural yield strength, p.s.i.
Impact strength, ft. lb/inch of notch
Creep behavior
Fatigue life
Hardness
Flexuilal modulus, p.s.i.
Compressive modulus, p.s.i.

(c) Thermal Properties

Thermal conductivity, difference in tempera('ure. cal./
sec./sq. cm. /l( 0 C/cm.n)

Specific heat cal/ 0 C/ m.
Thermal expansion 1/' C
Resistance to heat, F 0
Deflection .temperature, °F

f) 264 p.s.i. fiber stress
2) 66 p.s.i. fiber stress
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S(d) invironriciital Resistance Characteristics

Wat-r ahbsorption, 24 hr., 1/8 in. thick., %
BurnI-ng ratea (flanmmability), in./min.
Biolo-i.0 cal fouling potential
M a•rine boring potential
T'iarine microorganism attack
Effect of sunlight

Compilation of Data for Material Selection

1. A product guide was established for vendors supplying

metals and elastomers of potential..use in this program.

2. A directory of manufacturers, which when combined with

the product guide, relates a company to a specific

material and/or relates a material to companies supplying,

and in what form' (tubing, wire, sheet, foil, etc.).

3. An inventory of current literature available from

manufacturers having to do with design properties, codes,

design calculations, corrosion data, fabrication standards,

dimensions, cost data, technical descriptions, 'eference

tables, and sales offices.

4. A laminates chart cataloging physical, mechanical, thermal,

electrical, and chemical properties of polymeric materials.

5. Creep properties of plastics specifying the nature of the

test specimen, test conditions, and creep test data in

terms of the creep apparent modules.

6. Temperature dependence of plastics measured by dynamic

mechanical properties, dynamic shear modulus and damping

fact•ors versus temperature.

7. Charts of foamed plastics relating type of material to

mechanical,- physical, thermal and chemical properties.
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8. Plastics properties charts listing processoing character-

istics, physical, mechanical, thermal, and electrical

properties and the important resistance characteristics

such as water absorption, effects of sunlight, effect

of oil and other organic solvents.

9. Film charts essentially similar tc, (8) but, specifically

for film and sheets.

10. Effects of marine organisms inclLding listings of coatings

and encapsulants useful for marine environment.

11. Modes and mechanisms of' the deterioration of meia~s in

a marine environmen;t.

12. Charts of foaming agents for all types of plastics.

13. Extensive bibliography on marine, chemical ar.d mechanical

degradative influences on materials.

Less general compilations were as follows: (2) catalog

of wire rope ard cables suitable for a marine environment, (2)

methods of welding plastics - heat welding, high frequency heat

sealing, and ultrasonic assembly, (3) plastic de.ign !uides

and (4) engineering reviews of plastics.

The use of plastics in the Texas A&-., Heavy Duty Barrier

System necessitates that an evaluator ha~ve a somewhat

sophisticated understanding of plastics and their various

interlocking aspects. As it is not feasible to provide

insights into the basics of polymer science and technology at

every point within this report, the following brief intro-

duction to polymer science is offered. It is designed to

provide a basic insight into plastics so that assimilation
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of allI t)al Il.lows is possible. A good general reference

for pol;me, ocioflce is found in the Modern Plastics

Encncloedla, 1I69)-1970, created by the publishers of Modern

Plastics Maga:::inc and offered once each year as an encyclopedic

volume.
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Summary of Properties

POLYTETRAFLIKDROETHYLEMIE (Teflon)

Specific gravity (den-sity) 2.14 - 2.20

Specific volume,cu. in./lb. 12.9 - 12.5

Tensile strength, p.-.i. 2000 - 5000

Elongation, % 200. - 400.

Tensile Modulus, 105 p.s.i. 0.5

Impact strength ft. lb./in. of notch No break
(NZOD Test)

Hardness, Rockwell R25
IO-5/o0

Thermal expansion, 10 / C 8.0 - - 10.5

Resistance to heat, OF continous 400

Water absorp., 24 hr., 1/8 in. tihick % 0.01

Burning rate (flammability), in./min. None

Effect of sunlight None

Effect of organic solvents None
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t POLYURETHANES

Specific gravity (density) 1.11 - 1.25

Specific volume, cu. in./lb. 24.0 - 22.0

Tensile strengt-', p.s.1. 5,000 - 9,000

Elongation, % 10 - 650

Tensile modulus, 105 p.s.i. 0.1 - 3.5

Compressive strength, p.s.i. 20,000

Flexural yield strength, p.s.i. 700 9,000

Impact strength, ft. lbs./in. of notch Does not break
(IzOD Test)

Hardness, shore 48A - 8CD

Flexural modulus,-p.s.i.x 105 3.2 - 3.5

Compressive modulus., p.s.i. x 105 0.04 - 0.09

4Thermal conductivity, 10- cal./sec./ 1.7 - 7.4
sq.cm., / l(degrees centigrade./cm.)

Thermal expansiorn I0-5/OC 10.0 - 20.0

Resistance to heat, OF continuous 190

Water absorption, 24 hrs., 1/8 in. thick % 0.7 - 0.9

Burning rate (flammability), in./min. Slow to self 1-

extinguishing

Effect of sunlight None - yellows
slightly

Effect of organic solvents Resists most
solvents

25
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POLYETHYLENE

Specific gravity (density) 0.941 - 0.965

Specific volume cu. in./lb. 29.6 - 28.8

Tensile strength, p.s.i. 3,100 - 5,500

Elongation, % 20.0 - 1000.0

5Tensile Modulus, 10 p.s.i. 0.6 - 1.8

Compressive strength, p.s.i. 2,700 - 3,600

Impact strength, ft. lbs./in. of launch 0.5 - 20
(IZOD Test)

Hardness, shore D60 - 70

Flexural modulus,p.s.i. x 105 1.0 - 2.6

Thermal expansion, I0-5/°C 11.0 - 13.0

Resistance to heat, F.continuous 250

Water absorption, 24 hrs., 1/8 thick % les8 0.01

Burning rate (flammability),in./ndn. Very slow to self
extinguishing

Effect of sunlight Unprotected material
crazes rapidly.
Requires light for
complete protection
but weather resistant
grades are available £

in natural and color

Effect of organic solvents Very resistant to oils
and seawater below
80Oc
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NfLON~

Specific gravity (density) 1.12 - 1.14

Specific volume, cu. in./lb. 24.8 - 24.2

Tensile strengt, p.,s.i. 7,000 - 13,000

Elongation, % 100 - 320.

Tensile modulus, 105 p.s.i. 1.1- when catu'rated
with water to 4.5
when dry

Compressive strength, p.s.i. 6,700- 13,000
Flexural yield strongth.p.s.i 5,000 - 15,00

Impact strength, (IZOD Test) 0.8 - 5.5

Hardness, Rockwell R103 - R119

FlexurU1 modulusp.s.i. x 1O5  0.8 - 1.4 (2.5% H 20)
to

3.7 - 4.0 (0.2% H 2 0)

Compressive modulus, p.s.i. x 105 2.45 - 2.48

Thermal expansion, 10- 5 / 0° 8.3
0

Resistance to heat, F continuous 175 - 250

Water absorption, 24 hrs., 1/8 in. thick % 1.3 - 1.9

Burning rate (flammability), in./rain. Self extinguishing

Effect of sunlight Discolors slightly

Effect of organic solvents Rlesistant to oil
and seawater
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POLYVINYL CHLORIDE

Specific gravity (density) 1.35 - 1.45

Specifi& volume, cu. in./lb. 20.5- - 19.1

Tensile strength, p.s.i. 5,000 - 9,000

Elongation, % 2.0 - 4o0.0

Tensile modulus, 10 5 p.s.i. 3.5 - 6.0

Compressive strength, p.s.i. 8,000 - 13,000

Flexural yield strength, p.s.i. 10,000 - 16,000

Impact strength, ft. lbs./in. (IZOD Test) 0.4 - 207

Hardness, Shore A: 50 - 100

Thermal expansion - 10-5 °C 7.0 - 25.0

Resistance to heat, F continuous 150 - 175

Water absorption, 24 nrs, 1/8. in. thick % 0.15 - 0.75

Burning rate (flammability) in./min. Slow to self
extinguishing

Effect of sunlight Slight

Effect of organic solvents Extremely resistant
to alcohols, aliphatic
hydrocarbons and oils
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Ill-IlI System Characteristics

1. Barrier's Oil Retention Capability

The pneumatic barrier proved to be substantially effective for

the imposed environmental conditions specified by the U. S.

Coast Guard. The depths of oil contained for different

pneumatic barrier design conditions and for three different

oil specific gravities are presented in Figs. III-IiI-1 and

111-111-2. For example in Fig. III-III-1 which is valid for

the design conditions, the depth of oil contained will depend

greatly on the specific gravity of the oil as-shown in the

following table:

TABLE III-III-1.1

FOR 2 KNOT CURRENT

Specific Gravity of Oil Depth of Oil Contained (ft.)

0.75 0.225

0.85 0.370

0.95 1.140

If a 50% design current value is used (or a current of

1 knot instead of 2 knots) the following depths of oil will

be contained:
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•i I

FILG. 111-1I1-3

,Pneumatic barrier operating in waves and currents. Oil
contained on "-he left. Note'that a few droplets of water
encased in oIL1 pass through the barrier (this occurs at

:• more severe environmental conditions than the design

conditions).
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2.-e 5 Strengltn

Based uipon the considerations of Section 1II11, the

-1 Cla rt c' en ~a' data and, 'n many ,ýases, through

aet-al 41et-i-r, the ollowing materials have been selectelI

asI eer~ t le Iy satisfactory for use im the Texas AV.

HeavD.v 011 c-n t-ain.ent Sysem

F~air. Fl-atn,

Polyvret-hane

Be! yety fi' eneI

Unbilical Connectors

F-1exfbl> steel 't u bng
V1a eic Insullators

r V~ain Manifold

Low ;,ar~bcn steel pMie

ýNozzles for Main Manifold

Polytetrafluoroethylene (teflcn)

Polyamicbs (nilon)

Main; Marif old Sti-ess.-z

Stress caluuiitl~tcns weve performed for all components

-of the 7 inch diameter steel pipe. It was fouind that theI maximum stresses in all of the parts were well below the al-

lowqable. Since the present trend is to decrease the diameter

to 4.P inches, the stresses will. not be ar~y pre'-ýl(ii. This is

F. - 264



due to 4;he decrease in drag force from 18 pounds per foot to

$ 11.5 pounds per foot and the decrease in the rigidity of the

pipe. Final stress cuIculations will. be performed when the

procurement of an air supply allows final sizing of the pipe.

Plot:s of stresses as a function of span for an 800 ft.,

1000 ft.; and 1200 ft. length of pipe are presented in Figs.

1II--IIJn4, 5, and 6. Stresses as a function of length for

various bollard pulls are also oup..•iarized in Fig. III-II-7.

Similar stress calculastions may be performed for any

size of pipe finally seleeted in Stage II of the study.
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3. Deployment Capability

It is estimated that the Heavy Doty System can be deployed

in four to seven days depending on the availability of Coast

Guard vessels at the time of the spill and the availability

of eight C-130s to provide air transport. These estimates

are based on the following times. Approximately one hour is

required for the loading of each of the four packages on the

C-130 for each 200 foot module of bubble barrier. The air-

craft will then fly to an ai:rport near a port close to the

oil spill. The time for transport and loading for packages

would be two to four days depending on the availability of

buoy tenders. Because of' the towing characteristics of the

fuel tanks, the tenders will require 6 to 24 hours to reach

an oil spill si1-e at the reduced speed required for towing.

At the site of the spill, approximately four hours deploy-

ment time will be required for each VO feet of bubble

barrier. It is estimated that the barrier can be deployed

in seas of up to ten foot significant wave height.

-J
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4. Reliability Standards

The reliability of the overall system for the retention

of oil is very high due to the redundancy of the gas generator.

At maximum capability, a gas turbine is required for every

200 feet of pipe. The loss of a single gas turbine

would reduce the effective back current and total amount of

oil that can be retained but it would continue to act as an

effective barrier and would have the ability to retain oil.

Redundancy of anchor systems is provided by the use of two

anchors on each end of the system. (Fig. 111-111-8). The

fluidic valves to adjust the depth of the pipe are also

designed so that if one fails the pipe is rigid enough to

bridge between the next two fluidic devices which have a

capacity to replace the failed fluidic device. A major

problem would be the maintainence of the inflatable rubber

fuel tanks during high seas. However, if the tanks break

away, they can be replaced with other tanks or attached by

a fuel line to the tank at another compressor station until

repairs can be made. No reliability capacity has been

established for the operation of the gas turbine engine under

possible breaking wave conditions. However, it is not

anticipated that sufficient spray can enter the engine to

impair its operation. It injects large volumes of fuel

and air under normal operation.

I2
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5. Biological Effects

General Comment

If materials are to perform their service function in a

marine environment for an extended period of time, they must

withstand (a) mechanical forces, (b) chemical activity, and

(c) biological activity. Where short service life is the only

requirement, the resistance of materials to mechanical forces

and chemical attack may be the only considerations necessary.

Ability to withstand biological activity becomes an important

consideration where extended service life is required. As a

part of the materials task, a literature survey has been con-

cluded to insure that biological considerations are recognized

in the materials selection process for an oil spill containment

barrier. Some of the more important considerations are discussed

below.

The general effect of detrimental change in materials

appearance or characteristics caused directly or induced by bio-

logical activity is referred to as biodeterioration. Limiting

this review to the marine environment, biodeterioration may be

considered to include (a) biological fouling (b) boring and (c) r
microbial degradation.

Biological fouling

Biological fouling is the accumulation of adhering organisms
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Son the surface of mnterials exposed to sea water. Vie most

familiar example of fouling Is the accumulation of barnacles

on the subsurac- ' hulls of ships. However, any object exposed

to sea water is subject to fouling unless its surface will not

allow the adherence of organiaas; the material itself is toxic

to the organi•.-s, or the srf-ace has been coated xith a toxic

material. Biological fouling may have the following effects:

1. Reduced functional efficienecy.

2. Acceleration of localized corrosion.

3. Destructicin of corrosion protection coatings.

Firstly, accumulation of organisms obviously

I changes the design surface geometry and increases frictional

drag. In a 'Pneumatic Bareier System, dependent on release of

compressed •ir through small orifices, fouling might cause

plugging of the orifices as an example of functional impairment.

Secondly, accur'ulation of barnacles or other

organisms on a metal surface would very likely lead to the

creation of loc;alized anodic areas beneath the shells, greatly

accelerating pitting type corrosion in an aerobic, salt water

environment. This would be particularly true for ferrous metals.

Thirdly, barnacles or other hard shell organisms

may destroy a corrosion protection coating by wedging into the

coating as they grow. Also they may become so firmly attached
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as to cause peeling of the protectire c'ni.ing if they ar'e

inadvertently broken loose.

Factors ContributiL to Fouling

In general, fouling may be expected to be most severe and

buildups occur most rapidly in shallow, near-coast waters and

particularly in the warmier climates. Waters must provide

sufficient nutrients for organ.sms growth, but heavily polluted-

waters apparently decrease the growth of fouling organisms.

Although the shallow, warm waters may contribute to most severe

fouling cond4 .tions, it nevertheless will occur in all sea waters

and at depths below 5,000 feet.

Control of Fouling

Copper or copper-nickel alloys are effective antifouling

metals unless the copper is rendered passive by coupling to zinc

or iron to form a galvanic couple. For other metals an anti-

fouling coating may be required. Fouling may be effectively

retarded by the application of toxic copper or mercury contain-

ing paints. The formulation for extended periods of protection

must be such as to allow slow leaching of the toxic substance;

for copper this may be not less than 10 micrograms per square

centimeter per day. A successful paint system used on Navy

ships consists of one coat of wash primer (Mil-P-153281B),
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I
l, JtlpIi coats of red-lead vinyl primer (MiI-P-15929B), and

two coats of-vinyl antifouling paint (Mil-P-15931B).

'• ? garine Boring

Boring organisms in marine waters'are the principal

causes of wood deterioration, although test plastic specimens of

various types have also shown some damage when placed in couple

with a wood bait specimen. The primary specie is a crustacean,

Limnoria tripunctate, althougah various molluscan species in rocky

and coral areas also may cause severe wood damage.

Control of Boring Organisms

Wood pilings, the most susceptible material to borer deterio-

ration, is generally pressure treated with coal-tar creosote.

This is effective against Teredo and Bankia, but provides little

protection against Limnoria or the rock boring mollusc, Martesia.

A toxic wood preservative effective against the latter organisms

is lacking. Barrier systems on wooden pilings consisting of

flexible FVC sheet (20 to 30 mils thick), 90:10 cupro: nickel

alloy and concrete have been found to be effective in preventing

attack providing stagnant conditions are maintained between the

barrier and the piling.

Marine Microorganisms

27
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Of the many species of microorganisms which inhabit the sea,

probably the most damaging to materials, particularly metals, is

the sulfate-reducing bacteria Desulfavibrio desulfuricans. Through

its metabolic activity, this organism produces highly corrosive

hydrogen sulfide gas. It is a strict anaerobic bacteria, however,

and therefore the most effective barrier against it is an aerobic

environment. It would not flourish in shallow waters unless such

waters were so polluted as to be devoid of oxygen. With a Pneu-

matic Barrier System, employing continued aeration, anaerobic

bacteria would automatically be controlled. Aerobic bacterial or

algal forms would probably not attack metals directly, but might

establish colonies or anchor on any surface, as do the larger

fouling organisms. They would contribute to metallic corrosion

through the creation of localized oxygen concentration cells or

through the excretion of acidic metabolic products. Antifouling

paint should also be an effective barrier against such micro-

organism activity.

Most plastics are resistant to microbial activity unless the

extracellular enzymes can hydrolyze the polymeric bonds. Micro-

organisms may, however, bring about some changes in properties of F
certain plastics, (as may grades of polyvinyl chloride), by

attacking the plasticizer molecules. Before specifying PVC for

use in an environment conducive to microbial growth, information
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should be obtained on plasticizer resistance. This would pre-

sumably be true also of other plasticized polymers. Butyl

rubber and natural rubber have been shown to support aerobic and

anaerobic microbrganisms, the aerobic ones being also able to

attack the rubbers GR-S, GR-A, and neoprene.

Related studies

Investigations in the field of biodeterioration have received

considerable impetus since World War II. The following biblio-

graphy is, of necessity, not complete; however, it is felt that

the necessary information ao it is presently known is available

within the references cited below. Also many further references

may be obtained within these books and articles.

Marine Fouling and Its Prevention

Prepared for Bureau of Ships, Navy Department, by Woods Hole

Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, Mass.; Uniced States Naval

Institute, Annapolis, Maryland (1952)

This is a somewhat dated, but very comprehensive, compila-

tion of 22 articles concerned with the problems of fouling, the

biology of fouling, and the prevention of fouling. A basl.c

reference.

Materials Performance and the Deep Sea
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ASTM Special Technical Publication 445, American Society

for Testing and Materials, 1916 Race Street, Philadelphia,

Penn., (1969)

A symposium presented at the 71st Annual Meeting ASTM,

San Francisco, California, June 23 - 29, 1968. Contains 10

articles at least three of which are concerned with biodeterio-

ration. One article includes effects of boring organisms on

plastics.

Biodeterioration of Materials

Microbiological and Allied Aspects, Ed. A. Harry Walters

and John J. Elphich, Elsevier Publishing Co., New York (1963).

Contains 67 articles concerned with many aspects of blo-

deterioration of a wide range of materials, but it is not con-

cerned specifically with the marine enviornment. A basic

reference.

The Microbiology of Fabricated Materials
L

J. N. Turner, Little, BroiArn and Company, Boston, Mass.

(1967).

Eleven general discussion chapters on the microbiology of

timber, woodpulp, paper, textiles, hides and skins, plastics,

rubber, paints, and asscrted materials. Contains ninerous

literature citations.
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Marine Boring and Fouling Organisms

Ed. Dixy Lee Ray, University of Washington Press, Seattle

(1959). A Friday Harbor Laboratory Symposium Volme primarily

dealing with the biology of the boring and fouling organisms.

Contains thirty-nine articles.

"Effects of Marine Organisms", J.S. Muraoka. Machine Design,

184-187, Jar:i.ry 18, 1968. A short, but informative, paper

on the effects of fouling and recommendations for protective

treatment.

"Protective Coatings", J.R. Saroyan, Machine Design, 188-

192, January 28, 1968. This paper provides some specific

information on coatings application for corrosion and fouling

retardation.

"Coatings and Encapsulants - Preservers in the Sea", J.R.

Saroyan, Ocean Energy, 1, 435-456, Perganon Press, Great

Britain (1969). Extensive and very specific information

for anticorrosion and antifouling coatings application.

"Bacterial Corrosion", G.H. Booth, Discovery, 24-27,

May 1964. A general discussion of the mechanisms of aerobic

and anaerobic microbial corrosion and recommendations for its

prediction.

"Deterioration of Org'nic Materials by Marine Organisms",

Waldirnero Coscarelli, Principles and Application uf Aquatic

Microbiology, Ed. Heukelekian and Dondero, Wiley and Sons (1964).
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An extensive report of investigations by Bell Telephone

Laboratories on the resistance of over 70 materials in-

cluding natural and synthetic fibers, plastics, rubbers, and

casting compounds to marine boring and microbial organisms.

Additional references are listed as No. 27 to 128.

Microbiological Degradation

The microbiological degradation of organic materials,

and particularly of natural micromolecular substances, such

as cellulose or rubber, is now a well established area of

study. An understanding of the durability, utility and

appearance of any part of the oil containment system requires

some knowledge of the affects on biological systems on these

materials.

The entire phenomenon of microbial degradation of materials,

including polymers, hinges on the natural food cycle of

marine life. A constant solubilization operates to reduce

all materials to some stage in which they ,an be utilized as

nutritional elements. In conjunction with the basic physical

and chemical degradation mechanisms of polymoers, the microbio-

logical component-vector can be considered as one with a

minor or major role depending on circumstances. The dynamics

of total degradation can properly be considered as continuous,

involving chemical, physical and biological conversions among

I;
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the chemical forces, arbitrarily isolated from the physical

forces, that contribute to the shortening of the ueeful life

of commercial and experimental plastics. One can recog-

nize such processes as hydrolosis, oxidation, cyclization,

etc. Among the physical forces are high energy radiation,

pressure or vacuum, flexural stress, thermal or mechanical

shock, and diffusion, which illustrate in part still other

possible degradative influences.

All the components of any plastic system may be ranked

for specific resistance to microbiological degradation.

Plasticisers, extenders, mold release agents, binders, lamina-

ting materials, resins, and other substances or components

or inclusions have been studied in this respect. Plasticizers,

in particular, which have been extensively evaluated in

rankings by specific venerability, are available.

Testing of Polymers

The essential philosophy of testing the resistance of

plastics to microbial organisms is suitably expressed in

the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) docu-

ment (D 1924-63) entitled "Recommended Practices for Deter-

mining Resistance of Plastics to Fungi". This procedure

was published as a tentative method from 1961 until 1963,

at which time it was adopted as a recommended practice.
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This technique has also been approved as American Standard

K 65.20-1965 by the American Standards Association.

Effect on Polymer Properties

When biological attack occurs, either in nature or in assay

procedures, several groups of effects may be observed. In

the event of purely surface type attack, the growth of a

fungus or fungi will produce staining, discoloration, opacity,

and possible etching, where an imprint of the fungus as it grows

across the surface of the test material. Where a heavy growth

occurs, a serious loss of plasticisor or other property modi-

fiers may occur and flexibility, weight, or dimensional losses,

and similar voiding may result. Attack on specific ingredients

in the formulation, the accumulation of metabolic products of

bacterial growth, and the absorption and retention of moisture

by the fungled mat, may create and maintain regions of highly

localized moistuve attack on the material where none before

existed.

Corrosion

Corrosion is defined as the destruction of a metal by chemi-

cal or electro-chemical reaction with its environment. Corrosion

as a chemical reaction is a characteristic of metals that goes

along with the freedom of the valance electrons. It is this very

08



freedom that produces a metallic bond and allows electronic con-

r duction to take place. Hence, the property which makes metals

so useful also accounts for their main weakness.

Being loosely bound to their atoms, the electrons in metals

are usually removed in chemical reactions. In the presence of

non-metals such as oxygen, sulphur, or chlorine, with their in-

complete valance shells, there is almost always a tendency for

metals to form a compound. Stated another way, the free energy

of such compounds is almost always lower than that of the metal

in the metallic state. Consequently, only the most inactive or

noble metals like gold or platinum are found in the metallic state.

The rest are almost always found in the form of ore in which the

compounds are bonded by covalence or ionic bonds.

The constant tendency of refined metals to return to their

natural state accounts for corrosion. The rate at which cor-

rosion reactions take place is governed largely by the relative

activity or passivity of the metal which in turn depends on

many factors. As already mentioned a few metals like gold and

platinum are found only in metallic states because they are

.ruly inert. Other metals, because of their electron struc-

ture, have an apparent tendency to be passive. Still others

are frequently made passive by the product of corrosion itself.

Some of the products of corrosion are usually deposited on

the corroded surface and interfere to some degree with the
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• further progress of corrosion. The degree of interference

is extremely variable. However, under certain conditions a

tightly adhering, impenetrable film of only a few angstroms

thickness is formed at once, effectively stopping further

corrosion. Under other conditions the corrosion products

are loose and porous. In corrosion by liquids the produ!-ts

may be precipitated at some distance from the surface being

corroded. Thus the progress of corrosion is primarily a sur-

face phenomenon, although the reactions involved at the start

depend on the electron structure of the atoms in the bulk

of the material.

Because of the constant thermal agitation of the ions

in a metal, there is always a tendency for some of the sur-

face ions to escape into the surrounding medium. The p re-

sence of ions and molecules of a liquid at the metal surface

causes significant numbers of the metal ions to escape or

dissolve in the liquid. The loss of positive ions leaves the

metal.with a slight negative charge. Thus the metal ions

are attracted back to the metal, and an equilibrium is reached

in which as many ions return as leave. The negative charge

on the metal is known as the solution potential.

If two different metals are placed in contact with a

liquid they will dissolve at different rates and set up

different potentials.
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The reiat!vc ease with which metals lose their valance

electrons is shown by the eleztromotive force series (Table

below).

Electromotive Force Series

METAL METAL

(anodic)

Lithium Cobalt
Potassium Nickel
Calcium Tin

lurn - Lead
Niagnesium Hydrogen
Beryllium Bismuth
Aluminum Copper

SManganese Mercury
Zinc Silver

C.hromium Palladium
Gallium Platinum
Siron Gold
iCadmium (cathodic)
iridium

Those at the beginning of the list are more prone to

dissolve in electrolytes because it is easier for the ions

to break away from their valence electrons.

Galvanic Cells Involved in Corrosion

Metals in contact with electrolytes form galvanic cells

in many unexpected ways. The most obvious situation would

probably be two dissimilar metals, connected and imrnersed

in the same solution. Ships' propeller shafts made of steel
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and running in bronze bearings immersed in sea water, which

makes an excellent electrolyte because of the dissolved

salts, constitutes a most destructive corrosion cell.

Corrosion can take place when only one metal is involved

through differences in the electrolyte. A single electro-

lyte can vary from one location to another by having differ-

ent concentrations of ions. Generally speaking, at the place

where the concentration is lowest the metal becomes nnodi2, I

forming a galvanic cell. This type of galvanic cell is

called a concentration cell. it occurs in places where the

electrolyte is flowing past discontinuities. Ions tend to

concentrate in corners and holes, and the difference in

concentration produces corrosion.

Many factors complicate the oxidation of metals. For

detailed information on oxidation of specific metals in specific

environments the student is referred to the Corrosion Hand-

book.*

Protection Against Corrosion

Corrosion-Resisting Materials: Copper and copper alloys have

long been used in applications where the corrosive environ-

ment consists of water or salt air. Other metals, such as

stainless steel, monel metal, and lead, are used in special
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envirornents. Newer metals include titanium and zirconium,

which are outstanding in their resistance to chlorine and

chlorine compounds as well as certain other media. The high

first cost of such metals can be more than compensated by

the increased service life and resulting lower annual replace-

ment costs.

Nonmetallic materials are also becoming available in

larger numbers as replacement for metals. Plastics in

general are highly resistant to many of the corrosive environ-

ments which attack metals.

Coatings: It is frequently impractical to iise the most

corrosion-resistant materials because of high cost, lack of

strength, or some other 2imitation. An alternative is the

use of protective coatings. Coatings can be classified as

those offering purely mechanical protection, separating the

electrode from the electrolyte or atmosphere; those offering

galvanic protection by being anodic to the base metal; and

passivators, which in effect shift the base metal toward the

cathodic end of the electromotive series.

Cathodic Pirotection: In corrosion of metals by liquids,

galvanic cells are formed in which certain areas become anodes

and others cathodes. Electric currents flow from anodic to

cathodic aruas throu't•h th• electrolyte. As the currents

flow, the metal at thc r'.od .s dissolved or corroaed.
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Cathodic protection reverses these currents and thereby makes

cathodic all the metal to be protected. The mechanism is

to insert a new anode in the system, the potential of which

is adjusted to overcome the potential of the original anodes

plus the resistance of the circuit elements (electrolyte,

metal parts, connections, etc.). In this way corrosion is

concentrated in the new anode, which can be replaced from

time to time.

The Weatherability and Aging of Plastics

The term weatherability, although commonly used in plas-

tics technology, is a poorly defined concept since it refers

to long term service under complex and variable conditions

and because different properties of a plastic are effected

to different degrees by a given environment. Improvement

in the ability to predict weatherability, therefore, requires

careful redefinition of the problem as well as a refinement

of experimental technique. A review of the extensive litera-

ture on outdoor and artificial exposure of plastics shows

that no simple correlation exists between these two modes of

testing. Further, because the rates and mechanisms of

deterioration are different when produce2. by visible light,

ultraviolet, heat, or moisture, an arbitrary"accelerated"

weathering test will distort the balance of responses observed
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in the slower, actual, in-service exposure of plastics.

Analytical approaches to predicting the resistance of plas-

tics to degradation are considered at some length in an

applied polymer symposia paper written by Musa R. Kamal and

Robert Saxon (Plastics and Resins Division, American Cyana-

mide Co., Wallingford, Connectticut - within the text entitled

"Weatherability of Plastic Materials" edited by M. R. Kamal

1967 Interscience Publishers, Division of John Wiley and

Sons).

In the procedures suggested by the above authors, the

effects of specific weathering parameters are established

for specific properties of a given material using controlled

artificial environments; the make-up of the environment at

any given location is analyzed in terms of the critical para-

meters; and finally, by suitable mathematical models, the

results to be expected on an exposure of this material to

a given composition of environment can be computed. While

this approach is admittedly complex, its feasibility has

been demonstrated. There are no universal artificial weath-

ering and aging tests. Thus, materials for which long term

behavior must be determined must be themselves subjected to

the actual environment in question and their responses

recorded.
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9 Creep Properties of Plastics

Creep properties are fundamental, mechanical engineer-

ing properties of plastics because they realistically pre-

dict plastics rigidity and strength under constant load as

a function of time which is an in-use condition for nearly

all applications of plastics. They have the same primary

importance in measuring performance of plastics that stress-

strain tests have for steel and similar Hookean elastic

materials.

Definitions and Terminology

Creep: When a plastic is subjected to a constant load

such as in storage or in deployment it deforms quickly to a

strain roughly predicted by its stress-strain modulus, and

then continues to deform slowly with time, indefinitely, or

until rupture or yielding causes failure.

Creep Rurpture: In a tensile and usually in a bending

creep cast at relatively high stresses - i.e., close to the

short time yield, tensile, or flexural strength - a plastic

will fail after a short time under load either by catastrophic

rupture or by yielding followed by rupture, depending upon

whether the plastic tends to be ductile or nonductile at the

temperature of interest. If the test is repeated at a lower

increment of stress, the time to failure increases until at
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some stress it becomes indefinite, beyond practical testing.

By making creep tests at several stress levels we can deter-

mine a creep rupture inflow wnich broadly establishes the

useful working stress range of a plastic at a particular

temperature.

Creep (Apparent) Modulus: To discuss creep modulus, it

is first necessary to define what we mean by creep strain.

In polymer science it is convenient to visualize the defor-

mation of plastics under load as being made up of the sum

of Hookean elastic (like steel) components and time dependent,

liquid like (viscus) components. In the scientific litera-

ture the term creep is sometimes used t0 mean only the time

dapendent components of formation. However, for engineering

purposes it is much more practical to work with the total

deformation at any time, regardless of the polymer mechanisms

that give rise to it. In the following discussion, as in

plastics engineering practice generally, the term"creep

strain" means total deformation in a creep test, and its use

permits us to define a simple creep mod2?>s.

Data taken from creep nurves of creep strain vs. time

are awkward to use in design because in the most frequently

used mechanical design formulas, the material constant re-

quired i- a modulus, not a strain. Therefore, it is advan-
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tageous to convert creep strain curves to modulus curves.

This is readily done by dividing the initial applied stress

by the creep strain at any time in the cases of tension and

compression, or by substituting measured deflection at any

time in the beam ending formula for modulus in the case of

the simple beam test.

Use of Data in the Creep Modulus Table

All of the data and information listed in the table

for each grade of plastic was contributed by the manufacturer

of that grade exactly in the form which it appears, except

for some nominal editing. The creep modulus data is presented

in tabular form for the sake of clarity. Where extra calcu-

lation is required, the data should be plotted on logarithmic

coordinates and the best fit line drawn through the data.

Factors Responsible for Polymer Degradation

Ultraviolet, Radiant Energy

Sunlight is a major source of radiant energy. At ground

level, the wave lengths which cause the most degradation of

polymers (oxidation, scission, cross linking) are in the

near ultraviolet, 3000-4000 A., even though these comprise

only about 5% of the total sunlight at the earth's surface.

In order for radiant energy to initintt such chemical

213*
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reactions, it must first be absorbed. The solution, there-

fore, to the ultraviolet radiant problem is to shield or

screen the material from sunlight.

Oxygen

Residual double bonds in some molecules such as poly-

ethylene are especially susceptible to attacks by atmospheric

oxygen, although most polymers react very slowly with oxygen.

However, oxidation is greatly promoted by elevated temperatures

and ultraviolet radiation, and the reactions of polymers

with oxygen under these conditions can be very complex. Most

degradation phenomena occur at the surface of the plastic

which is in equilibrium with its environment. The solution

to the oxidation problem is straightforward. All polymeric,

and for that matter, metallic materials composing the oil

* containment system are to be bagged in an opaque material

filled with an oxygen free inert gas such as argon.

Moisture

Water can have at least three kinds of effects which are

important for the degradation of polymers. One is chemical,

hydrolysis of labile bonds such as those of polyesters or

polyamides; a second is physical, destroying the bond between

a polymer and a filler like glass fibev or pigment and result-

ing in chalking or fiber bloom; and a third is photochemical,
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involving the generation of hydroxyl radicals or other reac.-

tive species which can then promote a host of free radical

reactions. To solve the moisture problem the same packaging

material used to exclude the ultraviolet radiant energy and

oxidation can also be used and expected to exclude moisture.

If the oil containment system is stored in a dry environment

these long term moisture effects will be eliminated.

Thermal Energy

Under extreme outdoor exposure conditions, a plastic -

sample may reach 170 F. In an opaque and thermally absorbent

package the internal temperatures may reach 200 to 250 F.

Thermal energy is generally not sufficient to promote long

cleavage of any structures likely to be found in commercial

plastics. However, the principal role of heat in the degra-

dation of plastics is in accelerating processes otherwise

induced, such as hydrolysis, secondary photochemical reactions,

or the oxidation of trace contaminates like hydroquinome.

Thermal effects will thusly be minimized if not eliminated

by the simple expediates of packaging which eliminates ultra-

violet energy, oxygen, and moisture, all of which would have

to be stimulated by increased temperatures. The problem genera-

ted by the temperature is that of long term creep or permanent

set within the packaged oil containment system.
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4 6. Maintenance

General Comment

Maintenance and storage is affected by a number of

factors, some of these are of environmental and some of

physical, or physico-chemibal nature. The information is

summarized in the following order:

(a) Biological effects

(b) Microbiological degradation

(c) Corrosion

(d) Weatherability and aging of plastics

(e) Creep properties of plastics

(f) Factors responsible for polymer degradation

The Storage Problem

In extended storage in a humid environment, materials

may be subject to biodeterioration caused by fungal growths.

This has been particularly noted with regard to plasticized

polyvinyl ch?.oride polymers, where che fungus grows at the

expense of the plasticizes, thereby causing a detrimental

change in the mechanical characteristics of the material.

Virtually all organic material, however, have been observed

to support fungal growth to some degree.

Control of such fungal attack of stored materials must

be based on biocidal or environmental methods. The biocidal
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method of control suggests the inclusion of a preservative

within the material.

Formulation

Organotin compounds are used as stabilizers for plastic

compounds and as rodent repellants and fungicides. Mercapto-

benzotheazole and other organic sulfur compounds are rubber

stabilizers as well as fungicides. The selection of a speci-

fic fungicide is in many cases based on trial and error screen-

ing techniques with a large number of chemicals. There has

as yet been no direct method developed for relating toxicity

to molecular structure. General classes of compounds which

may serve well as fungicide, however, are organometallics,

particularly organotin or organomercurials; chlorinated

phenol derivative, pentachlorophyl esters, and some organo-

sulfur compounds.

Environmental control may be effective if the packaging

environment is completely dry and anaerobic. In a completely

inert atmosphere, maintained at low humidity through the use

of desiccants, fungal growth would be inhibited. A very

effective system for fungal control would incorporate a

biocide in the material formulation with environmental

control of packaging and storage conditions.

Factors Influencing Storage a.d Service Life
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?F:ctors whih could influence the storage an(] service

life of the system have been identified and solutions for

each potential problem area have been f'ornulated. Some of

these fr'ctoro a%,, so1;tlons are:

Problem: Radiant Energy ultraviolet

Solution: Opaque packaging for storage and solar incorporated
within the plastic formulstion to minimize effect.

Problem: Oxygen

Solution: FIclude it in packaging through use of an inert
atmosphire. Oxidation is relatively slow and will
not influence in-service life.

Problem: Moisture

Solution: Exclude it in packaging through use of a desiccant.
In-service saturation will constitute o problem
in mechanical strength although some swelling of
various components can occur which, in fact, cn
be argue6 as being beneficial, not detrimental.

Problem: Thermal energy

Solut ion: Packaging should be highly reflective so as to
min.imize heat retention. Packages of dark colors
can reach 200U tc 250°F in direct sunlight. In-
service conditions never reach temperatures high
enough to ever cause degradation. Packaging will
be such as to mIrnimize sharp and flat folds which
could .,er aneintly set.

Problem: .!icrob!olcgical degradation

Solution: 5iocides and desiccants. During in-service con-
'iticns, a hiocidal and antfouling paint will

provide protection.
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Problem: Corrosion

Solution: Knowledge of the nature of corrosion - cathodic
protection where necessary and avoidance of
dis'similar metals in contact in sea water or
in packaging.
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7. Suitability

The Heavy Duty System has been designed so that it con-

sists of packages small enough to be handled by existing Coast

Guard aircraft. A 25-K aircraft cargo loading truck is re-

quired to load the pallets aboard eight C-130 aircraft. Com-

mercial trucking equipment is required to transport from the

airport to dockside. Dockside cranes of 13 ton capacity are

required to off-load the equipment into the water or onto the

deck of the buoy tender. A 180-foot or larger Coast (•iard buoy

tenders are required for towing and transportation of the sub-

systems to the oil spill site. A commercial tank truc to

deliver the jet fuel for filling of the inflatable fuel tc' s

is required. The inflatable fuel tank would be the type t

has been developed by the Coast Guard for off-loading tankcrs.

If the Heavy Duty System is required to operate for more than

eight days it will be necessary to refuel the inflatable tanks

which would require a tanker of 12,000 barrel capacity to trans-

fer jet fuel at the site of the installation.

4
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8. Physical Characteristics

.. The exact dimensions for the component parts of the

bubble screen generator are very dependent upon the type

of air supply. The size of the pipe will be between four

and seven inches, depending upon the pressure and tempera-

ture of the outiet air from the compressor. Since the size

has changed several times during the project, the procedures

for determining the other variables are well known and can be

obtained soon after knowing the compressor size.

!
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9•. Deployment and Pick-Up

After the system has been towed to the location of the

oil spill and the location of the deployment position is

established, the deployment will probably take the follow-

ing procedure:

1. Open Package IV (m6oring), and secure two anchors

to the bottom or secure a mooring line to the mooring.

2. Open Package III (bubble Lcreen), remove a first pipe

section and secure it in Deck Vise One in the aft section.

3. Secure the mooring line to the first pipe section.

This will have a nlugged end and an attachment for securing

the line. Clamp second pipe section to the first pipe sec-

tion and then secure this section in Deck Vise Two.

* 5. Release Deck Vise One from the pipe.

* 6. Fasten a pillow float to the first pipe section.

7. Move Deck Vise Two with captive pipes to aft station.

8. Reset Deck Vise One in forward station.

9. Clamp third pipe section to second pipe section and

secure this section in Deck Vise One. Proceed in this manner

to coniect and extend pipe sections until 200 feet

of pipe has been connected. Use pillow floats to support

each section of pipe as it is deployed on the sea surface.

10. Connect a Tee-secticn and umbilical in a similar
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manner. The blower end of the umbilical will have a plug and

a float so it can be receptured for attachment later.

11. Continue to connect pipe sections, umbilicals, and

mooring lines as before. When the last pipe section of the

last set is in a Deck Vise at the aft station, connect its

plug and mooring line and drop the two remaining anchors or

heave the line to another mooring tug.

12. Using an additional tug, move the machinery and

fuel tank into position at the first set point. Secure the

mooring line to the hull, retrieve the umbilical and connect

it to the blower. Start the prime mover. Continue this

pro3edure with each machinery hull until the complete heavy

duty barrier is deployed.

13. Release the pillow float to allow the bubble screen

generator to descend to operating depth.

14. Commence station keeping.

The pick-up procedures would -everse the deployment pro-

cedures. The pick-up procedures would be to pull the two

anchors, have a diver carry a pillow float package and com-

pressed gas bottle to the bubble screen generator and deploy

pillow floats on each pipe section inflating the floats with

compressed gas. After the bubble scr-een is floated to the

A surface, it would be brought on board, clamped in the Deck
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t• Vises and each section removed from the adjacent section.

The tugs would separate the machinery hulls and fuel tanks

for towing back to the appropriate dock.
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Section IV

Prototype Design
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V.

• IV-I Technical Problems

One technical problem is the final sizing of the pipes,

clamps, and umbilical tubes. This can be donerapidly after

the decision is made on the air compressor to be used.

Another technical problem is the deployment of the fluidic

logic flotation device. This will be subcontracted to a com-

mercial firm which is active in this field.

Finally, an important technical problem remaining is to

locate the most suitable and economical air mover. Considerable

effort has been expended in searching for a compressor or blower

that will provide a sufficient air supply. The type of compressor

or blower required is a unit which will deliver a large volume

of air at low pressure. Only one unit which will be suitable

for this application has been located to date. Another unit I
was located but its weight would prohibit deployment by C-130

aircraft. Further inquiries will be made before final choice

is made for the air mover. No doubt more commercial interest

will be generated when acquisition funds are available, It

appears from contacts with industry that such units will be

available on a rental basis for field testing.
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IV-II Future Studies

A. Mechanics of Oil Set-Up

At the conclusion of Stage I of the project, a number of V

questions concerning oil set-up and barrier failure remain A

unanswered. More specifically, due to time limitations in

Stage I, it was not possible to study thoroughly the oil loss

rate due to entrainment or the draining action, if any, near

the pneumatic barrier. Further testing will be conducted I

during Stage II. Although it is doubtful that these factors

will affect the pneumatic barrier design, they will affect

the volume of oil containment and, therefore, should be done

as early in Stage II of the project as possible.

On the basis of our findings in Stage I, an effective and

efficient test program can be planned and executed. However,

due to the great complexity of these phenomena, full-scale

velocities and siz , should be used in these tests.

The phenomenon of entrainment was found to begin at current

velocities of approximately one knot and increase with increasing

velocity. Since the scaling of this phenomenon depends on

such a large number of factors - including current, oil viscosity,

wave motion, surface tension, density and set-up length, -

the most efficient route to understanding this problem is

through full-scale laboratory testing. For this purpose the

five-foot wide channel will be used with a pneumatic barrier.

A representative group of cils will be tested. and the rate of

oil loss will be measured as a function of velocity.
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A second group of tests will be used to evaluate the

combined effect of the pneumatic barrier in waves, current

and wind. These additional experiments will-be conducted

in the Hlydromechanics Taboratory in the three-foot deep glass

waive channel and in the 10-foot deep wave channel. Also,

it is proposed to continue evaluation of the effects of

waves of various steepness ratios (H/L) on oil containment. 4

Of particuiar interest is whether the pumping action signi-

ficantly changes the afailure values obtained in Stage I,

since there-was some discrepancy with test results reported

by Chalmers University.

Further tests are also planned to confirm the linear

superposition principle to combine current and air bubble

velocity profiles. Additional tests to support the oil

failure depths determined under current and air bubble

conditions are also proposed.

The efficiency of a two-manifold system with manifolds

placed in "parallel" will also be investigated briefly to

see if passage of entrained oil can be eliminated. This

would. involve a second manifold, perhaps with a much lower

discharge rate, placed below and offset from the main mani-

fold. The objective of this and. other studies should be

aimed at reducing the total air discharge and horsepower

requirements for satisfactory retention of oil.

B. Preliminary Field Tests

Preliminary field tests will include a full-size section

of the pneumatic barrier, but its length will be restricted
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to not more than 150 feet. Such tests can be conducted at

Lake Somerville (25 miles from College Station) or at another,

sufficiently deep-water lake located near College Station.

Results of these tests will be incorporated, as needed, in the

main testing program.

The reasons for these tests are as follows:

1. To investigate the effect of manifold depth of pro-

totype scale (25 to 30 feet) on the maximum surface current

produced, Umax. Maximum laboratory depth was 8.8 feet.

Surface and depth velocity profiles will also be checked.

2. To study the scale effects, if any, on the oil

failure depths under stagnant conditions as determined in

the laboratory. These can be performed on a two-dimensional

scale using a bio-degradable vegetable oil.

3. To study the current effects on the bubble velocity

profile under nearly prototype conditions. (The outlet works

stilling basin of the dam will be employed for these tests.)

4. To familiarize operating and technical personnel with

the equipment to be used in the main testing program. In

particular:

a. Test pipe connection technique;

b. Test umbilical connection;

c. Test power package, blower;

d. Make flotation checks;
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-. ~~-7eaa~ m s ArM: pemcue"I with the- spec1ialzed

!~S~~tS27~ c~9, ~t'ec~mlquex, azi..d recording

zl-ýt W1,11 ?:-,oe or tih-' mml'in test.

1r~ -e,34ut-' ,"or th.es'e pIre113dr~Ary testa mne

as follows and ; c 'A Or t~rE m1An tests wIher~ applicable:

2. ss g- -s tcu =eni~to- mianlfold iressiurer,

7*mhnsur~gde-zze. :
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IV-m- Srstm PNrfeamanee

I The pneimatle system1 will b~azlcaflyo sat"=; ti'e deslers
er-Itoria, In that it will inz-tlr. antlelvated cli rciunes

uander gi"vm enr~r-smenar"il %Tit!Ard cf vlri, vauves ar4

I uv!7rtflt. - Sm=e zizzcr lcrze :,f clfl b-. ent-,=Imrent ma' occur.

Further tests ame ria"x-xed4-i t better ~-ýa-1L~te trn-eze quan~tities

andIE to seek rwSIV~e met-hcs -'A U--de~z I: l1-iai

Aentra-Inment 'evsses as entfined ip. th~e crevicizs sectiun.
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IV--V Cpt'. -: t!oxi of Systez

'The prits--- t_-de-oC~s In tI.e design of the bubble screen

=anlrold we-r betý7een t privp si.ze and the air supply pres-

Th ne lower the supply preasure- the laMger the manifold

p'pe rouIr-ed at'd the larger the wupply pipe reuired. Also,

the lamger the pipe size, the greater the weight of the pipe.

After several conferences with the manufacturers of air

mov-_Li equipment, It wae found that th- suitable size •and

weight) itmpre.sor or blower wcu~d supply only about 2M-

feet of pneumatic breakwater. But, the output pressure was

highter than that reouired for release of air bubbles, so that

the aj'6ote_- o the mpanifold could be substantillv reduced.

31
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Section V

Plan for Detailed Design Vor Construction

of the FuUl-Scale Prototype
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ptailea plans for the design of a full-scale prototype

are described in Part II of the report (Proposed Final Manage-

me_hi Plan) under Tasks '3 - G.

SpecificationsVfr va-rious parts of the pneumatic barrier

such as the manifold pipe, umbilical, supply pipe and connectors, :

powf:r p^"ant, fluid•z logic, anchors, etc., will be prepared

as soon as various tasks are eompleted.

No problems of acquir.-ng or fabricating the various parts H

are Pnticlpated. The air mover will be rented from the manu-

facturer; it is anticirat:.d that the f•.•r air mover units

required to provide air for a 1000 foot Dneumatic oil contain-

ment device will be made avallable in three to five months fro

the award of the zontract. fine air mover will be required for

prelm~nary tests at Take Soverville. If the air mover is

not available inr 12e fo- this preii•dnary test, other types

of compresscrs will be rented fcr this preliminary test.
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RAW DATA

OIL SER-UP BY CURFL
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RUN 1 RUN 2

U-O. 692 fps Pu/Pu-=0 .9 0 93 u=O.885 pO/Pg0O. 909
- X(2N) h(in) X(',.N) h(in)

o 0.0 1 o.68
1 0.1 2 1.10

2 D.8 3 1,30

3 1.0 4 1.50
4 1.1 5 1.6o
5 1.1 6 1.70

6 1.0 7 1.90
7 0.9 8 2.00
8 0.8 9 c.00
Q 0.75 10 2.20

10 0.75 11 2.15
20 0.9 12 2.00

30 1.1 13 1.50
40 1.25 14 1.20
50 1.35 15 1.30
A 1.45 16 -1,32
70 1.50 17 1.55
80 i. 60 18 1.60
90 1.70 19 1.70

100 1.75 20 1.75
110 1.80 30 2.10
120 1.90 40 2.30

130 1.90 50 2.30
14o 1..5 60 2.50

-70 2.75
8o 2.75

-84 2.30

90 2.2
93 2.1

I

-t3.



URUN 3 RUN 5

U=O.985fps Po/P =0.909 0O. 750Ifps Po/P•=O.882
Ow

:X( in) h< in ) X(ln) h( in )

1 0.65 0 0
2 1.10 2 1.0
3 1.45 4 1.3
4 1.72 6 1.5
5 2.00 9 1.1
6 2.45 11 1.0
7 2.30 14 1.2

2.70 26 1.3
9 2.90 38 1.4

10 3.00 50 1.5
11 3.10 62 --

12 3.00 74 1.6
13 2.73 98 1.8
14 •. 122 1.9
15 1 .90 146 2.1

20 1.5 158 2.0
25 e.,40 170 1, 7

30 2,0
335 3.10-
4o 2.90
45 2.70
50 2.90
55 3.20
6o 3.45
65 3.65
66 3.40
67 3.00
68 2.70
69 2.60
70 2.50
71 2.50
72 2.40
73 2.40
74 2.40
75 2.40

4a



"RUN 6 RUN 15
U=0.974fps Po/Puj=o.882 U=O.34.8fsps po/p,--O.90

X(Mi) h(in) X(in) h(in)

0 0 0 0
3 1.6 10 0.20
6 2.1 20 0. 25
9 2.4 30 0.30

12 1.6 ]0 0.32
15 1.7 50 o.41
21 1.9 60 0.42
27 2.1 -70 0.53
31 2.2 80 0.60
45 2.4 90 0.61
69 2.7 100 o.61
93 3.0 110 0.70

105 3.2 120 0.70
117 2.5 130 0.72

140 0.75
150 0.75
16o 0.77
170 0.78
180 0.75
190 0.70
200 0.70
210 o.68
218 o.62

- 5a -
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RUN 16 RUN 17
U=O.527fpr Po/P,=0. 904 U=O.603 Po/P.=O.9o 4

X(in) h(in) X(in) h(in)

0.5 0.25 0 0
1.0 0.26 1 0.25

-1.5 0.28 0.30
2.0 0.30 3 0.31

12.0 0.30 4 0.30
22.0 0.55 5 0.31
30.0 o.6o 10 o.4o
42.0 0.62 20 0.45
52.0 0.70 30 O.60
62.0 0.73 4o o.69
72.0 0.75 50 0.72
82.0 0.76 60 0.79

* 92.0 0.80 70 0.86
102.0 0.85 80 0.9i
112.0 o.88 90 0.97
122.0 0.82 100 1.00
132.0 0.82 110 0.96
142.0 0,85 120 0.92
152.0 0.85 123 0.90
162.0 0.88
165.5 0.76

-6a



RUN 18 RUN 19
U-1. OOfps PO/1',U=O.900 U=o.782 P0 /Ouj=o.900 i

X(in) h(in) X(in) h(in)

0 0 0 0
1 0.8- 1 0.9
2 1.0 2 1.0

3 1.1 3 1.2
5 1.5 ' 1.4
6 1.6 5 1.5
7 -1.8 6 1.5
8 1.8 7 1.2

9 1.9 8 1.0
10 1.8 10 1.2

15 1.5 15 1.2
20 1.7 20 1.3
30 1.9 30 1.3
40 2.0 40 1.4
50 2.1 50 1.6
60 2.3 60 1.7

70 2.5 70 1.8
80 2.7 80 1.8
90 2.9 10 1.9

100 3.1 100 2.0
110 2.5 110 2.0

120 2.1
130 2.1
14o 2.2
150 1.8
161.5 1.7

7a



RUN 20 RUN 21
U=0.616fps Po/p-=0.900 U=-.13Oft/sec O/Pe=.900

X(in) h(in) X(in) h(in)

1 .22 1 .6
2 .25 2 .9
3 .28 3 1.14 .3 4 1.5
5 .3 5 1.8
6 .3 6 2.0
9 .33 7 2.2

12 .4o 8 2.5
15 .39 9 2.8
18 .42 10 2.9
21 .45 11 2.8
24 .50 12 2.7
30 .52 13 2.4
40 .59 14 2.1
50 .6 15 1.9
60 .75 18 1.6
70 .78 21 1.7
80 .8 24 1.8
90 .85 27 2.1
100 .9 30 2.4
110 1.0 40 2.6
120 1.05 50 2.8

130 1.15 60 3.1
l1;O 1.15 70 3.5
150 1.18 80 3.0
160 1.20 85.5 2.6
170 1.25
18o 1.28
190 1.30
200 1.35
210 1.38
^20 I.40
230 1.45
240 1.48
250 1.35
253 1.25

-8a



RUN 22 RUN 24
UT=1.153fps Po/Pw=0.900 !J=0.59Ofps PoiPw=O.845

X(in) h(x) X(in) h(in) X(in) h(in)

1.0 0.7 3 0.29 210 1.03
2.0 1.0 6 0.33 220 1.O4
3.0 1.3 9 0.35 230 1.05
4.0 1.5 12 O.40 240 1.o6
5.0 1.6 15 0.41 250 1.06
6.0 1 8 18 0.42 260 1.07
7.0 2.0 21 o.44 270 1.07
8.0 2.4 24 0.45 280 1.08
9.0 2.6 30 o.46 290 1.00

10.0 2.7 36 0.49 295 0.90
11.0 2.9 42 0.51 298 0.85
12.0 3.1 50 0.52
13.0 3.1 60 0.56
14.0 3.2 70 0.59
15.0 3.2 80 o.64
16.o 3.0 90 o.68
17.0 2.7 100 0.75
18.0 2.6 110 0.78
21.0 2.1 120 o.81
24.0 2.1 130 o.83
30.0 2.5 140 0.87
40.0 3.1 150 0.90
45.0 3.5 160 0.94
50.0 3.4 170 0.97
58.5 2.5 130 0.99

190 1.02

200 1.03

9a -



ILI U=1.03"frs RW . j•=o.8"

Y .39

•- 3 1.00 1
-- 5 L-30

-- .- ,.r

3, - .v. 106- 1.65
. 1.50

"12 1.4t5 I
13 --

70 15 1.15
--.- 1.20

:1.N3 1.60
Y20 1.13 ~ A 0 1.65

13'- 1.15 -50 1.70IK 1.21 60 2. GO
150 1.26 70 2.00 iI
160 1.30 30 2.20
170 1.33 90 2.20

19o 1.33 103 2.10!9o~ 1.3 -o T.•O14 ... 1 .1 .T 110 1.70

200 1.42 115 1.30

-lOa



I

II
- 11=1. 263tPs U/=.P5 1=1 - OE2fps P0/oe=0A-W

w1 o.26 50 P-1. 276 1 0.30
2 0.851 55 23.0 2

S1.2776 6 0 2o-5 .532 3 o.7,9
1.702 65 27.6&- 4 0.92

5 2.128 67 Zt.5U T 5
6 2.553 70 '29- 37 11) .99
7 2.9W9 7%,61 31.39 15 0.90

[ 3.404 20 o.95
9 3.830 25 l.Co

10 4.25- 30g~ 1.

n 4.68I 35 1.12
V..,, 5.106 to0 1.21

15 6.363 45191
_ -1 6.M& 50 1.20 a

17 7.234 55 1.25
S!18 7.66n 60 1. 19)

19 .8.5 65 1.10
2D 8 Fý.j 701.2c

21 8.936 66 1.20
22 i2'b2 90 1.20
2? 9.7&z 10,c 1.411
25 210.6-N'3 !Oa 1.31

26 1.0 aS 105 1.25
27 12.'439 106 1.1210!L•5I7 1.10o
28 13.
29 12.340 108 1.10
30 1i..66 lo9 1.00
31 13.191 1!0 0.90
32 13.617 11i 0.91
33 14.042 112 C.9O
36 15.319 113 0. 85
4•o 17.021

415 19.149

- 21
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[ H|

Vf 3-3 MM R3I
V=. 947•,'•te Is=.825 eU=1. o 6 -2s P%/P=.825

X(i ,X(in) h,(ln)

S.1 .25

3 -3 3 .30
A 4 .30
S.5 5 .35

.56 .50 t
7 .4 7 .60

58 .85
9 .5i 9 .85

10 .• 10 .95
15 .b 11 1.0•0
2. 12 .90
25 .70 13 .90
3.70 14 .75
35 .7 15 .704 .20 -.9o0 [

50 .85 5 .85
6.9 ' 3c .90
70 .90 35 .95
3a .4 0o .95
go 1.00 45 1.20

30 1.00 5n 1.10
ni0 1.00 0 1.20,,,
112 1.15 70 1.30
115 1.00 80 1.35
116 .95 1.5 20,
117 .9. 91 1.30

11 9 9- 1.20
119 .8 93 1.00- 120 .6 94 1.00
12.1 95 1.00
12! .8 96 .90
123 .7 97 .901,2_4 .7 9.3 .90 •!

125 .6 99 .90
100 .80
101 .90

1-2a



RUN 35 RUN 58 (Flume #3)
U=l. 2e8rps P/P=..825 u=1.456fps p/Pw=o. 9oo

X(rn) h(ln) X(in) h(in) X(ft) h(in) x(rt) h(in)
26.0 4.8

1.0 0.35 55.0 1.2 0.5 1.5 Z7.o 4,0
3.0 0.55 56.0 1.1 1.0 1.5 28.0 3.8

S4.o 0.65 z 57.0 1.1 -1.5 1.7 29.0 3.7
S5.0 0.80 58.0 1.1 2.0 1.7 30.0 4.7
6.0 0.90 59.0 0.9 2.5 1.5 31.0 4.0
7.0 I.10 60.0 0.8 3.0 1.0 32.0 5.2-
8.0 1.10 6.o 0.7- 3.5 2.8 33.0 3.9
9.0 1.20 -61.5 0.7 4.o 3.3 34.0 5.1
10.0 1.30 4.5 2.8 35.0 4.9
11.0 1.30 5.0 1.5 36.0 4.6
S12.0 1.40 5.5 1.8 37.0 4.8
13.0 1.40 6.0 3.2 38.0 4.0
14.0 1.50 6.5 3.0 39.0 4.o
15.0 1.50 7.' 3.0 40.0 4.7
16.o 1.30 7.5 2.6 41.o 4.4
17.0 G.30 8.0 3.0 42.0 4.6
i18.o 1.10 8.5 2.7 43.0 4.2

19.0 1.00 9.0 3.8 44.o 4.o0
20.0 1.00 9.5 3.1 :15o 3.8
21.0 1.10 10.0 2.9 -0 3.7
22.0 1.30 10.5 3.8 4-. 0 4.3
23.0 i.4o 31.0 3.8 48.o 4.5

24.0 1.50 12.0 3.7 49.O 5.3
25.0 1.50 13.0 2.7
26.0 i.6o 14.c" 3.4
27.0 1.6o 15.0 3.9
28.0 1.60 16.o- 4.1
29.o 1.6o 17.0 3.8
30.0 1.60 18.0 4.6
35.0 1.40 19.0 3.4
40.o 1.50 20.0 2.8
415.0 1.70 21.0 3.0
50.0 1.60 22.0 3.9
52.0 1.50 23.0 3.8
53. 1.50 24.o 4.4
54.0 1.30 25.0 3.6

- 13a-
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RIM 30 RUN 31

U=1-. 291 po/Piuo.81 U=-I.568 Po/pt=O.810

X(in) h(in) X(il) Yi(in)

1. .3 1 .50
2 .4 2 .70
_, .48 3 .78
4 .52 4 .81
5 .68 5 1.20

S8 .75 6 1.31
12 1. 23- 7 1.25
16 .69 8 1.25
20 .90 9 1.50
25 1.30 10 a. 60
30 1.45 11 I. 80
40 1.65 15 2.30
50 1.68 18 1.65
6o 1.80 21 1.39
65 1.88 24 1.40
67 1.70 27 1.62
68 I.62 30 1.85

69 1.35 35 ?.15
70 1.20 440 2.10
71 -- 45 2.10
72 1.10 48 2.05
73 1.15 49 2.18
74 .90 50 2.30
75 .85 51 2.29
76 ,80 52- 2.09
77 .90 53 1.75

S54 1.70
55 1.50
56 1.50
57 1. 49
58 1.30

- 14a



RUN 59 RUm 6o
"U=I.,695fPs Po/Pw=. 9OO U-2.261fprs Pol/P=. 900

X(ft) (h)in X(fv) h(in) X(ft) h(in)

1/2 4.6 32 6.0 1/2 6.5
1 4.6 33 4.9 1 6.0
1 1/2 3.4 1 1/2 5.2
2 2.2 2 5.2

2 1/2 3.6 2 1/2 6.o

3 3.7 3 4.3
3 1/2 3.5 4 4.5
4 2.7 5 4.0
4 1/2 3.0 6 6.9

5 3.2 7 5.3
5/2 3.2 8 6.8
6 3.7 9 7-4
7 3.4 10 7.6
8 4.4 11 5.9
9 5.1 12 4.9
10 3.7 13 7.3
1 1l 4.6 14 5.0
"12 4.4 15 7.2

13 5.5 16 7.1
14 4.0

S~ 15 4,. 0-

16 5.0
17 4.8
18 4.8
19 5.4
20 5.0
21 4.1
22 4.8
23 3.8
24 3.3
25 4.6
26 4.5
27 5.0
28 6.2
29 4.6
30 5.0
31 5.9
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APPENDIX II

OIL DEPTH PROFILES

Run ' 1-1-1

x (ft) 29.416 19.478 9.54
d (ft) 0.223 0.195 0.173

Run # 1-1-2

x (ft) 35.167 26.229 16.291 6.353
d (ft) 0.216 0.194 0.166 0.134

Run # 1-1-3

x (ft) 40.33 30.39 20.45 10.51
d (ft) 0.201 0.1.73 0.160 0.131

Run # 1-1-4

x (ft) 45.92 35.98 26.04 16.10 6.16
d (ft) 0.190 0.172 0.152 6.124 0.082

Fun # 1-1-5

x (ft) 48.25 38.31 28.37 18.43 8.49
d (ft) 0.176 0.158 0.139 0.114 0.90

Run # 1-].--6

x-(ft) 56.83 46-89 35.95 26.01 16.07 6.13
d (ft) 0.159 0.147 0.129 0.ii1 0.089 .061

Run # 1-1-7

x (ft) 61.77 51.83 41.89 31.95 22.01 12.07 2.13
d (ft) 0.145 0.133 0.121 0.106 0.090 0.068 .033

Run # 1-1-8

x (ft) 20.5 10.56%
-d (ft) C.53 0.32

Run # 1-1-9

x (ft) 22.92 12.98
d (ft) 0.293 0.266
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x(f t) 25.73 15.81 5.87
d. (ft) 0.271 0.240 0.235
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Run 8 1-2-1

x (ft) 47.33 37.39 27.45 17.51 7.57
d (ft) .267 .2_37 .212 .176 .134

Run # 1-2-2

x (ft) 49.20 39.26 29.32 19.38 9.44p d (ft) .256 .232 .205 .178 .143

V Run 0 1-2-3

-x (ft) 57.60 47.b6 37.72 27.78 17.84 7.90
d (ft) .234 .213 .199 .167 .139 .104

Rua 1-2-4 (a)

x (ft) 63.69 53.75 43.81 33.87 23.93 13.99 4.05
Sd (ft) .219 .201 .123 .160 .134 .107 -.070

Run # 1-2-t4 (b)

z (ft) 63.50 33.56 43.62 33.68 23.74 13.80 3.86
d (ft) .. 220 .204 .185 ,164 .1.39 .111 .065

Run # 1-2-5 V
(ft) 40.17 30.23 20.29 10.35

d (ft) .289 .258 .229 .195

-Run # 1-2-6

x (ft) 35.25 25.31 15.3? 5.43
d (ft) .321 .287 .257 .230

Run # 1-2-7

Sx (ft) 33.00 23.06 13.13
d (ft) .342 .308 .278
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Rux # 1-3-1

x (ft_) _6.17 55.23 46.:29 36.35 26.41 16.47 6.53
d (ft) .:0 .24.3 .226 .203 .161 .143 .098

Rur IA-3-2

x_(ft) 64_.5_ Y.64 44.70 34.76 24.82 14.8 4.94
d (ft) .27.4 .255 .228 .W02 t79 .142 .092

Run 4 1-3-3-

x (fc) 62.2i 52.31 42.37 32.43 22.49 12.55 2.61 :
a (fL) .283 .258 .234 .101 .170 .137 .090

Run 4 -|

x (ft) 60.17 50.23 40.29 30.35 20.41 10.47 0.53
d (ft) .28i .211 .236 .208 .174 .135 .086

Rua # 1-3-5$

x ift) 58.92 ..9.98 39.04 29.10 19.16 9.22
d (tt) .296 .'265 .241 .205 .173 .13M

Ru 1-3-6

x (.) 56.42 16.48 36.54 26.60 16.66 3.12 -

d (ft) .307 .275 .2-i6 .213 .175 .126

Run i 1-3-7 -

x (tt) 9.92 39-9-3 30.t -0..1, 10.16
d (ft) .312 .283 .253 .222 .186

Rzin # 1-3-8 1"

x (t) 4,9.33 39.39 29.4i 19.51 9.57
d (ft)---.33- .-25 .2733 .211 .133 ii

?a: n P 1-3-9 -

x .. 7 . 5-7"t 15.;9

d (f . 03n7 .352 -316
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Run 1 2-1-1
x (ft) 60.03 45.70 35.87 25.83 12.75

d (ft) 0.068 0.059 0.051 0.048 0.037

Run 1 2-1-2

x (ft) 59.54 45.21 35.38 2n.34 12.Z6
d (ft) 0.069 0.059 0.054 0.048 0.033

Run 2I-3

x (ft) 56.63 42.30 32.47 22.43 9.35
id (ft) 0.072 0.064 0.057 0.048 0.034

Run 1 2-1-4

x (ft) 53.96 39.63 29.80 19.76 6.68
d (fe) 0.078 0.064 1.055 0.0,6 0.030

Rtu 1 2-1-5

z(ft 5i-7-9 42.96 33.13 23.09 10.01
d (ft) O.0S9 6-M 0.054 0.6%2 0.032

Run 1 2-1-6

x (ft) 51.67 37.3, 27.51 17.47 4.39
d (ft) 6.074 0.061 0.053 C.035 0.615

IRu 2-1-7

x (ft) 47.25 32.92 23.0- 13.05

d (ft) 0.0 0 0.067 0.059 J.039

R - 2-1-8

x (ft) i5.17 3-0.5 21.01 10.97

d(it) 0.697 9.073 0-0583 .036

aim 2-1-9

x it-) 33.17 13.34 9.01
d Xft. 0.103 0.072 0.058

"I - ~46a-
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Run #2-1-10

x (ft) 32.08 17.75 7.92

d (ft) 0.115 0.087 0.063

47
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Run # 2-2-1

x (ft) 60.67 46.34 36.51 26.47 13.39
d (ft) 0.149 0.132 0.125 0.104 0.086

Run # 2-2-2

x (ft) 56.25 41.92 32.09 22.05 8.97
d (ft) 0.164 0,143 0.133 0.106 0.077

Run # 2-2-3

x (ft) 54.83 40.50 30.67 20.63 7.55

d (ft) 0.181 0.155 0.136 0.104 0.072

Run # 2-2-4

x (ft) 49.58 35.25 25.42 15.38 2.30
d (ft) 0.184 0.162 0.143 0.109 0.071

Run # 2-2-5

x (ft) 47.00 32.67 22.84 12.80
• d (ft) 0.204 0.163 0.146 0.098

Run # 2-2-6

x (ft) 45.83 31.50 21.67 11.63
d (fc) 0.208 0.J.69 0.145 0.096

RL-n # 2-2-7

x (ft) 43.00 28.67 18.84 a-.l
d (ft) 0.215 0.176 0.099 0.087

"Run # 2-2-8

x (ft) 41.50 27.17 17.34 7.30
d (ft) 0.223 0.183 0.146 0.074

Run 1 2-2-9

x (ft) 38.50 24.17 14.34 4.30
d (ft) 0.238 0.188 0.148 0.050
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Ruit # 2-3-1

x (0f) 61.6 7 47.34 37.51 ?7.47 14.39

d(ft) 0.220 0.207 0.191 0.152 0.124

Run # 2-3-2

x (ft) 58.17 43.3-84 34.01 23.97 10.89
d (ft) 0.237 0.213 0.183 0.158 0.126

Run g 2-3-3

x (ft) 56.50 42.17 32.34 22.30 9.22
d(ft) 0.256 0.220 0.191 0.155 0.108

Run # 2-3-4

x (ft) 54.50 40.17 30.34 20.30 7.22
d (ft) 0.275 0.233 0.190 0.155 0.103

Run # 2-3-5

x (ft) 52.75 38.4,2 28.:,9 18.55 5.47
d (ft) 0.277 0.232 0.192 0.150 0.105

Run 0 2-3-6

x (ft) 52.50 33.17 28.34- 18.30 5.22

d (ft) 0.273 0.226 0.205 0.156 0.101

Run 1 2-3-7

x (ft) 51.67 37.34 27.51 17.47 4-.39
d (ft) 0.283 0.238 0.198 0.148 0.077

Run 2-3-8

x (ft) 19.25 34.92 25.09 15.05 1.97
d (f) 0.306 0.233 0.202 0.156 0.073

Run ? 2-3-9

x (ft) 4.9.i7 33.31 24.01 13.97 0.89
d (it) o.313 0.250 0-19-0 0.148 0.068
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Run # 3-1-1

x (ft) 51.50 40.46 29.67 20.21 7.17

d (ft) 0.114 0.094 0.076 0.064 0.043

Run 0 3-1-2

x (ft) 46.1.0 35.06 24.27 14.81 1.77
d (ft) 0.129 0.101 0.085 0.071 0.032

Run # 3-1-3

x (ft) 39.17 28.13 17.34 7.83
d (ft) 0.132 0.110 0.093 0.069

Run # 3-1-4

x (ft) 30.50 19.46 8.67
d (ft) 0.155 0.126 0.105

Run 0 3-1-5

x (ft) 29.17 17.13 6.34
d (ft) 0.165 0.139 0.107

Run 0 3-1-6

x (ft) 25.17 14.13 3.34
d (ft) 0.18 0.160 0.111

Run 1 3-1-7

x (ft) 21.83 10.79
d (ft) 0.205 0.164

Run f 3-1-8

x (ft) 19.25 8.21
d (ft) 0.233 0.138

Run # 3-1-9

x (ft) 17. :0 6.46
d (ft) 0.269 0.193
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Run # 3-2-1

x (ft) 55.25 44.2t 33.42 23.96 10.92
d (ft) 0.187 0.166 0.145 0.126 0.092

Run 9 3-2-2

x (ft) 5 4.17 41.13 30.34 20.88 7.8'
d (ft) 0.192 0.143 0.15!. 0.126 0.091

Run f 3-2-3

x (ft) 50.75 39.71 28.92 19.46 6.42
d (ft) 0.204 0.1)7 0.155 0.133 O0.92

Run 1 3-2-4

x (ft) 46.58 35.54 24.75 15.29
d (ft) 0.214 O.iS6 0.160 0.13Y

Run 1 3-2-5

x (ft) i'2.67 31.6; 20.84 . 1.38
d (ft) 0.219 0.1M1 0.167 0.133

Run . 3-1-6

x (ft) 4-9.50 33.46 27.67 18.21
d (it) 0.228 0.201 0.175 0.138

Run 1 3-2-7

x (ft) 38.50 27.46 16.67 7.21
d (it) 0.'39 0.203 0.183 0.137

Run 1 3-2-8

Sx (ft) 37.i3 26.79 16.00 6.54
d (it) 0.266 0.223 0.i94 0.135

Run 1 3-2-9

x (ft) 30. .75 19.-1 8.92

Rua 3-2-10

(fUt) 21.-'! 17. 3S 6. 59
d (t) 0.4-17 0.2 1 0.212
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Rua # 3-3-1

x (ft) 64.08 53.04 i2.25 32.79 19.75 7.91
d Mt) 0.239 0.213 1.1.9 q. P; W.I.1 1.095

Run 0 3-3-2

x (ft. 60.50 49.'6 3..67 29.21 I.,.i7 4.33
d(U) 0.245 0.222 9.202 0.179 0.992

Run 1 3-3-3

x (ft) 63.58 52.54 61.75 32.29 19.25 11.41

d (ft) 0.246 0.221 0.2(-3 0.1 - -0.•45 50.&14

Run 1 3-3-4

x (f) 60.33 49.29 38.50 29.04 16.0) 3.16
d (ft) 0.253 5.22-3 0.2"- O.li 0.144 0.105

Run -

x (ft) 57.21 46.20 35.41 25.55 12.91
d (ft) 0.264 0.231 0.215 0.1137 0.148

Run 1 3-3-6

x (ft) 54.6. 43.S3 32.- 21.35 10.34
d (ft) 0.279 0.241 0.221 0.- i 0.3843

Run 1 3-3-7

x (ft) 50.50 39.4; 28.67 !Th.21 6.17
d (ft) 0.301 0.259 0.229 0.1?6 0.147

Run f 3-3-8

x (ft) 45.92 3-4.-33 24.69 14.63 1.59

d (-t) 0.327 0.279 0.24,0 0.201 0.113

Run ;P 3-3-9

x (f) 44.25 33.21 22.42 12.96
d (ft) 0.344 0.2S7 0.2- G-.200

Run 1 3-3-10

x (f) W_9.00 27.96 11.17 7.71-.-I
d (ft) 0.313 0.313 0.232 0.203
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APPENDIX

VELOCITY rY07FILES

Run I 1-1-I

S .0 19. ..Ic 31.-0 32.50 31,93 31.IO
-f ift) O.0•8J 1O. ,l1 8.-3 6 .33- , O.-33 0.588 0.688

31.95 3 .,48 30.37 18.3. ?8.35 27.2' 10.00
0.?$8 0.3S-S 0.9•$ 1.QS8 1.188 1.238 1.388

.- • kun I I--I-

U (_,c) 24.5U 27.-40 2.53 28.55 30.20 30.20 29.01
.y (ft) 0.(88 O.I.3 0.2:3 0.3s,3 9.433 0.583 0.688

§-29.15 29.S 2V., 27.02 26.10 24.60 11.60
FM- 0.S, 0.43-8 1.038 1.188 1.238 1.388

Ran 1-i-3-
-2Z!..3 2-65 25.t,6 25.22. ?6.. 26.22 26.217

OyU 0..e -0.2 3 . 2`8 0.438 &.388 0.6•8

7.2o,•.2c•03 -5.&3 2.-9 1-.3.30 21.15 11.520
- ~ ~) ~ 2 O9i 01r, 1.8 1.283 1.383

r Run 1-1-4

N1. 92 11.23

Rim

TU tips) 16..90 4.0• 20.1i 0 •.8 70.4• 20,75 20.95

.01 585'~ 0.638

2 .0.7_o , -, 3 .. . !..) 'iM,_.9 17.30 10.37
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Run 1--

11 (fp- JA3 1.' 3 IS.- 18.1f) 10A0

(A t) 0 1&3 f).~ __- -53 O S

1_. Mi Ias a._o i- )1J ls.7i5 9.51m

34.

v (f ps) U, 36 13.41 14-55- IA ;2-_ E'_' 15A5 15.9ts
y (f) 0.08 0-1-3 0.233 0. 3*1 0.3 .9-68

U( 35%.40 37-60i 3-5 31 A-0 37A

U64 3-Ss 35. 734.45 "If) 61D 11 '- .40 V-5

32. 74133.2 4 i ). Y wb i.ml 3 a5. I2

Ruin 1 1-1-10

U (!ps 3~.23.A)_5~S ~.O3 '

y (ft) . i (.& * $ '-Q6
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6 Zr 6.17 56.23 46.2-9 36.35 26.41 16.47 6.53

*.fL) .7 23 26 .203 .167 .143 .098 -

Rn 4 --

t..

64 JS(f... _ 564 s4.`0 34.76 264.82 14.88 4.94
Sd (fa) .. .53 .223 .202 .179 .142 .092 1

# -L-Rim• 4 1-3-3 "

I-ft) 0 .5 -_15 52 32.43 22.49 12.55 2.61
d"(ft) 3, 13 .234 .01 .170 .137 .090

(i&t) 1.7 50 .23 -'j.29 30.35 _20.41 10.47 0.53
. (it. ;26 .23e .208 .174 .135 .086

Run 1-3-5-

-_- (f) 58.2 48.98 39.04- 29.1.0 19.16 9.22

S:- "• U0ft) .29b .268 .2ý! .2n5 .173 .134

X (Ut) 56.4._ 46.48 56.5.;4 26.60 16.66 6.72
-d (ft) .3-7 .275 .Z6 .213 .175 .126

Run 1 1-3-7

9x (ft) 3 9. 3 20.10 10.16
Id (0) .332 .23- .253 .22? .1M68

Run -1 1-3-8

x(t) 4.33 39.39 -9.-5 19.51 9.57
A fc .3316 .295 .23 .219 .188

Run St 1-3-9

x(fr) IS.67 215.'3 15.79
', (ft) 0 05 .362 .316
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Run 1 1-3-10

x (ft) 30.50 20.56
d (ft) .485 .405
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ltin I/ 1.-2--!I.

I (Fp,;) _2. . ._ .. ?o 30).6: 32.K40 32.95 33.80 34.40
Y (Ur) 0.PA)0 25. -0.25. 0-350 0--.450 0.550 0.650

50 :1-.. , 33.50 32..40 31..2.1. 31. 19 1.9.20
0. /V0 0.85 0.950 !1.050 1.- 150 1. 250 1.350

Run 1/ .1-2-2

2 (iL:) 23.025 .03 28..20 29.70 30.:20 31.40 31.1.0
y ( ot) 0.050 0.1.50 0.250 0.350 0.450 0.)50 0.650

31 .10 30.80 30.1.5 28.96 28.20 26.50 15.30
0.75--0 0.850 0.950 1.050 1.150 1.250 1.350

Rull 1 -2-3

u (ft.:) 19.20 23.40 24.35 25.70 2660 27.40 28.80
y (ft) 0.050 0.1.50 0.255 0.355 0.455 0.555 0.655

2S .10 ;/7.2(' 26..92 26.00 25.30 23.00 1.5.40
0.73:) 0.850 0.950 .1.050 .1. [50 1.250 .1.350

Ru, ItI 1-2-4 (4i)

U (p ) 17.(IY.90 21.. 1.0 222.05 22.80 23.70 24.12 24.15
y (IL) 0.(0;0 (.1.50 0.250 0.350 0.451 0. 550 0.650

24.12 24.01 23.80 23..!.0 22.70 19.22 12.74
0.750 0.5 50 0.950 1.050 .1.. .50 1.250 1. 350

Runl 1-2-4 (b)

U (f 1 s) 17.90 21 .30 22.20 23.15 24.00 24.1.0 24.80
y (fu) 0.0i) 0• . 3- 0.2.0 0.350 0.650 0.5-50 0.650

2.7 .. M20 23.90 23.05 22. 20 21.40 .. 6 .85
0 . : .... . . 0 .. . 1)50 .1. . 0 50 1.-.-.,50 3. .250 1. 350

1-,n t 1-2.-5

Q; (.p.;) 2",. :, 31. 33.33 34.35 34. 80 35. . 78 36.30
y (it.) 0.0 10. 3 0 .."-0 0..35)0 0. i6-' 0.550) 0.650

., 35 .61l. '11.02 3:3 .29 .) 32 .10 "30.70 9.72
0.75 ... () (.'50 I .-0150 1_. 15.10 1.250 .1..350
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Run # 1-2-6

U (fps) 27.80 34.08 36.00 36.60 37. "'0 37.1.8 36.80
y (ft) 0,0)0 0.150 0.."250 0.3350 0.450 0 .550 0.650

35.,830 35.40 33 8' 3 .290 31 .60 30.20 1.1.. 02
0.750 0.350 0.950 I..050 1 150 1.250 1 .350

Run # 1-2-.7

u( ).. 5.00 37.00 3305 39:03 39.05 38.04
y (ft) 0.1_50 0.250 0.350 0.450 0,550 0.650

3.7.25 35.58 34.60 33.45 32.20 31_,60 9.72
0.750 0.850 0.950 1.050 1.150 1.250 1.350
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Iimn 1 1- '3- I

1 (p1s) 70.71 ? I.7( ?2,.61, )7.70 )S.40 29.10 29.58
y (fc) 0.050 2 0.50 0.;-S) 0.350 0.450 0.550 0.650

-'9.42 291 .20 2.8. 0 hO 2.7. 6) 8,..9)0 25_.82 1.0.47
0.750 0.1150 0.950 1. .05) 1-.150 1 .250 1.350

Run # 1-3-2

U_ f s) 21..50 26.-60 2- 8..40 28.65 29.70 30.12 30.70
y (fL) 0.050 0.150 0.250 0.350 0.450 0.550 0.650

30.60 3-0.09 29.30 28.60 27.60 26.40 8.20
0.750 0.850 0.950 1.050 -.C150 1.250 1.350

Ru1n # 1-3-3

U (fps) 23.70 23.80 29.70 30.80 31.60 32.00 32.10
y (fL) 0.050 0.150 0.250 0.350 0.450 0.550 0.650

31.40 31.60 31.00 30.04 28.95 27.20 11.08
0.750 0.850 0.950 1.050 1.1.50 1.250 1.350

Run # 1-3-4

U(ps) 2..2_5 28.1.0 31...30 33.10 33.28 33.65 33.80
y (ft) .0.050 0.150 0.250 0.350 0.450 0.550 0.650

33.70 33.28 32.40 31..5 30.20 28.90 1.1.90
0. /50 0. 850 0.950 .1.050 1 .1.50 L. 250 1.350

Run # L-3-5

U (fps) 23.90 30.40 32.00 33.60 34.20 34".75 35.40
y (ft) 0.050 0.1.50 0.250 0.350 0.'150 0.550 0.650

35.95 35.45 3,.-20 33./0 32.40 30.50 21.60
0.750 0.%i50 O.'j5)O I .0.' 1.150 1.250 1 .350

Ru'i 1-3-6

f ?!t2.95-5-_ 31 .32 33.40 35._2(0 36. 00 16.90 37. 10
y (ft) 0.050 0. 150 0.250 0) 350) 0.450 0.551) 0.650

36.90 36,.50 35.6)0 34.2.o 33.30 ) 2..00 29.0
0.-750 0. .%0 0. 5--50 1.. 030 ".. .153 1..250 1.. 350
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Run # 1-3-7

U(fps) 26).18 34-. 30 35.90 ",6.00 ')17 . _8 _3.- 3 .8. .. 38.50
y (ft) 0.050 0.1.50 0.230 0. %() 0.41 60 0.550 0.6',(0

38-1.2 37.90 37.10 35.50 34.60 32.90 17.22
0.750 0..50 0.950 1.050 J. 150 1.250 1.350

Run 1 1-3-8

U (fps) 31.60 34.20 3.5_.90 36-.*60 __31" 20 39.55 39.95
y (ft) 0.100 0.1 ]50 0.250 0.350 0.450 0.550 0.650

39.60 39.20 38.05 37.30 35.82 34.40 14.55
0.750 0.850 0.950 1.050 .1.150 1.250 1.350

Run #/ 1-3-9

U (fps) 23.00 33.60 37.40 39.60 40.49 40.40 40.25
y (ft) 0.100 0.150 0.250 0.350 0.450 0.550 0.650

39.50 38.80 17.20 36.20 35.2.A 34.06 10.08

0.750 0.850 0.950 1.050 1.156 1.250 1.350

Run # 1-3-10

U (fps) 33.70 37.20 !0._000 40.-9.5 4;1 ..]_5_4 1.08
y (ft) 0..150 0.250 0.350 0.450 0.550 0.650

40.50 39.40 38.60 37.65 37.00 36.20 15.50
0.750 0.850 0.950 1.050 1.150 1.250 1.350
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Run # 2-1-L

u_ (() j 7.04 7.66 7.94 7.94 7.94 7.94 7.94 7.66 7. ;66
y (ft) 0.094 0.194 0.294 0.394 0.404 0.594 0.694 0.794 0.894

7.66 7.66 7.94 7.66 7.30 7.04 6.72 6.38 C.38

0.994 1..094 1.194 1.294 .1.394 1.494 1.594 1.694 1.794

Run #.2-1-2

U (hs) 7.36 8.21 8.21 8.21 8.'0 8.50 8.21 8.21 7.94
y (ft) 0.094 0.1.94 0.294 0.394 0.494 0.594 0.694 0.794 0.894

7.66 ..7.94 7.66 7.66 7.66 7.36 7.04 6.72 6.38
0.994 1.09.4 1.194 1.294 1.31A 1.494 1.594 1.694 1.794

Run # 2-1-3

U (fps) 8.50 8.76 8.76 8.76 8.76 9.02 9.02 9.02 9.02
y (ft) 0.094 0.194 0.294 0.394 0.494 0.594 0.694 0.794 0.894

8.76 8.50 8.50 8.21 8.21 7.94 7.66 7.36 6.72
0.994 1.094 1.1.94 1.294 1.394 1.494 1.594 1.694 1.794

Run #f 2-1-4

U (f 2ls)_8.76 .9.26 9.51 9.51 9.51 9.51 9.51 9.51 9.51
y (ft) 0.094 0.194 0.294 0.394 0.494 0.594 0.694 0.794 0.894

9.26 9.02 9.02 8.76 8.50 8.21 7.94 7.66 7.04
0.994 1.094 1.194 1.294 1.394 1.494 1.594 1.694 1.794

Run # 2-1-5

U ({ps) 7.36 8.21 8.76 9.72 9.72 9.72 9.72 9.51 9.51
y (ft) C.094 0.194 0.294 0.394 0.494 0.594 0.694 0.794 0.894

9.26 8.76 9.26 8.76 8.76 8.76 7.66 7.66- 7.04
0.994 1.094 1.194 1.294 1.394 1.494 1.594 1.694 1.794

Rtttn # 2-1-6

U (f.ps) 9.51. 9.51 8.50 10.40 11.62 .1..1..23 1.1.23 11.62 9.51
y (Ct) 0.094 0.194 0.294 0.394 0.494 0.594 0.694 0.794 0.894

9.-02 9.02 11.23 9.51 1-0.32 9.51- 9.02 10.40 9.51
-9-94 1•094 1.1.94 .294 1._3 4 1. -94 1. 594 1.694 1.794
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(continued Run # 2-1-6)

8.50
1.894

Run # 2-1-7

U (fps) 6.70 9.02 10.82 9.96 9.5.1 9.96 9.02 1.0.82 8.50
y (ft) 0.080 0.18 280280 0.38 0 0 .40.8 0.5 0.680 0.780 0.380

10.40 9.96 9.51 10.82 1.0.82 9.96 9.51 9.51 8.50
0.980 1.080 1.180 1.280 1.3,80 1L.400 .-5-80- 1._680 1.780

7.36
1.880

Run # 2-1-8

U (fps) 9.96 11.23 12.02 12.02 12.40 1.2.40 11.62 11.62 11.62
y (ft) 0.080 0.180 0.280 0.330 0.480 0.580 0.680 0.780 0.880

12.40 11.23 11.23 10.82 9.96 9.96 9.51 9.02 7.94
0.980 1.080 1.180 1.280 1.33S0 1.480 1.,580 1.680 1.780

Run # 2-1-9

U (fps) 1.0.82 J.3.45 14.08 14.40 14.40 14.08 14.40 13.45 13.45
y (ft) 0.-80-60,180 0.280 0.380 0.480 0.580 0.630 0.780 0.880

13.75 13.08 13.75 13.08 13.08 12.73 12.02 11.23 9.51
0.980 1.080 1.180 1.280 1.380 1.430 1.580 1.680 1.780

Run # 2-1-10

U(fps) 13.45 .15.60 15.19 16.47 16.47 16.19 16.19 15.89 15.89
y (ft) 0.080 0.180 0.280 0.380 0.480 0.5,,'.0 0.680 0.780 0.880

15.89 1.5.60 15.60 15.01 14.70 14.40 13.75 1.3.08 1-2.40
0.980 1.080 1.1.80 1.280 1.380 1.460 .1.380 1.680 1.780
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Run / 2-2-1

U ('p:;) L4. 70 1b.l.9 .1.6.73 17.00 16.73 L6.73 16.73 16.47 16.47
y (ft) 0.10) 0.20 0.30 0.40 0,50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90

1.6.73 I5.89 15.60 ..5.30 15.01. 14 .08 13.45 .1..,62
1.00 1.10 1. 20 1.3)0 1. 40 1.. 50 1.60 1.70

Run 1# 2-2-.2

_U .(_.s) 15.83 L7.50 .17.78 L8.26 .L8.26 13.54 1.8.26 17.97 17.78
y (Of) 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80. 0.90

17.50 1-5.70 17.31. 16.74 15.88 15.31 14.46 12.74
1.00 .1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60 1.70

Run II# 2-2-3

U (fps) .17.50 18.73 19.,21 19.21 19.21 19.02 1.9.21 1.9.02 18.54
y (ft) 0.150 0.250 0.350 0.450 0.550 0.650 0.750 0.850 0.950

18.26 17.97 17.78 .1.7.50 17.02 15.88 15.02 13.12
1.0-5 -T.5-50-.2-5-0- . 350 1.450 1.550 1.650 1.750

Run # 2--2-4

U.(.fis)_.)-54 19.21 20.35 20.35 20.35 20.35 20.35 20.35 19.50
y (ft) 0.150 0.250 0.350 0.450 0.550 0.650 0.750 0.850 0.950

19.02 19.02 18.26 1.7.97 17.78 17.31 15.88 14.46
1.0501.150 1.250 i..350 1.450 1.550 1.650 1.750

Run # 2-2-5

U (Qp_)__ 19.68 21.68 22.35 22.06 22.06 22.06 22.35 21.68 21.49
y (ft) 0.150 0.250 0.350 0.450 0.550 0.650 0.750 0.850 0.950

21.30 20.83 20.35 19.97 .1.9.50 18.54 1.7.50 15.88
1.050 1.i50 1.250 7-350 1..450 1.550 J.6JO 1.750

Run I# 2-2-6

U__(ft)_ 1-8..54_ 1.9__.47 21.4_9. 22.06 '_2.06 22.35 22.06 22.06 22.06
y (ft) 0.150 0.250 0.350 0.450 0.550 0.650 0.750 0,350-0.950

22.35 2)L.7 2.1..49 21.30 2.1.02 20.335 19.97 17.97
1.05o T1.50) 1.250 1.350 1.450 1./1150 1.650 .. 750
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9w 2-2-7

11~.6p 2-7.W2%. InO!.zO 25."A Z5.49 25-49 Z$.A9 25.30
7 (i) 0150 ~i' O-354 0-4-1 ly.53A 0.650 a.54I &'.s5 0.950

1.950i.Iw .~A 1.W3 LAO JO 1. -30

~f 2-2-e

tf p-S2- 23 .-7:42 2-9:54 2-4-:-s 56
y f)GM02 -5004003- .5

154 iO -21.1743 3482-I 96

v Is -32 .!2 -41 -V Z AI2 -- 35



Rin m 2-3-L

U fs 0 .12 2.1.65 4 2.5 3.0.5 2U3.0 5 2_2.87 22..7 ._22-65
y (ft) 0.1•. 0.250 0.350 0.45/) 0.55O 0.650 0.750 0.650

2.22 2190 2 1. .2 21.02 20.80 t9.45 18.50 17.00
0.950 1.050 1..150 .1.250 .1.350 1.450 1.550 1.650

Run # 2-3-2

_(_s)2.22 22.65 23.30 24.00 24.00 23.80 23.80 23.41

y (ft) 0.O150 0.2505 O.350 0.400 O.5_0 '.650 0, 750 0.850

22.47 22.22 22.08 21.43 21.02 20.38 19.45 18.50
0.950 1.050 .1 .J50 I. 2.50 1. 350 1.450 1.550 1.650

Rim #i 2-3-3

U_(.F:_ 2. 87 24.60 25.30 25.80 25.80 25.80 25.42 25.1.5
y (ft) 0.150 0.250 0.350 0.450 0.550 0.650 0.750 0.850

24.60 24.20 23.61 23.41. 22.87 22.22 20.60 19.45
0.950 1.050 1.150 1.250 t.350 1.450 1.550 1.650

Runt # 2-3-4

U_(fps) 20.38 22.45 23.61 24.60 25.00 25.1-5 25.1.5 25.00
y (ft) 0.1.50 0.250 0.350 0.450 0.550 0.650 0.750 0.850

24.80 24.80 24.80 24.20 24.00 23.61 22.45 2]..22
0.950 1.050 1.1.50 1.250 1.350 1.450 1.550 1.650

Run #, 9-3-5

__., 23.4 1 25_ 1.5 26.55 27 .-6 27.55 27.20 27.20 26.65
y (1t) 0.150 0.250 0.350 0.450 0.550 0.650 0.750 0.850

26.00 25.61 25.00 '1 .60 6 4.00 23.41. 22.45 21..02
0.950 1 .050 1,. [50 1 .25 .1. 350 1.. 450 1.550 J .650

Run l,+ 2-3-6

U -(fps) 2 3. 1 25.42 ?6. 65 27.3 .1_. f 7. 27.82 .7.55 27.00
y ( (t) 0.150 0.250 0.350 0.40 0.55t0 0.650 0.750 0(.850

26.... 26.20... .42 2. . 1. 2 .0 ...40 23•3. .22.45 21.22
0 .93( 1. .,1) 1.150 1.25(1 1.350 1.450 1.550 J.650
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3JI~ps)~3. -2.15 17.5,5~ 28-- ! a 28-53 18.02
(f 0.Zn G_5 0.51 0 _750 .85

2155 -. 0 - - ':., ic ' 5 2ý. N.) Z3.61 22.03

11 (fzs) 2.22 25.4-1 N>.20 Z:7_.!2'j Z'.'ý- 27.68 27.68
y (f t) OA56 .~ 0. i5ij ~.50OA050 0.750 0-M5

f.3 7 827- .21 -4.5 A-2 &2 ZA 22.87
(~~1-6.7 i.'459 i.5 LY L550 1 .650

RI 2-3

Ijps) 2.i77 3A53 Z5 29.10

y ~ 95 L0ý _ ;5f %,I. ~ LJl 05.750 0.850

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___2t____ ___ ___ ___ ___ __ 2___ __2___ __



ilttin ,I ) -I - I

y (i ) .0) I) L (1.;.') (1,35 C). 45 0.')') 0.61'5) (1. .j 0.85

IC.,'(0) I). 'o) ! 0. '0) 1 '; r)'.0 . 50 7 .45
).,,)3 l.1)') 1 .11) I .2 ' 1 I .3 ' ] - .4 5_ I ..55 1.6)5

Thun #' I- -2

U (U :;) 1 40 J l..C)'& .2.4 i. 12.04 12.04 112.40 12.40 1. 2 40 1.1. 63
y(it) 0.05 0. I 5 0.25 0.45 0."-j5 0.65 0.75 0.85

H. .2.5 12.0'1 II .'25 -1.1.75 1 1. .25 .10.32 10.40 8.50
0.95 J..05 1 I15 1.25 1.35 .1.45 1.55 1.65

U ( !".04) 1 .0 ." 4.10 144.()0 14.40 14.40 14.40 ]1./.0 14.40 14.10
) 0.0 0.1.5 0. o 0. 3'5 0.450. o.55 n. .... 0./5 0.85

I .77 .13 ý4 -1 ,4. 5 1, .72 I-.. 12.40 1.2.40 .10. 23
().95 .1 .05 1.. IS 1.. .5 1 .35 L1.45 1..55 1._.65

Run II 3- L-4

U 1(f :;) 1 .3 .,'50 I-.s! -. 50 S. :0A0 18.5() [ .50 1[,.50 1.8.00
, (Pt') 3'. 05 I S 0.23 0.3 s .i5 S - 0. 65 0. 75 0 .,85

.17.50 l6...?(J).2 1 . 0 15. (10 1".31J 13.0.) 14.' H).

0.95 .1 i, .I.1_5 1.7 .1 3 -1 .4 I .55 1 .65

y f. 0.u05 0).15 0.2.5 0 . 35 01 . ý 5 .65 0.75 0.85

.1).2 8.3 .0 1/ 7. ) 1 1) 0 T,. .1 5.9)0 1-5. 3 5
)5 I_ I. v35 1. 4 1-15 . .55 ..

Run ' 3-L-6

tI (F¶,.`;) . 0.0) 1.30 10 10) J. 22. M.9 21-.05 21.05v0 (1t) 1.15 11.25 0.15 (. 0.5 5 o.()5 0.75 0.85

2 • . 52 21 0 2 . 0 20.'. 2. 0 1 . 27. 9. 2 1..0

- ., ) - . 0 17 .
Best A Copy

Bost Available Copy



Run f 3-1-7

I• (fps) 2t.87 23.85 24.40 24.90 24.90 24.65 24.40 23.65
y (EL) 0.15 0.25 0.5 0.45 0.55 0.65 0.75 0.85

23.65 23.45 22.50 22.3) 2ý.S7 2!.65 21.0.) 20.19
0.95 1.05 1.15 1.25 1.35 7 1.45 1.55 1.65

Run 1 3-1-8

_• (fps) 24.40 26.35 27.20 28.000 8.15 28.15 28.28 27.65
y (ft) 0.15 0.25 0.35 0.4'5 0.55 0.65 0.75 0.85

27.20 27.20 26.57 25.10 25.15 23.35 23.30 22,90
0.95 1.05 1.i5 1.25 1.35 1.45 1.55 1.65

Run 1 3-1-9

0 (fps) 24.90 27.90 28.53 29.25 29.25 29.25 29.25 28.80
y (ft) 0.15 0.25 0.35 0.45 0.55 0.65 0.75 0.85

28.28 28.15 28.00 27.37 27.90 26.5; 26.20 24.40
0.9i 1.05 1.15 1.25 1.35 1.15 1.55 1.65
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Run 3-2-1

_ (fps) 17.90 18.40 iS.62 18.62 13.62 18.62 18.40 18.62
y tf.) i.1O 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80

13.83 13.15 17.90 14.35 16.85 16.05 15.75 14.84
0.90 A-90 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.-4 1.53 1.60

Run 1 3-2-2

U (fps) 19.35 19.77 20.25 19.77 20.09 V¶.77 19.77 19.65
y tf6) 0-10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 ).60 0.70 0.80

19.65 19.65 15.62 18.i• 18.15 If.84 16.30 15.18
0.90 1.00 1.10 1-20 1.30 J.40 1.50 1.60

RunD 3-2-3

Ut (gs) 20.93 Zl.I5 2!.55 21_.55 21.55 21.55 21.45 21.19 -
y (It) 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80

20.93 20.93 20.50 19.77 19.35 18.88 17.65 17.15
0.90 1.00 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60

Run i 3-2--4

Ui (fps) 20.43 21.75 22.05 22.05 22.05 22.05 21.55 21.45
y (ft) 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80

20.43 20.71 20.71 20.71 20.22 19.77 18.83 18.40
0.90 1.00 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60 0

Run # 3-2-5

U (fps) 22.75 24.25 24.4.2 24.42 24.42 24.25 24.25 24.25
y (ft) 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.49 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80

24.25 23.90 23.72 23.55 22.98 22.05 21.19 20.22
0.90 1.00 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60

Run i 3-2-6

U (fps) 23.35 25.10 25.75 26.22 26.10 25.55 25.90 25.90
y (ft) 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80

25.75 24.82 24.42 24.25 23.35 22.75 22.05 20.71
0.190 1O0 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60
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Ru it 3-2-7

U (fp!') 24.42 26.21 26.91 27.10 27.42 27.42 27.42 26.4,8
7(ft) 0.10 0.2n 0.30 0.40O 0.56 0,60 0.70 0.80

26.21 2S.10 25.10 25.10 -15.%2 23.55 22.75 21.55
Iq• :9 1. i0 1.20 1.30 1.4,0 1 .50 1.60

Run 1 3-2-8

U (fps) 24.25 26.43 27.75 23.04 23.03 28.08 27.96 27.75
y -(it) 0.10 0.2O 0.0 0.0 QC 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80

27.42 27.42 27.10 26.43 25.35 24'.25 23.12 22.57
0,90 1.00 L. 10 "1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.6C

Run 1 3-2-9

U (f~ps) 23.7.9 23.90 30.08 30.20 30.20 30.08 29.60
y (ft) 0.20 0.30 0.4C 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80

29.42 29.31 23.75 23.66 23.00 26.91 .25.75 29.75
0.90 1.00 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.-50 1.60

Run 1 3-2-10

U (fps) 27.-42 30.43 31.50) 31.80 31.80 31.90 31.80
y (ft) 0.20 0.30 0.4,0 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80

31.16 -30.55 30.43 30.20 30.03 28.90 29.31 27.18
0.90 1.00 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60
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Run 0 3-3-1

U (fps) 21.65 22.96 23.95 23.30 23.30 22.96 22.50 22.10
y (ft) 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.5, 0.60 0.70 0.80

21.30 21.65 21.00 21.00 20.60 20.40 19.50 18.80
0.90 1.00 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60

Run 0 3-3-2

U (f..s) 22.9( 24.05 24.65 24.65 24.65 24.65 24.65 24.65
y (ft) C.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 9.50 -0.60 0.70 0.80

24.40 23.65 23.30 23.30 2Z.30 22.10 21.42 20.40
0.90 1.00 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60

Run 0 3-3-3

U (fps) 22.10 23.65 24.40 24.90 24.05 23.85 23.65 23.85
y (ft) 0.10- 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80

23.65 23.65 23.30 23.30 22.50 21.65 20.80 19.95
0.90 1.00 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60

Run 0 3-3-4

U (fps) 23.65 25.15 25.52 25.70 25.70 25.70 25.52 25.52
y (ft) 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80

25.52 24.99 24.40 23.85 23.30 22.50 21.65 21.00
0.9) 1.00 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60

Run # 3-3-5

U (fps) 23.65 25.30 26.00 26.20 25.82 26.00 26.00 26.20
y (ft) 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80

25.70 25.30 24.96 24.65 24.40 23.!5 22.30 21.30
0.90 J..00 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60

Run 0 3-3-6

U (fps) 24.05 26.57 27.38 27.57 27.65 28.00 27.87 27.57
y (ft) 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80

27.20 26.90 26.20 26.00 24.96 24.22 23.30 22.50
0.90 1.00 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60
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Run #-3-3-7

i (fps) 26.57 28.00 28.30 29.08 29.0 29.22 28.80
-: (ft) 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80

28.80- 27.97 27.51 26.71 26.57 24.96 24.65 23.65
1.90 1.00 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60

Rua 1 3-3-8

U (fps) 26.90 29.05 30.42 30.52 30.10 30.00 30.00-
y (ft) 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.10 0.80

30-10 29.80 29.08 28.68 27.75 27.02 25.67 24.75
0.90 1.00 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60

Run 13-3-9

U (fps) 26.43 26..5 30.42 31.12 31.12 31.12 30.98
y (ft) 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80

0.90 1.00 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60

Run 1 3-3-10302301 290 290 279 2.4260250

U (.ps) 26.90 29.62 31.38 32.09 32.43 32.20 32.00
y (ft) 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 -

32.00 31.60 31.38 30.80 3r.10 29.71 28.03 26.94
0.90 1.00 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60
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APPENDIX "ITI

Table of Tests Perforwed

WATER ORIFICE MANIF VELOCITY
Fl,?4Me TEST RUN TES1 DEPTH SIZE DEPTJ4 PROBE REMAM.S
JI'HiX -NO. NO. TYPE T d H IOCATION, x

2.0' 1 1 Stag 2.0' 1/8 " 23 1/4" x=ll 5/8" Depth Profile

"2 " " " vary Surface Profile

"3 " " vary

" 4 " " " m vary

"" 3 " " vary "

"U " 6 " 11 5/8" Depth Profile

"* " 7 " "m " 11 5/8" q-vs-Umax

" " 8 " 11 5/8" "

2.0' 2 1 Stag t.O' 1/8" 11 1/8" 5 9/16'" q-vs-Umx

mm "m 2 m " " " 5 1/8" Depth Profile

3 vary

" "l 4 " " " m vary Surface Profile

* 2.0' 3 1 Stag 2.0' 1/16" 23 1/4" 11 5/8 q-vs-Umax

mm "m 2 - vary Surface Profile

, 3 it m I t vary " -

"* "3 4 " m" 11 5/8 Depth Profile

" m" 5- " " mm 23 1/4 m m

mm 6 " " " m 11 5/8 m "

"* " 7 " " m m 11 5/8 q-vs-Umax

2.0' 4 1 Stag 2.0' 0.04" 23 1/4" 11 5/8 q-vs-Umax

"m "m 2 " " 11 5/8 Depth Profile

" " 3 mm If mm m 231/4 / 4

"m m 4 "m " 11 5/8 q-vs-Umax

2.0' 5 See Task 080402

2.0' 6 See Task 080402

2.0' 7 1 Stag 2.0' 1/16" 12"m vary Surface Profile

" " 2 m " m m vary

"mm Im 3 f f m m 1 2 "1 q-vs-Umax

"mm mm 4 m m " " 12" "1

2.0' 8 See Task 080402

2.0' 9 See Task 080402

2.0' 10 1 Stag 2.0' 1/16" 11 5/8" 11 5/8" q-vs-Umax
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WAIER, ORIFICE MANIF. VELOCITY, FLUME TEST RUN TEST DEPTH SIZE DEPTH PROBE REMARKS
WIDTH NO. NO. TYPE T d H LOCATION, x

III 2II SI II II" SI

"3" " " void

" " 4 It o f void

2.(1' 11 1 Current 2.0' None None Near Macif. Current Profile
II It 2 nI It II *I Ii

It to It 5""t3 It It

"B " 4 " " " " " Surface Profile

"5 I0tl. " 1/-16" 12" +0.5 ft. Depth Profile
"" I " -1.0 ft. " "

"I '" 7 "1 IS " -1.5 ft. " 1.

+0.5 ft.
It 9 " U -"vary Surface Profile

2.0' 12 1 2.0' 1/16" 12" 0 void

"2 " 0 void

2.0' 13 See Task 080402

8.0" 1 1 Stag 13 5/8" 1/16" 13 3/8" 5 11/16" q-,s-Ueax

"2 " 13 5/8" " " 5 11/16" Depth Profile

"3 " 135/8" " " 5 11/16" "

"4 " 13 3/4" " 13 1/4" vary Surface Profile

"5 " " " 13 1/4" vary

"6 " " 13 1/4" 5 11/16" q-vs-Umax

"7 " " 13 1/4' -"

"8 " " 13 1/4" -

"2 1 Stag void

"3 1 Stag void

5.0' 1 1 - Stag 8.5 1/16" 4.3 4.3' Depth Profile

"2 " 8.6 " " "

5.0' 2 1 Stag 8.6 1/16" 4.3 vary Surface Profile

"2 " 8.7 " " " " "

5.0' 3 1 Stag 8.7 1/16" 4.3 4.3 q-vs-Ueax

5.0' 4 1 Stag 8.3 1/16" 8.3 4.3 Depth Profile

"2 " 8.3

5.0 5 1 Stag 8.7 1/16" 8.7 vary Surface Profile

SII 2 II

5.0 6 1 Stag 8.3 1/16" 8.3 4.3 q-vs-Umax
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WATER ORIFICE MANIF. VELOCITY
FLUME TEST RUN TEST DEPTH SIZE DEPTH PROBE REIA.RKS
WIDTH NO. NO. TYPE 1 d H LOCATION, x

on apea
1.5 7 1 Current 7.4 None None manifold Depth Profile

It tt 2 t t It It It

" " 3 " , " - Cross Sect. at Surf.

1.5 1 Stag 7.4 1/16" 7.4 3.8 q-vs-Umax

1.5 9 1 Both 7.7 1/16" 7.7 Variable Depth Profile

"" - 2 It " " since ,, ,
Current.

" " 3 " """Deflects " "

""o4 to " " ,, Bubbles ,, if

II II 5 I! I II I II II CI

1..5 10• See Task 080402I
1.5 11 See Task 080402
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TEST NO. 1 DATE February 19, 1970

RUN NO. 1

Stevens Current Meter

c1 0.O19cfs/ft

kANIFOLD DIAMETER 1 in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 Sn.

tH20 18.6*C

GAGE READING AT SURFACE .490 ft.

LINE PRESSURE .94 psig.

tair 74 'F

GAGE DISTANCE FROIM
READING SURFACE VELOCITY
(ft) (ft') REV/SEC (fps) REMARKS

.439 .051 .9 .83 *

.391 .099 .9 .83

.342 .148 .67 .65 Stevens Current
Meter

.291 .199 .5 .48

.245 .245 .33 .34 90 blade

.245 .245 .27 .28

.440 .050 .94 .85 _ _

.291 .199 2.8 .34

.291 .199 2.8 .34

.240 .250 2.33 .293

.240 .250 2.33 .293

.192 .298 1.5 .214

.192 .298 1.5 .214 600 blade

.141 .349 1.0 .167

.141 .349 .84 .150

.091 .399 1.53 .218

.091 .399 1.2 .184

.439 .051 .9 .82

.439 .051 .8 .75

.392 .098 .73 .70

.392 .098 .8 .75 90 bide

.339 .151 .53

.339 .151 .57 .56

.292 .198 .6 .57
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TEST NO. 1 DATE February 19, 1970

RUN NO. 1

Stevens Current Meter

q 0.Ol9cfs/ft

MANIFOLD DIA.E T-A 1 in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1.12 in.

18.60 C

GAGE READING AT SURFACE .490 ft.

LINE PRESSURE .94 psig.

tair 74 "F

GAGE DISTANCE FROM
READING SURFACE VELOCITY

(ft) (ft) REV/SEC (fps) REMARKS

.292 .198 .6 .57

.242 .248 .43 .43 90* blade

.242 .248 .14 .17

*At a distance of .199 ft below the water surface and

below the current began fluctuating and only clicks

registered by current away from the air pipe were

counted.
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TEST NO. 1 DATE February 19, 1970

RUN NO. 2

Stevens Midget Current Meter

q 0.019cfs/ft

MANIFOLD DIAMETER 1 in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

tH2 0 20 *C

GAGE READING AT SURFACE .490 ft.

LINE PRESSURE .92 psig.

tair 74 OF

GAGE DISTANCE FROM1
READING SURFACE x VELOCITY
(ft) (ft) (in.) REV/SEC (fps) REMARKS

.443 .047 5 3/16 1.03 .93

.443 .047 ].i 5/8 1.03 .93

.443 - 12 --

.443 .047 15 9/16 1.03 .93

.443 .047 18 1.03 .93

.443 .047 23 1/4 .8 .75

.443 - 24 - -

.443 .047 30 .77 .64

.443 .047 36 .6 .58

.443 .047 48 .4 .40

.443 - 60 -

.443 - 72 - -

.443 .047 5 3/16 1.13 1.02

.443 .047 11 5/8 1.00 .91

.443 - 12 - -

.443 .047 15 9/16 .93 .65

.443 .047 18 .83 .75

.443 .047 23 1/4 .87 .80

.443 - 24 - -

.443 .047 30 .63 .60

.443 .047 36 .57 .55

*Using Stevens Midget Current Meter (90 blade).

Alot of static was encountered on readings over

36 in. - 77a' -



IE-%- 50.

Steven Carrest Meter

q0.019 efastft

3I&ri!F.t 5IA-cEiv. U in -

t1120 Z .2 mc

CAGE RLADI!: AT R7F-AVEF .a90Ct.

L1~E ?SS~ .94 s.

GC&C. tIST.''EP FRO

(f t) (it.) (f t.) rLYFsEC (rs) 3eMZKs

-483 -454 IAz i-25

.483 *)7.%~7 1.33 .1 vs~iug Steven

.477 .013 1.45 1 -2: 1.1- Curret Herw

.477 .013 1.5 1-3 1.16- (90 blade)

.477 .013 1.94 .9 .32

.4.7 .013 2.5 .77.0

.477 .0!3 3-0 -6 59S

.477 -013 [..0 2.44 .301 Used 60* blade

.493 .007 .4414 1.2 1.08

.483 .007 -967 1-43 1.30

*.477 .i31 1.45 1.03 .153

-.477 -013 1-5 1.07 .5' Wbu..el. half in 4

.477 .013 1-94 .87 .80 half out of water

.477 .003 2. .67 .6-3

. 7.013 3.0 .73 .69

-477 .o3 4.0 2.5 .31

*.a



NTDA0. 1 PTE Febrary 19, 1910

Stern Mige •mrt Ilet•

q .OL9 cislft

MIIhi i.NEZ I is.

tcIFIE rL-m-w 112 ina.
tw 20.2 °mc

CM WAJUC .1r RWFI 4 E -49C ft.

LIME fES-E 1.CI psig.

tair 5 'F

S(ft) 00,.'- 0.0% v.L-'Src' Ups) Ir , pma__

5 s i Too OJose to air

.48 .01 U 514 1.5:1 1-.3 6

.430O .01 vi qllio 1.611 1-45 fsing Steven

.4AW .01 L1-5 1.3-4 Current reter

.477 23 .. alI 1-4 1.25 (9" blade) I

.477 .S13 -.3 !.1L 9

C. 7 t3 3.o .71 39
I

.47; .013 60 1.67 .30

1 3116 Too zlo.•e toa ir

.;ýO .01 U 519 1.57 1.38

.- 8& .01 El- 9116 1-37 1.38 3

.480 .01 18 1.57 -38-

4.77 .013 23 1A• 1.31 1.22

.477 .013 36 1.-Z3 1.0

.477 .03 36 .V ,0

.477 .013 48 .67 .61

.477 .013 60 1.67 .23

2 70
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At  . !_•ATE rebtuary 19, 1970

Stevens Midget Car-reat M~eter

q .03S cfs!(t

"-A•I•J-D "LCFE I n
Sin

CME REAi~l-CG %1T StRFACE f~ ft.

UJ~ h'~&'.~IE 11'psix.

tair 75 F

I

GW.E D1RTAM1c FF~V)M!
Rl-4D~G WIPY7ACE xVELOCITY(ft) (ft) (n) .•l•,ISC Ufps) IEARKS

.470 .02 11 518 1.43 1.27 Using Steven

.470 .02 15 9;16 1.23 1.10 Hilget Current

:.470 .02 is 1.07 1.15 meter (9* blade)

.470 .OZ 23 114 i.07 .96

.OZ .0 .80 -75
.459 .031 36 .87 .80

.40• .0)1 As .73 .70

.480 An 60 .33 .33

.470 .02 11 5/8 1.3 1.18 -j
.470 .02 15 9/16 1.37 1.21

.470 .-2 is i.1 1-0

.470 A2 2 3 1/4 .93 .84

.470 .02 -o0 1.0' .91

.459 .031 36 .90 .82

.480 .01 48 .83 .73 I

.480 .01 60 .33 .33
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ThSTKO,1 DATh February 20, 1970

MW 100. 6.

IANWIErEIR 19- 1:5 SLOIE

q .038 cisl/ft

KAJIFOID DIAMETER 1 io.

ORz-IcE sPAcinc 1/2 .

t,,•O 19.A"C

GM-WE RL.J•. G AT WJRFACE 1.34, ft.

LDM PRMAESSWE 1.16 psig.

tair 73 *F

GAGCE DWICAýt. Fr1ac

REA DI W. SUIM!Arj of VFJ)CIT'!I ~(ft '• (f) (fts) t•

1.277 .067 .04 1.58 Diff = R.R.-
1.223v .121 .0316 1.40 L.R. - I.D.

1.174 .170 .0183 1.06I
1.123 .121 .0133 0.91 1.84 ft. depth

1.078 .2S6 .0117 0.85 at gage readivig

A) 1.021 .321 .0083 0.72 1.184 ft.

V 0.971 .117 .0050 0.56

0.926 .-48 .0033 0.4;'

0.872 .472 .0033 0.46

0.825 .519 .0017 0.32

0.780 ...

0.814 .530 0 0

iI

i :
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TF.ST N0. 1 DATE February 20, 2970

4- RUNino. 7. *
Manoomter Slope 1:5

*MAXIFOLI' PI)A-II1R I i.

ORIFICE S?,CIKG W12 in.

tH2 0 19.4 oc

EE READIKG AT SURFACE 1.34 ft. --

EGAGE q
PRESSUi E tair R"rIXG I cfs M11 VELOCITY

(psig) ("F) (ft) ft- (ft) (fps) REIARKS

1.16 740 1.275 0.0383 .0322 1.45
.95 74* 1.275 0.0192 .0216 1.15

1.04 74.- 1 .5 0.0234 .031,0 1.36

1.41 75* 1.275 0.0467 .0425 1.66

* 1.95 75° 1.275 0.070 .0533 1.82

2.80 750 1.275 0.0934 .0600 1.94

Oil begn seeping into the
flometer when a flow of 8.4.
was being measured. Meter was
cleaned and tzst resumed.

3.52 740 1.275 0.117 .0650 2.03

4.35 740 1.232 0.14 .0624 1.98

5.30 740 1.232 0.164 .0700 2.11

6.64 740 1.232 0.187 .0783 2.24

8.20 750 1.232 0.21 .0833 2.31

- 82a -



TEST NO. 1 DATE 21 Feb. 1970
RUN NO. 8
Manoreter Slope 1:5 19

MANIFOLD DIA-E 1 in.

ORIFItE SPACING 112 in. ORIFICE .DIAMETER 1/8 in.
tl120 8• -
GAGE IBEADIhG AT SURFACE 1-3 6 31t.

LINT& GAGE q

PRF.MSSURE tair READING cfs. ,H VELOCITY
(psi) ) (ft) (ft) (fps) REMARKS

0.91 74 1.308 0.0192 0.027 1.29
1.00 74 1.308 0.029 0.032 1.41
1.12 74 1.308 0.0383 o0.0! 1.58
1.00 174 .308 0,0234 0.033 1..13
1.15 74 1.308 0.035 o.OkO 1.57
1.34 741 1.308 0.0047 0.0145 1.67
1.55 74 1.308 -0.058 0.050 1.77
1.80 74 1.308 0.070 0.055 1.85
2.10 74 1.308 0.082 0.058 1.91
2.44 74 1.276 0.093 0o.o60 1.94
2.75 75 1.276 0.105 0.062 1.98
3.10 77 1.276 0.117 0.067 2.06

• 3.40 79 1.276 0.128 0.070 2.11
3.90 81 1.276 0.140 0.073 2.16
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TEST NO. 2 DATE 21 Feb. 1970

l, iN Nc). 1

. anameter vith Slope 1:5

MILNIFOU) I)iA•-;E-EI Il in.

ORIFICE SP'ACIfG 1/2 in.

t1 2 0- 18.4 *C

GAGE READING AT 'SRFACE -A C V

$LINE GAGE

PRESSURE tair PRADI, (cfs AH VELOCITY
(psig) (0 I) (f) "t (ft) (f ps) MARKS

0.50 74 .357 0.0192 0.020 1.11

0.58 74 - .357 0.0287 0.025 1.26

0.70 74- .357 0.0383 0.0317 1.41

0.49 74 .357 0.0234 0.0234 1.20

0.68 74 .357 0.0467" 0.0283 1.32

0.-84 74 .357 0.0583 0.035 1.48

1.04 74 .357 0.0700 0.0367 1.51

1.36 ý74 .357 0.0816 0.0383 1.55

1.73 75 .345 0.0933 0.0383 1.55

'I

I1
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T ST NO. 2 E)Af F 21 Feb. 1970

RUN NO. 2
M ?IANOMETER WITH 1:5 SLOPE

q .0383 cfs/ft

HAN1FOLD DIAHETER 1 Iu.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 il.

tl20" 19.2C

GAGE READING AT SURFACE .400 ft.

iorE PRESSURE .70 psig.

tair 74 OF

GAGE DISTANC) FROM
READING SURFACE All VW.LOCITY

(f) (f t) (ft) (f p~s) P•EMARK'S

345 .05 .0267 1.29

.311 .089 .0183 1.06

.280 .120 .010 .79

.251 .149 .0067 .65
.222 .178 .0033 .45

.190 .210 .0033 .45

.160 .240 -

b = .254'
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TFST NO. 2 DATE 21 Feb. 1970

RUIN NO. 3

MANOUEiTER W'Jil 'l: 5 S1.OPi

q .07 (e.fs/ft

MANIFOLD DIA:-METER 1 in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

ti2 19.4%C

GAGE READING AT SURFACE .399 ft.

LINE PRESSURE 1.35 psig.

tair 78 F

GAGE DISTANCE FROM
READING SURFACE All VELOCITY

(ft) (ft) (ft) (fps) REMARKS

..163 -. 036 .030 1.36

.341 .048 .0292 1.34

.310 .089 .0284 1.32

.282 .117 .0183 1.06

.257 .142 .0150 0.96

.222 .177 .0117 0 45

.193 .206 .0083 0.71 -

.162 .237 .005 0.56

.150 .249 .0033 0.45
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-TEST NO. 2 DATE 21 Feb. 1970

RUN NO. 4

MANOMETER WITH 1:5 SLOPE -

q 0.o7efs/ft

MANIFOLD DIAMETER I in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

4H20 19.4C O

GAGE READING AT SURFACE .399 ft.

LINE PRESSURE 1.35 psig.

tair 82 OF

GAGE DISTANCE FROM
READING SURFACE x AH VELOCITY

(ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (fps) REMARKS.

.329 .070 .464 .033 1.43

.350 .049 .928 .03 1.36

- .350 .049 1.85 .0117 .85

.350 .049 2.5 .0067 .65

.350 .049 3.0 .0033 .45
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TEST NO. 3 DATE 21 Feb 1970

RUN NO. 1

Manometer Slope 1:5

MANIFOLD DIAMETER 1 in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in. ORIFICE DIAMETER 1/16 in.

tH20 19.6 0 C

GAGE READING AT SURFACE 1.41 ft.

LINE GAGE q
PRESSURE tair READING cfs AH VELOCITY

(psig) (OF) (ft) "ft- (ft) (fps) REMARKS

o.86 75 1.350 0oo96 .0133- .91
0.99 75 .0192 .0216 1.16
1.12 75 .0288 .0333 1.:44
1.32 75 .0384 .0399 1.59
1.11 .0233 .0266 1.28
1 .35 75 .0350 .0366 1.51
1.64 75 .0466 .0422 1.73
1.97 75 .0583 .0549 1.85
2.34 75 .0700 .0582 1.91
2.75 76 .0816 .0632 2.0
31 77 -0934 0682 2.08
3-77 81 .1050 .0682 2.08
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-TEST NO. 3 DATE February 23, 1M7O

RUN NO. 2

MANOMETER WITH 1:5 SLOPE

q 0.04 cfs/ft

MANIFOLD DIAMETER 1 in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

tH 2 0 20.2 0c

GAGE READING AT SURFACE 1. 4 1ft.

LINE PRESSURE 1.30 psig.
tair 74 OF

GAGE DISTANCE FROM
READING SURFACE x. All VELOCITY
(ft) (ft) (in) (ft) (fps) REMARKS

1.368 .042 11 5/8 .0350 1.48

1.368 .042 17 7/16 .0334 1.44

1.368 .042 23 1/4 .0300 1.36

1.368 .042 30 .0234 1.20

L.368 .042 36 .0200 1.11

1.368 .042 48 .0133 0.91

1.368 .042 60 .0100 0.79
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"EST O. 3 DATE23 Feb 1970

No:t zO. 3

IIA.OM.ET4-t WIlTH 1:5 S;-;.i'L

q 0.07 'As/ft

HANI1FO!i DIA •AETER i in.

ORIFiICE 5PACING 112 in.

N120 2•.2 *C

CAGE RIADI•G AT SURFACE .92 it.

LINE PRESSPtl;E 2 ,3 7 ps€•.

tair 77 OF

GANGE PISTANCE iROI
READING SURFACE x ,m VMLOCM"
(ft) (ft) -6n) (fr) (fps) REKARKS

.876 .046 60 .0083 .72

.856 .066 48 .0133 .91

.856 .066 36 .0234 1.21

.856 .066 30 .0333 1.44

.856 .066 23 1/4 .0350 1.48

.856 .066, 17 7/16 .0417 1.62

.856 .066 11 5/8 .0500 1.77

5 13/16 In .mir bobbles

- 90a -
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:T1ST lo. 3 MATE 23 Feb. 1970

- MD IRO f. 4

* IAW-W.TERi VWflis 1:5 SLOPE

q 0.05 cfs/ft

WA-IFOLD DI.-METE I in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

20.2C

GAGE RFADIxG AT sui$1•-w- .922 ft.

LINE PRESSIM.E 1• 6 2 jig •

.tair 80 * -

CAGE DISTAN~ch YJrfl
RRADING SURFACE Ali VELOCITY

(ft) (Ut) ( ) qL's) RE-- \RIKS

.856 .066 .0367 1.5

.826 .096 .0334 1.44

.800 .122 .0217 1.16

.775 .147 .0217 1.16

.752 .170 .015 .96

.726 .196 .0117 .85

.700 .222 .0083 .72

.675 .247 .0067 .65

.650 .272 .005 .56

.625 .297 .005 .56

.600 .322 .005 .56

.575 .347 .0033 .46

.550 .372 .0033 .46

.525 .397 .0017 .32

.500 .422 .0008 -

.475 .447 -

!

:1
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F
A

TF.." .O. 3 I)TE 24 ?eb. 1970

_ a K'.;-�~T�-�, .1 Ti: :5 SI.o'E

q 0.07 cfslft

?IAXIMI1.) DIfETrIM 1 in.

ORIFICE SPACIN•G 1/2 in.

tll20 E."

GAGCE REIADING AT SURFACE .97 ft.

LINE PRESSURE 2.32psig.

; ~tair 75 l

CAM. D ISJ'A?,E FRlOM'
READIG SURFACE" All VELOCITY

(ft) (ft) (ft) _fU_1 R__ArKs

.910 .060 .0383 1.55

.880, .090 .0333 1.44

".850 .120 .0300 1.36

.820 .150 .0267 1.29

.790 .180 .0217 1.16

.760 .210 .0167 1.01 1

.730 .240 .0133 .91

.690 .280 .0133 .91

.660 .310 .0083 .72

.630 .340 .0067 .65

.600 .370 .0067 .65

.570 .400 .0058 .60

.540 .430 .0050 .56

.510 .460 .0033 .46

.480 .490 .0033 .46

.450 .520 .0025 .39

.420 .550 .0017 .31

.390 .580 b= .58'
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TEST !•0. 3 rATE 24 Feb. 1970

RUN N0. 6

"MANRIETER WITH 1:5 SLOPE

q 0.02 cfs/ft

MANIFOLD DIAHM£ER 1 in.'

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 In.

tH2 20.3°F

GAGE READING AT SURFACE .970 ft.

LINE PRESSURE 0.96 psig.

77 OFtat).

GAGE DISTANCE FROM
READING SURFACE All VELOCITY

(ft) (ft) (ft) (fps) REIMARKS

.930 .040 .02.25 1.18

.900 .070 .0175 1.C4

.870 .100 .0142 .93

.839 .131 .0108 .82

.810 .160 .0092 .76

.780 .190 .0067 .65

.750 .220 .0042 .51

.720 .250 .0033 .46

.69 .280 .0017 .31

.66 .310 .0008 -

.63 .340 .0008 -

.60 .370 .0008 -

.57 .400 .0600 .00

b = .4'
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TEST NO. 3 DATE 24 Feb. 1970

RUN NO. 7

Manometer with Slope 1:5
MANIFOLD ])AMEITER 1 ill. '

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

t912 0 20.2 *C

GAGE READING AT SURFACE .985 ft.

LINE GAGE q
SPRESSURE tair READING cf. All VELOCITY

(psig) ( 0F) (ft) ft- (ft) (fps) REXARKS

.98 78 .941 .0176 .0250 1.24

1.15 78 .941 .0184 .0283 1.33

1.42 78 .941 .0364 .0350 1.48

1.35 78 .932 .0291- .0384 1.55

1.86 77 .932 .0466 .0467 1.70

2.50 77 .932 .0619 .0567 1.88

3.27 77 .916 .0794 .0617 1.97

4.38 78 .916 .0984 .0667 2.06

5.40 79 .875 .117 .0734 2.17

6.14 82 .875 .128 .0750 2.19

7.21 83 .841 .143 .0817 2.29

8.20 84 .849 .158 .0891 2.59

8.21 88 .849 .206 .0950 2.47

9.41 88 .858 .214 .1032 2.57

11.80 88 .858 .224 .1182 2.69
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TE NO. 4 DAmE 26 Feb. 1970

RUN NO. 1

lanometer with Slope 1:5

MANIFOLD DIAMETER I in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

t1120 19.4 cC

GAGF READING AT SURFACE 1.05 ft.

L LINM' GAGE q
PRESSURE tair READING cfs All VELOCITY

(psig) (MF) (ft) ft (ft) (fps) REMARKS

.90 72 1.004 .00555 .0008 .2

.99 72 1.004 .00912 .0017 .32

.91 72 1.004 .00595 .0008 .2

1.05 72 1.004 .01064 .0008 .2

1.29 73 1.004 .01611 .0075 .69

1.52 73 1.004 .02066 .0117 .85

1.:81 73 1.004 .02476 .0317 1.40

2.14 73 1.004 .02866 .0383 1.55

2.49 73 1.004 .03246 .0400 1.59

2.98 73 1.004 .03734 .0433 1.65

.2.14 73 1.004 .02326 .0383 .1.55

4.52 73 1.004 .04354 .0500 1.77

11.00 73 .955 - .0667 2.05

7.19 74 .955 .07720 .0584 1.91

14.49 75 .9-55 - .0766 2.21

19.1 77 .955 - .0850 2.33

24.46 79 .955 - .1000 2.53
27.75 80 .95 - .1050 2 59

k

9 I5
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TEST NO. 4 DATE 26 Feb. 1970

RUN NO. 2

"M4ANOMETEk WITH 1:5 SLOPE

q .047 cfs/ft

MANIFOLD DIAMETER 1 in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 il.

tH20 19.4%

GAGE READING AT SURFACE 1.046 ft.

LINE PRESSURE 4.3 psig.

tair 81 OF

GAGE DISTANCE PROM

READING SURFACE All VELOCITY
(ft) (ft) (ft) (fps) __REMARKS

.45 .596 .0000 -

.50 .546 .0008 .2

.55 .496 .0017 .32

.60 .446 .0033 .46

.65 .396 .0033 .46

.70 .346 .0067 .65

.75 .296 .0100 .79

.80 .246 .0133 .91

.85 .196 .0150 .97

.90 .146 .0217 1.16

.95 .096 .0417 1.62

1.00 .046 .0516 1.79

- 96a -
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TEST NO, 4 DATE 26 Feb. 1970

'• PRUN NO. 3

MANOME]iTE R WITH 1.: 5 SLOPE

q .047 cfs/ft

MANIFOLD DIAIE.TEP. 1 in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 ,.

t"2 0 19.4%C

GAGE READING AT SURFACE 1.05 ft.

LINE PRESSURE 4 . 20psig.

tai 85 *F

READING SUh.ACE, All VELOCITY
(ft) (f t) (ft ) (fps) REMARKS

.500 .546 .00

.55 .496 .00 -

.60 .446 .0017 .32

.65 .396 .0017 .32

.70 .346 .0050 .56

.75 .296 .0083 .72

.80 .246 .0117 .85

.85 .196 .0183 1.06

.90 .14b .0200 1.11

.95 .096 .0283 1.32

1.00 .046 .0350 1.48

I
1'

I

I.



TEST NO. 4 DATE 26 Feb. 1970

RUN NO. 4

Manometer with Slope 1:5

MANIFOLD DIAMETER 1 in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

StH2 0 19.4 0C

GAGE READING AT SURFACh 1.05 ft.

LINE GAGE q
PRESSURE tair READING (cfs) All VELOCITY

(psig) (•F) (ft) "f) (ft) (fps) REMARKS

.87 84 1.00 0.72 .0083 .72

.98 83 1.00 0.97 .0150 .97

.90 83 1.00 1.36 .0300 1.36

1.11 83 1.00 1.20 .0233 1.20

1.30 83 1.00 1.3.3 .0284 1.33

1.67 82 1.00 1.48 .0350 1.48

2.24 82 1.00 1.62 .0417 1.62

2.81 82 1.00 1.70 .0467 1.70

2.06 31 1.00 1.51 .0367 1.51

4.29 80 1.00 1.85 .0550 1.85

7,62 80 .969 .061 .0684 2.09

11.84 82 .957 .074 .0766 2.21

16.65 83 .957 .081 .0900 2.41
S27.35 83 .957 .010 .122 2.79

23.10 87 .930 .096 .0984 2.51
27.5 8 .97 01..12..7



-TEST NO. 7 DATE 1 April 1970

RUN NO. 1

MANOMITER WITH 1:5 SLOPE

q 0.07 cfs/ft

MANIFOLD DIAMETER 1 in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

tH20 20 OC

GAGE READING AT SURFACE 1.67 ft.

LINE PRESSURE 2.4 psig.

tair 83 OF

GAGE DISTANCE FROM
READING SURFACE x AH VELOCITY
(ft) Eft) (ft) (ft) (fps) REMARKS

1.60 Original

1.60 .07 .5 .0367 1.51

1.60 .07 1.0 .0350 1.48

1.60 .07 3.0 - -

1.60 .07 2.5 .005 .56 1

1.60 .07 2.0 .005 .56

1.60 .07 1.5 .0100 .79

1.60 .07 1.0 .0267 1.29

1.575 .095 .5 .0367 1.51

... - 99a -
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TEST NO. 7 DATE 1 April 1970
S~RUN No.---2

MAOM;:T.t± Wj'fli 1:5 SI.OPE I
q .013 cfs/frt

MANIFOLD DIAM;EER 1 in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

tH20 20 °c

GAGE READING AT SURFACE l.b6ft. -

LINE PRESSURE .64 psig.

tair 76 OF

GAGE DISTANCE FRO'1
READING SURFACE x AH VELOCITY

(ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (fps) REMARKS

Original
1.630 .03 3.5 .005 .56

1.630 .02 3.0 .005 .56

1.630 .03 2.5 .005 .56

1.630 .03 2.0 .008 .705

1.630 .03 1.5 .008 .705

1.630 .03 1.0 .0100 .79

1.630 .03 .5 .0117 .85

1.630 .03 .35- .0167 1.01

1.630 .03 -. 30 .020 1.11

- lOOa-



TEST NO. 7 DATE
-• RUN NO. 3--

" anometer with Slope 1:5

MANIFOLD DIAMETER 1 in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

tH2 0 20 *C

GAGE READING AT SURFACE 1.34 ft.

-.LINE._ GAGE q
PRESSURE tair READING cfs. AH VELOCITY

(psig)ý (*F) (ft) t (ft) (fps) REMARKS

Original

.48 74 1.37 .00383 .005 .56

.51 74 1.37 .00767 .005 .56

.56 74 1.37 .0115 .0067 .65

.60 74 1.37 .0153 .0083 .72

.65 74 1.37 .0192 .0133 .91

.69 74 1.37 .0230 .0133 .91

.70 74 1.37 .0268 .0107 1.01

.72 74 1.37 , .0307 .0183 1.06

.72 74 1.37 .0345 .0167 I.C1

.76 74 1.37 .0383 .0200 1.11

.64 - 74 1.37 .0233 .0150 .96

.96 74 1.37 .0466 .0217 1.15

1.28 74 1.37 .0700 .0283 1.32

3.04 75 1.37 .0933 .0350 1.48

5.32 78 1.37 .1167 .0400 1.59

[

[ - lOla -



TEST NO. 7 DATE

RUN 4O. 4

Manometer with Slope 1:5

MANdIFOLD IDtAMi-,I'R I i~n.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.
t1120 20 *C

GAGE READING AT SURFACE 1.72 ft.

LINE GAGE q
PRESSURE tapr READING cis AH VELOCITY

(psig) (*F") (ft) "ft (ft) (fps) REMARKS

1.685

.59 72 1.685 .00575 .011833 .72

.53 72 1.685 .00958 .0100 .79

.56 72 '.685 .01342 .0133 .91

.60 .72 1.685 .01725 .0150 .96

.63 72 1.685 .02108 .0183 1.06

.66 72 1.685 .02492 .0183 1.06

".89 75 1.685 .02875 .0200 1.11

.95 78 1.65 .03258 .0217 1.15

1.11 79 1.65 .03642 .0233 1.20

1.17 78 1.65 .0350 .0217 1.15

2.04 80 1.65 .05833 .0300 1.36

3.21 86 1.65 .08167 .0367 1.51

4.42 90 1.65 .09975 .0400 1.59
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TEST NO. 10 DATE 9 April. 1970

RUN NO. I V
Manometer with Slope 1:5

MANIFOLD DIAMEN:ER 1 in.

ORIFICE SPACING 3/2 in.

tl120 19.6 *C

GAGE R•EADING NJ SURFACE 1.38 ft.

LINE GAqE q
PRE1SURE tair READI NG cfs All VELOCITY

(Psig) (CIF) (ft) ft (ft) (fprý) REM.A!'KS

•.5 74 1.42 .0105 .0067 .643

.55 74 1.42 .0175 .0067 .643

.75 74 1.42 .0263 .0117 .850

.84 74 1.42 .0350 .0135 .915

.62 74 1.42 .0234 .0100 .790

.82 74 1.42 .0350 .0150 .960

1.12 74 1.42 .0467 ,0184 1.06

1.61 74 1.42 .0584 .0217 1.16

2.38 74 1.42 .0700 .0267 1.28

3.66 74 1.42 .0817 .0300 1.36

5.21 74 1.42 .0952 .0350 1.48

7.07 74 1.42 .105 .0350 1.48

8.10 74 1.42 .117 .0417 1.62
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TEST NO. 10 DATE 9 April 197C

RUN NO. 2

Manometer Slope with 1:5

MANIFOLD DIIAMETER in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

tk2O 19.6 0c

GAGE READING AT SURFACE 1.38 ft.

LINE GAGE q
PRESSURE tair READING cfs All VELOCITY

(psig) (OF) (ft) "ft' (ft) (fps) REMARKS

0.54 77 1.42 .0192 .0117 .850

0.62 77 1.42 .0288 .0167 1.01

0.76 77 1.42 .0384 .0200 1.11

0.62 77 1.42 .0234 .0167 1.01

0.84 77 1.42 .0350 .0217 1.16

1.10 77 1.42 .0467 .0267 1.28

1.38 77 1.42 .0584 .0267 1.28

2.38 77 1.42 .0700 .0334 1.42

3.40 77 1.42 .0819 .0384 1.55

4.84 77 1.42 .0950 .0434 1.66

6.91 78 1.42 .1050 .0500 1.76

8.0 78 1.42 .1170 .0584 1.92

- 1O4a -



TEST NO. 10 DATE, 10 April 1970

RUN NO. 3

MANOMETER WITH 1:5 SLOPE

q 0 cfs/ft

MANIFOLD DIA.IETEI 1 in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 n.

tl]20 19.6°C

GAGE READING AT SURFACE 1.90 ft.

LINE PRESSURE psig.

tair -OF

GAGE DISTANCE FROM
READING SURFACE AU VELOCITY
(ft) (ft) (ft) (fp1) RE•ARKS

1.871 .033 .0045 .53

1.670 .234 .0045 .53

1.459 .445 .0045 .53

1.347 .557 .0043 •52

1.049 .855 .0040 .50

0.838 1.006 .0040 .50

0.650 1.254 .0035 .47

0.450 1.454 .0035 .47

0.249 1.655 .0032 .44

0.028 1.932 .0020 .34

I '



TEST NO. 10 DATE 10 April 1970 A

RUN NO. 4

MANOMETER WITH 1:5 SLOPE

q 0 cfs/ft

MANIFOLD DIAMETER 1 in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

tH2 0 19.6 0 C

GAGE READING AT SURFACE .077 ft.

LINE PRESSURE psig.

tair OF

GAGE DISTANCE FROM
READING SURFACE AH VELOCITY
(ft) (ft) (ft) (fps) REMARKS

0.077 .0033 .46

0.162 .00483 .55

0.418 .00558 .59

0.705 .00608 .62

0.981 .00642 .63

1.190 .00666 .65

1.507 .00793 .70

1.655 .0075 .73

1. 828 .00683 :64

1.850 .00666 .65
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TEST NO. 11 DATE

RUN NO. 1

Ott Current Meter

q - cfs/ft

MANIFOLD DIAMETER 1 in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

tH 2 0 19.6 0 C

GAGE READING AT SURFACE 1.906 ft.

LINE PRESSURE - psig.

tair - 'F

GAGE DISTANCE FROM
READING SURFACE VELOCITY
(ft) (ft) REV/SEC (fps) REMARKS

Surface 0 3.39 .78

Surface 0 3.57 .81

1.686 .220 4.54 .99

1.686 .220 4.56 1.00

1.521 .385 4.79 1.05

1.521 ,385 4.82 1.03

1.349 .557 4.86 1.05

1.349 .557 4.75 1.03

1.200 .706 4.75 1.03

1.200 .706 4.66 1.01

1.050 .856 4.46 .97

1.050 .856 4.36 .95

.880 1.026 4.14 .91

.880 1.026 4.16 .92

.720 1.186 4.16 .92

.720 1.186 4.06 .90

.581 1.325 4.14 .91

.581 1.325 4.14 .91

.419 1.487 4.36 .95

.419 1.487 4.36 .95

.230 1.676 3.99 .89

.230 1.676 4.06 .90

.645 1.261 4.22 .93

.645 1.261 4.18 .92
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TEST NO. 11 (continued) DATE

RUN NO. 1

q cfs/ft

MANIFOLD DIAMIIEH :in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

t1120

GAGEI READING AT SURFACE ft.

LINE PRESSURE ps1ig.

tair OF

GAGE DISTANCE FROM

READING SURFACE VELOCITY
(ft) (ft) REV/SEC (fps) REMARKS

1.373 ".533 4.75 1.03

1.642 .264 4.66 1.01

1.845 .061 4.29 .94 Fully submerged

il

- o8a --
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TEST NO. 11 DATE, 11 April 1970

RUN NO. 2

Ott Current Meter

q - cfs/ft

MANIFOLD DIAMETER 1 in.

ORIFICI SPACING 1/2 In.

19.6 0 C

GAGE READING AT SURFACE 1.893ft.

LINE PRESSURE - psi-.

Stair O

SGAGE DISTANCE FROM
READ ING SURFACE VELOCITY

(ft) (ft) REV/SEC (fps) RE '1 M.KS

Surface 0 4.21 .93

Surface 0 4.19 .92

1.773 .120 5.01 1.075

1.773 .120 5.05 1.087
1.177 .120 5.05 1.08

1.517 .376 5.09 1.09 £

1.517 .376 5.09 1.09

1.362 .531 5.05 1.08

1.362 .531 5.04 1.08

1.224 .669 4.87 1.055

1.224 .669 4.90 1.055

1.137 .756 4.74 1.025

1.137 .756 4.85 1.045

1.029 .864 4.48 .985

1.029 .864 4.52 .985

.956 .937 4.05 .90

.956 .937 4.09 .9105

1.843 , .050 5.18 1.105 V
1.843 .050 5.19 1.107

1.777 .116 4.99 1.07
1.777 .116 4.91 1.06

1.637 .256 4.95 1.07

1.637 .256 4.99 1.07

1.486 .4G7 5.06 1.08

1.486 .407 4.99 1.07

- 109a -
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TEST NO. ii (continued) PAIL

,UN NO. 2

q cfs/ft

MAN)FOLD D IA•E'TIR in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

"t1 2 0

CAGE READING AT SURFACE, ft.

LINE PRESSURE psig.

tair F

CAGE DJISTANCE FROM

READING SURFACE VELOCITY
(ft) (ft) REV/SEC (fps) REMARKS

1.375 '.518 4.98 1.07

1.375 .518 4.99 1.07

110
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TEST NO.1 DATE 11 April 1970

RUN NO. 3

ýOtt Current Meter

q 6fs/ft

MANIFOLD DIAMETER 1 in.

ORIFICE SPACING -1/2 In.-

tHO 19.6*C

GAGE READING, AT -SURFICE 1.1892 ft,

LINE PRESSURE - psig.

tair - *

QA GE DISTAN~CE rROM.
READING SURF-ACE -VELOCITY-

(ft) (ft') -REV/SEC (fps) REM4ARKS

1.842 .050 4.29 .94

1.842 .050 .4.39 .96

1.611 i281 4.66 1.01

1.611 .281 4.66 : 1.01-

1.459 .433 4.74 1.025ý

1.459 .433 4.78 1.035

1.188 .704 4.47 .98

1.188 .704 4.52 .985 r

1.001 .891 4.28 .94--

1.001 .891 4.~ .94

.840 1.052 4.14 -.915

.840 1.052 4.26 .935

.650 1,242 4.26 .935

.650 1.242 4J16 .915

.500 1.392 4.19 .925

.500 1.392 -4.23 .93

.399 1.493 4,28 .93

.399 1.493 4.24 .93

.250 1.642 4.11 .93

.250 1.642 4.11 .91

.177 1.715 3.85 .86

.177 1.715 3.79 .85

.103 1.789 3.57 .81

.103 1.789 3.59 .81.
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TEST O. 11 (continued')J)~

RUI Nlxo. 3

q cfs/ft

ORIFICE SPACING j/ in.

t112 0

GAGE-R'EAPINC AT SUiPFACF ft.

LINE PRE.SSURE -psig.

tair

GAGE VfISTANE HUIM
READ ING SUIRFAC:E VELOCITY

-(ft) (ft) REV/SEC (f ps) MRKIIA(S

-.002 --1.894 3.i9 .74

-.002 1.894 3.2 .7 15
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TEST 110. 11 DATE 11 April 1970

RUN Mo0. I'

q cfs/fL

PA24FOLD DIAMETER i;

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

2019.6-C

"GGE: IEADING AT SURtFiC); 1.9Oft.

-Lf.E -PRESSURE - psig.

alir OF

GAGE zi1STAmcg FROM DMSAICr.
READING SUR~FACE OFF. CL iELOCITI
If) Qft (ft.) REV/SEC (fps) REMARKS

r1.8i5 -. 049 .9 2.58 .64

-1.855- .049 .9 2.76 .67
1.855.049.8 3.0 .7

1.855, .049 .8 3.00 .71

1.855 .049 .7 3.08 .72

1.855 .049 .7 3.52 .80

- 1-855 .049, 6 3.52 .83

1.855 -.049 .6 3.68 .85
1A85 .049 .65.7 .89

185 -09 5 4.01.8

,r 1.855 .049 .5 - .6.8-9

1.855 .049 .4 -.1 .91

1 855 .049 - .4 4.25 .94

k1.855 .049 .3 4.48 .98-

1.855 .049 .3: 4.55 .99

K1.855 .049 .2 4.89 1.05

-1.855 .049 .2 4.77 1.03
1.855 .049 .1 5.14 1.10

1.855 .049 .1 5.18 1.10

1.855 .049 .0- 5.29 1.13

1,855 .049 .0 .5.18 1.11

1.855 .0,49 .1 -5.05 1.08

1.855 - .049 - .1 5.07 1.08

.049 .2 4.96 1.07
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TEST N0'. kI (continued) DATE

cf~ifa

* ~ F HIIFOLI) D MEiX-!.TR i

ORIFICE S•'ACL..

* lt02 0  'C

GAGE READING AT SRACE ft.

LINE PRESSI1'R ps"g.

tI

tair

((t) t(t) (ft) REVisEC (fps) RD•rs[ I
1 .855 .049 .2 4.99 1.07

1.855 .049 .3 4.75 1.03

1.855 .049 .3 4.77 1.03I

1.855 .0- .59 .99 |

1.855 .049 .4 4.60 1.00

1.855 .049 .5 4'.4 .98

1.855 .049 .5 4.40 .96

1.855 .049 .6 4.15 .90

1.855 .04- .6 4.12 .90

1.855 .. 7 - 3.9W .-8

1.855 .049 .7 4.07 .89

i.855 .6-31 .8 3.64 .A3

1.855 .049 .8 3.74 .84

1.802 .046 .9 3.16 .74i

L.. O2 .0A(- .9 2.2 .66

- .!.--a -



TEST KO. 11 DATE 11 April 1970

RUN NO. 5 -

Iftt Curreut Meter

q .070Ofs/ft

MAIFOLD DIAHETER 1 In.

ORIFICE SPAC~iNG 1/2 in.

tH0 19.6°C

GAGE READING AT SUPXA•Ct. 1.845 ft..

LINE PaESSUPRE psig.

tair O F

GAGE DISTiANCE F'P.Mt

READIM SUPFACE VELOCITY
(f!_) (ft) ,EV/sC (fps) RE-ARKS

1.845 0 0 0

1.781 .046 2.22 .57

1.739 .106 2.01 .53

1.739 .106 2.72 .66

1.739 .106 2.96 .71

i.700 .145 3.74 .84

1.700 .145 3.43 .79

1.700 .145 3.43 .79

1.650 .105 3.56 .81

1.650 .105 3.68 .83

1.em .105 3.66 .83
i.600 .245 3.? .85

1.600 .245 3.79 .85

1.600 .245 3 -2 .84

1.52-cO .390 3.92 .

1.550 .300 3.86 .86

1.-,30 .300 3.83 .86

1.500 .345 3-89 .87

1.500 .345 .- 03 .90

1.500 .345 3.90 .90

.145 .W)5 4. 2 .91

1.46 .305 A.05 .90

!--5 .305 4.25 .94

1.40 .&45 -94.24

- i11.1 -
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INO. 5 (continued)

q cf,;/ft

I-0

CR II:CE S,(ACt(.; 1/2 i

t112 0

CACF REAMI,: AT s1;,wAi ft. T

LINE P ,•.ESSUR P psitI.

tair OF

CAGE J)jST :ANX. FR"IU

RI'W IE'll"G SURFACE VELOCITY
(ft) (ft) __rV/SEC (fpr) REMARKS

1.40 .445 4.12 .91

1.4Q .445 4.14 .91

1.35 .495 4.33 .95

1.35 .495 432 -95

1.35 .495 4.32 .95

1.30 .545 4.32 .95

1.30 .545 4.42 .91

1.30 .545 4.34 .95

1.25 .595. 4.45 .97

1.25 .595 4.45 .97

1.25 .595 4.32 .95

I



TEST NO. 11 DATE 11 April 1970

RUN NO. 6

Ott Current deter

q .07 cfs/ft

MANIFOLD DIAMETFR 1 in.

ORIFICE SPACING - 1/2 in.

t 20 19.6-C

GAGE READING AT SURFACE 1.817 ft.

LINE PRESSURE psi&.

tar - OF

GAGE DISTANCE FROMQ_
READING SURFACE VELOCITY
(ft) (ft) REV/SEC (fps) REMARKS

1.764 .953 4.32 .95 In Air Bubbles

1.764 .053 4.52 .99

1.764 .053 4.29 .94
1.700 .117 4.12 .91
1.700 .117 4.09 .91

1.700 .117 4.86 1.05

1. 650 .167 4.27 .94"
1.650 .167 5.02 1.07

1.650 .167 4.51 .98

1.655 .267 5.29 1.08

1.55 .267 5.13 1.10
I,

1.55 .267 5.33 1.13

1.45 .367 4.83 1-04

1.45 .367 5.64 1.19

1.45 .367 5.13 1.10

1.35 .467 4.92 1.07

1.35 .467 4.59 1.00

1.35 .467 4.82 1.34

1.25 .567 3.26 .76 Cannot see meter,
maybe in turbulent

1.25 .567 4.06 .89 region of mixing

1.25 .567 3.06 .71

1.15 .667 1.20 .40

* 1.15 .667 1.12 .39

1.15 .667 2.20 .57

- I1 7 a -
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TEST NO. 11 DATE 11 April 1970

RUN NO. 7

Ott Meter

q .07 cfs/ft

MANIFOLD DIAMET ER 1 in.

ORI71CE SPACING ]/2 in.

tl12(' 19.6 0 C

GAGE READING AT SURFACE 1.800 ft.
LINE PRESSURE - psig.

tair - OF

GAGE DISTANCE FROM
READING SURFACE VELOCITY

(ft) (ft) REV/SEC (fps) REMARKS

1.744 .056 9.41 1.86

1.744 .056 9.22 1.82

1.650 .150 7.20 1.46

1.650 .150 7.56 1.53

1.550 .250 5.83 1.23

1.550 .250 5.81 1.22

1.450 .350 - 4.57 .99

1.450 .350 4.13 .92

1.350 .450 3.18 .75

1.350 .450 2.72 .66

1.350 .450 2.33 .59

1. 250 .550 1 .34 .43

1.250 .550 .87 .45

1.250 .550 1.00 .37

1.150 .650 .37 .27

1.150 .650 .53 .30

1.150 .650 .53 .30

1.050 .750 .57 .31

1.050 .750 .43 .28

1.050 .750 .47 .29

.950 .850 1.60 .47

.950 .850 1.49 .45

.950 .850 2.13 .56

.850 .950 3.30 .70
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TEST NO, 11 (continued) DATE

PUN NO. 7

q cfs/ft

MANIFOLD I IAIETER in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

"tl120

CAGE READING AT SURFACE ft.

LINE PRESSURE psig.

tair

GAGE DISTAMCE FROUM
READING SURFACE VELOCITY
(ft) (ft) REV/SEC (fps) REMARKS

.850 -.. 950 3.15 .74

.850 .950 3.44 .79

.750 1.050 5.10 1.09

.750 1.050 4'.97 1.07

.750 1.050 5.25 1.12

.650 1.150 5.59 1.18

.650 1.150 5.66 1.19

.650 1.150 5.65 1.19

.550 1.259 5.71 1.20

.550 1.250 5.66 1.21

.550 1.250 5.68 1.22:

.450 1.350 5.42 1.15

.450 1.350 5.65 1.19
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TEST NO. 11 DATE 11 April 1970
RUN NO. 8

Ott-.Current Meter

q .023 cfs/ft

MANIFOLD DIAMETER 1 in.

ORIFICE SPACING ].!2 in.

19.6 0 C

GAGE READING AT SURFACE 1.842 ft.

LINE PRESSURE - psig.

tair - F

GAGE DISTANCE FR1H
REAPING SURFACE VELOCITY

"(ft) (ft) REV/SEC (fps) RFIAhRKS

1.800 .042 6.43 1.33 x =-1,5 ft

1.800 .042 6.47 1.33

1.700 .142 5.57 1.18

1.700 .142 5.60 1.18

1.600 .242 5.36 1.14 "

1.600 .242 5.30 1.13 "

1.500 .342 5.07 1.09

1.500 .342 4.98 1.07 "

1.400 .442 4.43 .97

1.400 .442 4.66 1.01: "

1.300 .542 4.l(` .91

1.300 .542 3.40 .78

1.200 .642 2.65 .65

1.: 1.200 .642 2.12 .56

1.100 .742 2.22 -57

1.100 .742 2.35 .66
1.000 .842 - 1.65 .47"
1.000 .842 1.78 .49

1.792 .050 3.76 .85 x - +0.5 ft

1.792 .050 3.76 .85 "

1.696 .146 4.01 .89

1.696 .146 4.08 .90

1.600 .242 4.10 .91

1.600 .242 3.91 .89
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TEST ;No. 11 DATE}I]ON NO. 8 (cuntinued)

q cfs/ft

NANIFOLD DIAMETER in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 5n.

"ti12 0

GAGE READING AT SURFACE ft.

LINE PRESSURE psig.
tair

GAGE DIS'A!CE F1,10A
READING SURrACE VF.LOCITY
(ft) (ft) ,EV/SEC (fps) REMtA.MRS

1.500 .342 4.16 .92 q +0.5 ft -

1.500 .342 4.15 .92

1.400 .442 4.33 .95

1.400 .442 4.27 .94 "

1.300 .542 4.26 .94

1.300 .542 4.28 .94

1.200 .642 4.40 .96
1-.200 .642 4.37 .96 "1

1.100 .742 4.31 .95

1.100 .742 4.35 .95
1.00 .812 4.45 .97

1.00 .842 4.47 .98
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TFST NO. 11 DATE 13 April 1970

RUN NO. 9

Ott Hetpr

q - cfs/ft

MANIFOLD DIAMET9R 1 in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

S1l120 - C

"GAGE RFEADING AT SUrjACE 1. 500 ft. .

LINE PRESSURE - psig.

air -

GAGE DISTANCE' FROM
READING S1I•RACE x VELOCITY
(ft) (ft) (f t) REV/sEc (fps) REMARKS

1.457 .043 2,0 4.730 1.025 q-.07 cfs/ft

1.457 .043 1.5 4.32b .950 Pair .53

1.457 .043 1.0 3.245 .751

1.457 .043 .5 1.171 .400

1.i57 .043 .0 -1.985 - .530

1.457 .043 -. 5 -4.128 - .915

1.492 .008 -1.0 4.660 1.010 * -

1.439 .061 -175 10.39 2.027

1.439 .061 -2.0 8.693 1.73

1.439 .061 -2.5 8.600 1.71

1.439 .061 -3.0 7.923 1.5e _ ___

1.439 .061 -3.0 7.667 1.55 q=. 4 6 5 cfs/ft

1.439 .061 -2.5 7.733 1.56 Pair .51 i
1.439 .061 -2.0 8.548 1.70

1.439 .061 -1.5 7.479 .1.60

1.439 .061 -1.0 3.333 .771 *

1.452 .048 -0.5 -5.719 -1.22

1.452 .048 .0 -1.987 - .531

1.469 .031 .5 2.100 .570

1.469 .031 1.0 4.106 .91

1.469 .031 1.5 4.651 1.01

"1.469 .031 2.0 4.987 1.07

1.469 .031 2.0 4.978 1.085 q=.0583 cfs/ft

1.469 .031 1.5 4.585 .990 air .52
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[4

TES"T . 11 No.ttnued) PA,1;

IW< W.

q cfsift

HA;IFO!} D TA,'ETR in.
OR11'IE SPAI• i. -

tH 2 0 "

GE- RF&OWIN AT i-RFACK ft.

air-

CAGE DISTANCE FRO I
.RzAPLAG S1RFACE x VILOCITY

([r)(ft) WEt) psV/ -•' i) ]Ea•3

1.469 .031 1.5 4.585 .990"

1.469- .031 1.0 4.21o .930

1.4~ 31.5 2.2769 .572

1.469 .031 -1.17 - 9

I.A65 .035 .5 -1•,472 - -. 990

!.523 -. 023 A-.: 4.630 I.S65

481- - .019 -1.5 9.273 1.83

1.477 .023 -z.0 8A843 1.75-

S1.477 .023 -2.5 8.100 i 1.63

1.477 .X23 -3.0 8.189 1.64

1.4?? .023 -3.0 6.729 1.38 q=.035 cfs.'tL

1.477 .023 -2.5 7.267 -. 7 Pir

1.477 .023 -3.0 7.785 1.57

1.4.77 .023 -1.5 7.764 1.56,

1.489 .011 -1.0 2.258 .58I -

1.462 .058 - .5 -4.467 - .980

1.462 .058 .0 -. 8013 -. 230
1.450 .070 .5 3.327 .771

1.450 .070 1.0 4.291 .94

1.450 .070 1.5 4.936 1."-

1.450 .070 2.0 4.903 1.05 _-__

1.488 .032 2,0 4.764 1.03 q-.083 cfs/ft
Pair =3

1- 23a -
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"Ti" X". :i DATE

-q _f __-

: O~R•FICL. SAG1X'.•:

*C

GA-.i:. £ftAI'!D- 9- T .-W : M -

LINE 11ýF' ,i.,S5U:.:i.
t~lii: OF -

t 
-r

D I STANCE FtX-1
"RFA)I C f',C- '_L.OCITY

c(t) (ft)Y (4 RL-/SEC (fps) RM•.ARKS

"1.483 .032 1.5 4.663 1.01

1.488 .032 1.0 3.970 .88

S.5..7 .013 .5 1.300 .42

,l. 507 .013 .0 2.201 - .58

.507 .013 - . 6.183 -1.23

1.497 .023 -1. 3.612 - .82

1,497 ..023 9 .428 1.86

-;1.497 .023 - -2.0 -8.449- 1.69 -

.023 j 8.482 1.69-

1.497 .023 -3.0 8.360 i.67 360--

I..97 .023 -3.0 7.640 1.54 q=.031 cfs/ft

1- .497 .023 -2.5 8.074 1.60 lair 7

"1.497 .023 -2.0 8.311 .-.66

1.497- .023 -- 1.5 8.050 1.60

1.497 .Lp23 -1.0 2.015 .53 *

- 1.515 .005 - .5 -3.112 - .74

i.515 .o-5 .0 - .8053 - .34

-. 508 i 2- .5 2.818 .68

1.508 .01. ,Lo 3.915 .8?

1 .508 .OZ 1.5 4.551 .98

.. 508 .012 2.9) 4.534 1 00 00-

1.508 -.012 2.0 4.788 1.03 q=.023 cfs/ft

1.508 .012 1.5 4.864 1.05 Pair .69
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TEST NO. 11 DATE'(continued)
RUN NO. 9

q cfs/ft

MANIFOLD ) IAIMlkh in.

ORIFIC,: SPACJNG in.

tH 2 0 C

GAGE READING AT SURFACE ft.

LINE PRESSURFE psig.

tair OF

GAGE DISTANCE FROM1
READING SURlFACE x VELOCITY

(f) (f) (ft) REV/SEC (fps) REHARKS

1.508 .012 1.0 4.545 .99

1.508 .012 .5 3.661 .83

1.523 .003 .0 1.282 .42

1.515 .005 - .5 - .9960 - .37

1.515 .005 -1.0 1.861 .51

1.510 .010 -1.5 6.445 1.33

1.510 .010 -2.0 7.052 1.44

1.510 .010 -2.5 6.962 1.42

1•510 .010 -3.0 7.029 1.43

* in air bubbles
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"r:h"I No. 1 If DATE 14 April 1970

RUN NO. 10

Ott Muter

q - f:/

NAN F'OI.1) I)1 ...... . 1

ORfl iCI. ,;PAci;"" 1/2

t 112 0 20 oC

GAGE t,:RL IKL NC AT StIEFACI, ft,

1,1NE14 S[ E p: g

f 77 °FLair 7

S i- .''..7,-('7, FROc.
REA 1 ADI NC 1 SRFACE , VELOCITY

(f0:) (ft) (ft) REFV/SEC (fps) REMARKS

1.257 .066 2.0 4.729 :1.025 q=.019 cfs/ft
P .65

1.257 .066 1.5 4.720 1.022 air*

1.257 .066 1.0 4.500 .980

1.257 .066 .5 4.047 .900

1.257 .066 .0 2.591 .640

1.257 .066 - .5 .7973 .340

1.257 .066 -1.0 2.599 .641 *

1.257 .066 -1.5 6.338 1.31

1.257 .066 -2.0 6.455 1.33

1.257 .066 -2.5 6.445 1.33

.1.257 .066 -3.0 6.440 1.33

1.257 .066 -3.0 6.375 3.31 q=.0153 cfs/ft
P. .

1.257 .066 -2.5 6.380 1.32 air .6

1.278 .045 -2.0 6.353 3.35

1.278 .045 -1.5 6.].90 3.29

1.278 .045 -1.0 2.191 .565

1.278 .045 - .5 .9868 .371

1.278 .045 .0 3.539 .81

1.2T8 .045 .5 4.400 .963

t.278 .045 1.0 4.719 1.02

1.278 .045 1.5 4.780 1.030

1.278 .045 2.0 4.857 1.047 _ _

1. 278 .045 2.0 5.006 1.075 q=.0096 cfs/ft

p . 531.278 .045 1.5 4.863 1.045 air I
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TEsT NO. 11 (continued) DATE

RUN RO. 10

q cfs/ft

MANI FOLD DIAME TE R in.

ORIFICE SPACING rn.

1112() 0c

CGAGE IIE'ADING AT SUJRFACE fr

LINE PRESSURE psig.
ta r °r

GAGE DISTANX1 I"RON

READ)NG SURFACE x VELOCITY
(ft) (_t) (ft) REV/SEC (fpm) REMARKS

1.278 .045 1.0 4.727 1.025

1.295 .028 .5 4.510 .982

1.295 .028 .0 3.992 .890

1.295 .028 - .5 3.225 .752

j1.295 .028 -1.0 2.582 .640

1.295 .028 -1.5 5.765 1.215

1.295 .028 -2.0 6.015 1.26

1.295 .028 -2.5 5.912 1.24

1.295 .028 -3.0 5.933 1.245

* in air bubbles

- J.27a



TEE1r N0., 12 DATE 17 April 1970

RUN No. I

MAN(},h. V IER i.'l~ 1 5 ,s,}'

q cf.;/-

M A N N F1 -! D 1 ) \ !I ,'! F ' 'A " u

OR IF :i':CV C t 1 2i.

t 1 ~19.oC

(;AC(.: ll:,,) ; IN yr St%!.,AcE 1.48 ft.

1A1NI: 1E ]l',•,C.Ip I 4 b

RIADIN G: SUIIYACE, All V ELOC I'JY

1.41 .067 .0033 .46

1.341 .136 .0033 .46

1.272 .205 .0033 .46

1.200 .277 .0025 .39

1.125 .352 .0025 .39

1.058 .419 .0025 .39

1.013 .464 .0017 .32

.945 .532 .0017 .32

.901 .576 .0017 .32

.541 .936 .0133 .91

.700 .777 .01.00 .79

.825 .652 .00417 .51

.982 .495 .0025 .39

- 12.,n -



TEST NO. 12 DATE 17 April 1970

SRUN NO. 2

MANOMETER WITH ]:5 SLOPE

q .07 cfs/ft

MANIFOLD DIAMETER I in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 ij.

t1120 19.6 0 C

GAGE READING AT SURFACE 1.48 ft.

LINE PRESSURE 2.38 psig...

tair 77 OF

GAGE DISTANCE FROM
READING SURFACE All VELOCITY
(ft) (ft) (ft) (fps) REMARKS

1.391 .086 .0033 .46

1.309 .168 .00583 .72

1.360 .117 .00583 .72

1.418 .059 .00583 .72

1.118 .359 .00583 .72

.865 .612 .00583 .72

.526 .951 .01333 .91

1.318 .159 .0092 .76

1.130 .347 .01417 .93

.995 .482 .00583 .72

1.377 .100 .00417 .51

.748 .729 .01417 .93

1.418 .059 .0008 .70

1.159 No Bubbles

1.157 .320 .00417 .51

1.371 .106 .0033 .46

1.330 .].47 .0033 .46

1.268 .209 .00583 .72

1.213 .264 .00583 .72

1.071 ......... 406 .00583 .72
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'1 IC'|' NO. 1 DATE 20 March 1970

Manometer with Slope 1:5

MAN IJ Ftl.I) ) I AMETEI I ,il.

OI, II'ICE. SPACING 1/2 in.

ti,20 19.5 0C

GAGI* READ ING AT SURFACi- 1".304 f t.

I,1N E GAG E q

IPRESSI1SRE ta ir R'A1)] NG cfs A H VELOCITY
(psig) (°F) (ft) ft- (ft) (fps) REMARKS

.61 72 1.276 .0124 .0167 1.01

1.06 72 1.266 .0247 .0233 1.20

1.74 72 1.262 .0362 .0267 1.29

2.65 72 1.249 .0468 .0400 1.59

3.81 73 1.245 .0568 .0434 1.46

5.16 73 1.238 .0658 .0550 1.85

6.79 73 1.229 .0737 .0583 i.91

9.92 73 1.214 .0790 .0617 1.97

11.66 73 1.200 .0813 .0667 2.06

14.09 73 1.200 .0866 .073.7 2.14

_ .3or). -



TEST NO. 1 DATE 21 March 1970

RUN NO. 2

MANOMETER WITH 1 :5 SLOPE

q .082 cfs/fL

MANIFOLD DIAMETER I in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

t1t20 19.5 0 C

GAGE READING AT SURFACE 1.3 0 4 ft.

LINE PRESSURE 8.64 psig.

tair 72 OF

GAGE DISTANCE FROM
READING SURFACE AlH VELOCITY

(ft) (ft) (ft) (fps) REMARKS

1.224 .08 .0667 2.06

1.180 .124 .0483 1.73

1.147 .157 .0317 1.40

1.130 .174 .0283 1.32

1.056 .248 .0233 1.20

1.100 .204 .0133 .91

1.200 .104 .0317 1.40

1.160 .144 .0233 1.20

1.120 .1.84 .0167 1.01

1.162 .142 .030 1.56

1.056 .248 .0250 1.24

1.088 .216 .0133 .91

1.161 .143 .0300 1.36

1.233 .071 .0667 2.06

1.200 .104 .0533 1.82

1.221 .083 .0650 2.03

.520 .784 .00333 .46

.608 .696 .00167 .32

.710 .594 .00167 .32

.785 .514 .00167 .32

.810 .494 .00167 .32

.910 .394 .00167 .32

.895 .409 .00167 .32
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'Tl.EST NO. I (continued) DATE

RUN NO. 2

,MANOM ET'I W I ill :5 I Sl,'1,!I

q cOfMft

MANI FOIl) DIAMEEI;'R in.

ORIF ICE SPAC ING;n.

GAGEI; READ ING AT SURFA:E ft.

LINE PRESSURE psig.

tair 0F

GAGE DIlSTIANCE. FROM

READING SURFACE All VELocITY
(ft) (ft) (f) (fps) REMARKS

1.018 .286 .00333 .45

1.057 .247 .00667 .65

1.086 .218 .01168 .86

- 132e-



irsr -3. ZI a Mt are 1970

NOMAM! MIR1E 1: SiM.

CISE Rk&U KAK M1iMFA 1-34 ft.

A.IX -MM1 wM VELOCITY

* -(I) (v) (ft) (fpt REFtZvjC-4

a .~835 '

-m.55- 00

-35 -417X

-M5 -06 -3

1 lASS..2C5 00505
-6013 -7

-2C 115 Mal8

-.C333 .-

1.305 95 5 -03$4 1 .5 5

IA"0 I~ IS ~ 1-77

r -3335



USI 2C. 1 PAE 21 Hatch 1970

air

CJIAX D IF in. -'

ZLFci _wltC!U_ in! n

1-34 04 i.nO -a I?-

1-54A4 .5&5 .0323 1.09

1-354. -043 2.22 .011? II;

1_3354 ."~3 - .005 -56

1-354, _O043 -75 JW71 1.- I

-13-a



TVEST 9. 1 DATE 21 March 1970)

HAMPMED VIM !:5 R 1 i

1124?C k9.VCI 12in

CACE ý,AD1UL AT SWAfCE 1.,4 ft.

LM PrESSURZE 9-4psg

Itair 73*

XMSINC 5WTACE m EL-OClyi
(i)(if) 0f 0) (fps) RUKAM~S

1.252 .145 .OIOS 1.57

1.315 AM4 -0367 1.51

138.048 -0317 1.40

1-349 .045 .01-03 1.06

1.349 ý.04 -0150 .96

1.349 -049 .0467 1-10

135



I ST no. I DAT.F 21 March 19701

S6

t• lAmmeter vith Slope 1:5

iin.

01FICE SPAC!, 112 in.

c•G&G READING AT STACE 1'.2ft .

LIXK •CAGE
rnF•S-UlP tair READINiG (cfs. Al VELO~iTY

(psig) (*F) (t) ft- (ft) (fps) REMARKS

.85 74 1.-41 .0187 .0233 1.20 "

1.53 75 1. 141 .0304 .0300 1.36

2.35 75 4.l,1 .0416 .0400 1.58

3.50 75 1.123 .0516 .0467 1.70

,.80 77 1.123 .0610 .0300 1.77

6.39 77 1.11Y2 .O9& .0533 1.91

6.06 77 1.112 .0770 .0617 1.95

10.05 77 1.1l0 .0840 .0633 2.00

11.97 77 1.089 .0852 .0650 2.03-

1.10 77 1.159 .0246 .0283 1.32

2.90 77 1.157 .0467 .0450 1.67

,.10 7" 1. 1&8 .0565 .0567 1.88

7.45 77 1.1-138 .0728 .0617 1.97

9.-45 77 1.112 .0797 .0667 2.06 ]

:1-

$-
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TEST ND. I VAT- 21 March 1970

MJNo. 7
Nw maeter dith Slope 1:5

- , •I1F•J) I)LMIET.'rF 1 in.

ORIFICE SPACING /12 in.

tli2 0 16.4 *C

CAC. RE0JIKC .T SURFACE 1.,- ft.

,LINE (-,WF q
PRESSURE tair RFADlXVC (cf(• All VELOCITY

(psis) ('F) (ft) t- (ft) (fps) .REARKS

1.16 74 1.35 .0294 1.45
.95 74 1.35 .0192 1.1z5

1.04 74 1.35 .0242 1.36

.1.41 75 1.35 .0475 1.66

1.95 15 1.35 .0705 1.82
2.80 75 1.35 .0915 1.94

3.52 74 1.35 .112 2.03

4.3-5 74 1.35 .131 1.98

5.30 74 1.35 .15 2.11

6.64 74 1.35 .165 2.24

8.20 75 1-35 .18 2.31
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TEST NO. 1 DATE 21 March 1970

IRU? tac. 8

Manomnster vith Slope 1:5

1A 1FOL DIANrT'R n

ORtIICE SPACIM 1/2 in.

LLH2 0 19.4 "C

GAGE READIW AT SURACE 1-4 ft.

LINE GAE q
PlRES SITR.E Lair KF ADI efs An VEWC1I
(psiE) ( 9 F) (ft) (t f t) (fps) KEKARKS

.9 1 7 4 1.3 . 01,92 1.29

1.00 74 1.3 .029 1.41

1.12 1.3 .0183 1.7
1.00 74 1.3 .0234 1.43

1.15 1.3 .035 1.57

"".34 74 1.3 .047 1.67

1.55 74 1.3 .058 1.77
1.80 7 4 1.3 .070 i.-85

2-10 74 1.3 .082 1.91

2.44 "14 1.3 .093 1.94

S2.75 
75 1.3 .105 1.98

3.10 77 1.3 .117 2.06

3.40 79 1.3 .128 2.11

3.90 81 1.3 .140 2.16

2:1

Ii-.
4

- ~- 1 a-



I Iv NO. 2 DATE 21 March 1970

RN aKo. 1

Kanoaeter with Slope L:5

WA1IFOLD DIAJETER 1 in.

ORIFICE SPACING 112 in.

tHZO 19.4 *C

C-PAJE RFADLW AT SURFACE 1.4 ft.

"LINE GA-F. q
lESSUJREE tair -ilJ !s &H VELOCITY
(psig) (*F-) (ft) ft (ft) (-fps) REKARKS

-50 74 1.35 .0192 i.11

.58 74 1.35 .0287 1.26

.70 74 1.35 .0383 1.41

.49 74 1.35 .0234 1.20

i .68 74 1.35 .0467 1.32

.84 74 1.35 .0583 1.48

I 1.C4 74 1.35 .0700 1.51

1.36 74 1.35 .0816 1.55

I 1.73 75- 1.35 .0933 1.55

1 3-a

3i

!

|_;

- 39
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TEST FO. 3 DATE '1 Narc-, 1970
RIJXUGN. I '

4 Manometer vith Slope 1:5 -

MANIFOLD DIAHETE. I in.

ORIFICE SPACING- 12 1/.2

tH20 19.4 " -

cACE READING J7 SURFACE 1.4 ft. .

LINE GAGE q _
PRESSURE Lair READING (cfs. am VELCITY

(psig) (') (ft) 0 t (ft) (fps) REMARKS

S.-

.86 75 1.35 .0096

.99 75 1.35 .0192 1.16

1.12 75 1.35 .0288 1.44

1.32 75 1.35 .03" 1.59 -

1.11 75 1.35 .0233 1.28

1.35 75 1.35 .0350 1.51

1.6i 75 1.35 .0466 1.73

1.97 75 1.35 .0583 1. 85

2.34 75 1.35 .0700 1.91

2.75 76 1.35 .0816 2.0

3.19 77 1.35 .0934 2.08

3.77 81 1.35 .1050 2.08

14i0a
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TEST NO. I DATE I April 1970

M~IR NO. 1IManometer with Slope 1:5

q .0653cfs/ft

WIIFOLD DIAMETER 2 in.

ORIFi•CE SPACING 1/2 in.

tH2 C 24.8"C

GACE REJADINC AT SURFACE - ft.

11HE FpESSUF1. 32.lpsig.

air

GAGE DISTAXCE FKft4
RDING SUF -ACE VELOCIY'
(ft) (ft) REV. MIN (fps) REVAR1:S

.2 118 1.65
.2 108 1.5i
.2 105 1.47

.4 67 .97

.4 54 .80

.4 58 .85

.6 48 .72

.6 52 .78

.6 61 .89

.8 46 .70

.2 111. 1.55

.2 127 1.77

.2 124 1.73-

.4 84 1.17

.4 58 .85

.4 67 .97

.6 61 .89

.6 51 .76

.6 50 .75

.6 40 .62

.6 42. .65

.8 35 .56

.8 32 .52

.8 49 .74

1.0 37 .58
1.0 21 .38
1.0 31 .51

- I)lla -
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TEST NO. 1 DATE
RUN. I 1 (continued)

q cfs/ft

INANIFOLD DIAMETER in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

tH2 0

GAGF READING AT SURFACE- ft.

-LINk. FiESSURE psig.
Stair OF

GAGE DISTANCE FROM
READING SUPFACE VELOCITY
(ft) (ft) REVYIN (fps) REHARKS

1.2 20 .36
1.2 13 .27
1.2 22 .39
1.2 13 .27

1.4 10 .23
1.4 6 .18
1.4 33 .53

1.6 10 .23-
1.6 17 .33
1.6 17 .33

1.8 22 .39
1.8 32 .52
1.8 10 .23
1,8 9 .22

2.0 14 .29
2.0 10 .23
2.0 9 .22

2.5 10 .23
2.5 8 .21
2.5 7 .20

2.0 13 ;27
2.0 9 .22
2.0 15 .30

1.8 19 .35
1.8 32 .52
1.8 17 .33

1.6 6 .18

1.6 30 .49

1.6 13 .27
-142a-



ITYST !vO * 1 ))A)'-.
(continued)

I1"U Na. I

q cfs/ft

MANIFOILD I-AMETER in.

ORIFICE S1ACING 1/2 in.

t112 0

GAGE READING AT SURFACE ft.

-LINE PRESSURE psig,

tair

GAGE DISTANCE FROi

READING SURFACE VELOCI FY
(It) (ft) REV/ Mll (fps) RE!lARKS

1.4 7 .20
1.4 14 .29
1.4 13 .27

1.2 14 .29
1.2 25 .43
1.2 14 .29

1.0 27 .46
1.0 14 .29

I 1.0 29 .48

.8 25 .43

.8 45 .70

.8 34 .55

.6 49 .74

.6 79 1.12

.6 55 .81

.4 71 1.02

.4 83 1.06

.4 100 1.40

.2 148 2.06

.2 130 1.81

.2 113 1.58
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T.S1 10. 1 DATE 2 April 1970

YI'! ti 2

Ott Met,.
A

" q ,198 cfn/ft

IHAIN).OJ.D I)IAh . (': 1 .

ORFV E S'C1,•G 1/7 ii.

2024
0 C

GAGE REINd)]RC X) SOJRFCE - ft.

LINE PRESSUP, 67 ps. -;

tair 68 °F

CAGE DISTANCE IRO.01H_
fREAD)ING SU REAGE VEIOCITY

(f t) (f t) REV/ MI14 (f ps) RE-MARKS t_

.2 144 2.0
.2 152 2.12
.2 171 2.38

.4 123 1.72

.4 102 1.42

.4 144 2.0

.6 102 1.42
.6 103 1.44
.6 82 1.15

.8 51 .76

.8 43 .66

.8 61 .89

1.0 45 .69
1.0 45 .69

1.0 52 .77

1.2 38 .60
1.2 23 .40
1.2 37 .58

1.4 9 .22
1.4 15 .30
1.4 24 .42

1.6 14 .29
1.6 15 .30
1.6 19 .35

1.8 18 .34
1.8 16 .32
1.8 18 .34
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TEST' 1•o, 1 (cmnttnued) I)A:E

RIN NO. 2

q cfs/ft

MAN IFOLD DIAMETER iP.

ORIFICE SPACING 1./2 1n.

ti12 0

GAGE READING AT SURFACE ft.

LINE PIRESSUJRE psig.

tair

GAGE DISTANCE FROM
READING SURFACE VULOCITY
(ft) (ft) REV/ MIN (fps) 1R.. JFKS -

2.5 11 .25
2.5 17 .33
2.5 30 .49

1.

I-.

I.m

- !45a -



TEST NO. 2 DATF 2 April 1970

RUN NO. 1

Ott Meter

q .198 cfa/ft

MANI FOL.D DIAMETER 2 in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

tH2 0 24 -C

GAGE READING AT SURFACE - ft.

LINE PRESSURE 7.35 psig.

*tair 76 OF

GAGE DISTANCE FROM
READING SURFACE x VELOCITY
(ft) (ft) (ft) REV/MIN (fps) REMARKS

.2 1.0 201 2.80

.2 1.0 207 2.88

.2 1.0 190 2.65

.2 2.0 181 2.52

.2 2.0 228 3.17

.2 2.0 209 2.91

.2 3.0 209 2.91

.2 3.0 218 3.05

.2 3.0 203 2.83

.2 4.0 189 2.63

.2 4.0 185 2.57

.2 4.0 184 2.56

.2 5.0 147 2.05

.2 5.0 158 2.20

.2 5.0 174 2.42
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TEST NO. 2 DATE 2 April 1970

RUN NO. 2

Ott Meter

q .0653 cfs/ft

MANIFOLD DIAMETER 2 in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

tit20 24.8 0C

CAGE READING AT SURFACE - ft.

LINE PRESSURE 2.92 psig.

tair 76 `F

GAGE DISTANCE FROM
READING SURFACE x VELOCITY

(ft) (ft) (ft) REV/MIN (fps) REMARKS

.2 5.0 113 1.58

.2 5.0 101 1.41

.2 5.0 101 1.41

.2 4.0 120 1.67

.2 4.0 117 1.64

.2 4.0 115 1.60

.2 3.0 138 1.92
.2 3.0 135 1.88
.2 3.0 147 2.05

.2 2.0 154 2.14
.2 2.0 160 2.23
.2 2.0 137 1.91

.2 1.0 172 2.40

.2 1.0 173 2.43.

.2 1.0 162 2.26
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IM~ We. 3 M15 awrl 19170

Mtt Seter

*eIlFIfCE SFrAiC.; 112 in .

t:120 Z .t C

CAIIL ffEAMD1 AT -%R'CE f.

L• a air q -
PIPSSME MAW=1 efs Vr~Z

j~i~ (C) (f) ft LYISDx ULM ________

8.- . .. 8 167s
S.! 4 - .24 252.65

8.1 84 . .248 173 2.4!
3.! 84 .-. 4 19! 2.47

6.95 9 .2_3 163 2.27
6.95 92 .W23 167 2.33
4- .,5 9" . 2 .?Z?-. 1 . 8 2

.8 -2 . 15 3Z L2.

.5 - . .-1965 5 2.19
5.3 AM U2.•5I- 2.31

S4.5i. 9-2 " .1733 11" l.Se .•

1 4.55 -9 . .1,73-5 1219 1-80l
4.55 .2 AM ;39 1.9;

-3.8 99 .2 .2489 103 I..Z
3.8 99 .2 .1489 !-23 1.72
3.8 9. 2 .148M Di 1.55

3.25 96 .2 .1-14 104 1.45
3.25 96 .2 .124 so ;-13
3.25 96 .- .124 95 1.33

2.68 93 .z .099 100 140-

2.68 93 .2 .099 96 1.34
2.68 93 .2- .099 98 1.37

2.40 93 .2 .G744 66 1.2
2.40 93 .2 ,074,4 7F 1.37
2.40 93 .2 .0144 80 1.13

2.2 91 " .04-96 76 -
2.2 91 .2 .0496 6 - .95
2.2 91 .2 i•496 79- 1.H1
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U~r W. 4 UTE J Apri 1 972

Ott meter

e f s/ft:

1F0.DV DIA'KflZ in

Gzjf=ý ITILC;Ab 112 ip.

CAC-M APR J T marescy- [ft.

LIEFXSU= 3-65psit.

-(f) - ETINN (fL) MELM

-ls 1150

-2 15 1.60

.4 so 1--13
-4 9.5 ~I109 i.52

$ 3 .79

-6 71 1.10

.4 74 1.06

.8 47.61

1.0 Id 97
1.0 40 62

*1.0 46 .7e
1.0 54 .8(1

1.2 44 .67
1. - 44 .67

1.2 46 .70

1-4 34 .54
1-4 29 .49
1.4 41 .64

-1.6 23 .40
-. 6 19 .33
1.6 2W5 .43

2.0 12 --16
2.0 1 f .31
2.0 18 .34

* - 140 a-



Z4y7 4trd .qh I
t~i20

tair FI

CAGE IILuAkC viIb

2.5 8.21-j
2.5 10 .24
2.5- 17 .33 ±-
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TES -* N. DATE 4 April 1970
IWK? .1. 2

Ott Hater

q .198 efslft

MNIPOL) DIAMETR 2 in.

oIUFICE sPACIIc 1/2 •n.
tc20 22'C

CAGE READING AT SUR]FACE - ft.

LIKE PRESSURE 6.95 psig.
tall 81 oF

CAGE DISTANCE FFi),

READING SMRACE VMO0C1Tf
(ft) (ft) REVI WI (fpn) RF-vA6M

.20 2J5 2.85

.20 220 3.06

.20 218 3.03

.40 189 2.63

.40 163 2.27

.40 179 2.49

.60 156 2.17

.60 135 1.88

.60 156 2.17

.80 109 1.52
.80 126 1.76
.80 129 1.80

1.0 86 1.20
1.0 96 1.34
1.0 96 1.34

1.2 75 1.07
1.2 76 1.08
1.2 78 1.10

1.4 69 1.00
1.4 52 .78
1.4 41 .6

1.6 32 .52
1.6 43 .66
1.6 45 .69

2.0 26 .44
2.0 21 .38
2.0 28 .47
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(continued) iATE
0 N•. haý. 2

q cfs/ft

I•RI bL9 IA::.T•• in.

ORIFICE SPAC;IH 112 .in.

tHZO

GAG' RFIING AT SURFACE ft.

LIKE PRESS•IKE ps iV.

tar *F

- GAGE DISTANCE ":O2-!
-READINIG SUIRFACE VELOCITY

(ft) (ft) REV/N o (fps) RP~EARXS

"2.5 19 .35
2.5 22 .39
2.5 25- .43
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TEST No. 5 DATE 5 April 1970
., RUN• No. 1

Ott Meter

q .065 cfs/ft

MANIFOLD DIATER 2 in.

ORIFICE SPACING 112 in.

tH2 0 21.2 *C

GAGE READING AT SURFACE ft.

LINF PRESSURE 4.2 psig.

tair 78 OF

GAGE DISTANCE FROM
RENDING SURFACE x VELOCITY

(ft) (t) (ft) REVMU_ (fps) REMARKS

.2 1.0 128 1.73

.2 1.0 112 1.56

.2 1.0 107 1.50

.2 2.0 164 2.28
.2 2.0 151 2.10
.2 2.0 168 2.34

T .2 3.0 160 2.23
.2 3.0 145 2.02
.2 3.0 155 2.16

.2 4.0 162 2.26
.2 4.0 158 2.20
.2 4.0 165 2.30

.2 4.5 104 1.45

.2 4.5 103 1.44
•.2 4.5 110 1.54
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TErST NO. 5 DATE 5 April 1970

RUN NO. 2

Ott Meter

q .1982 crs/ft

K'iIFOLD PI.IA!muE! 2 in.

ORIFICE Sg1'rAIG 1/2 in.

21.2 c C

GAGE RE•ADING AT SURFACE - ft.

LINE PRESSURE 7.25 Psig.

tair 83 OF
air

GAGE DISTANCE FRO"'
READING SURFACE x VELOCITY
(ft) (ft) (ft) REVft4IN (fps) REMARKS [

.2 1.0 143 1.99

.2 1.0 140 1.95

.2 1.0 146 2.03

.2 2.0 216 3.01

.2 2.0 218 3.13

.2 2-.0 200 2.78

.2 3.0 219 3.05
.2 3.0 225 3.13 _
i 3.0 221 3.08

.2 4.0 Z-33 3.20

.2 4.0 223 3.50

.2 4.0 231 3.22

.2 5.0 208 2.90

.2 5.0 228 3.17

.2 5.0 206 2.87

1-

I
IF
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TEST NIO. 6 DATE 4 April 1970
RUN NO. 1

Ott Meter

MANIYOLD DIAMETER 2 in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 i-.

22 Octi12022"

CAGE READING AT SURFACE ft.

LINE GAGE q
PRESSURE tair READING cfs. VELOCITY

(psig) (OF) (ft) (ft RE//MIN (fps) REMARKS

8.4 95 .2 .248 215 2.99
-.8.4 95 .2 .248 22? 3.16
8.4 95 .2 .248 208 2.90

7.35 98 .2 .223 208 2.90
7.35 98 .2 .223 200 2.78

7.35 98 .2 .223 210 2.92

6.3 99 .2 .1985 204 2.84

6.3 99 .2 .1985 201 2.60

6.3 99 .2 .1985 199 2.7?

5.4 98 .2 .1735. 177 2.46
5.4 98 .2 .1735 201 2.80
5.4 98 .2 .1735 182 2.54

4.9 96 .2 .1489 178 2.48
4.9 96 .2 .1489 172 2.39

4.9 96 .2 .i489 173 2.41

4.4 95 .2 .124 152 2.12
4.4 95 .2 .- 24 166 2.31
4.4 95 .2 i24 164 2.29

3.9 92 .2 .A99 134 1.87
3.9 92 .2 .("99 146 2.03
3.9 92 .2 .099 131 1.82

3.75 91 ..2 .0744 138 1.92
3.75 91 . ..0744 140 1.95
3.75 91 .2 .0744 141 1.96

3.5 88 .2 .04-46 109 1.52
3.5 88 .2 .r,496 96 1.34
3.5 88 .2 .n,96 105 1.46
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TEST NO. 7 DATE 18 April 1970

RUN NO. 1

# Ott Current Meter

q - cfs/ft

MANIFOLD DIAMETE-R 2 in.

ORIFICE SPACING 112 il.

tH20 19.6*C

GAGE READING AT SURFACE 4.10 ft.

LINE PRESSURE - psig.

tair

GAFGE DISTANCEI FROM
READ iNG SURFACE VELOCITY
(ft) (ft) REV/SEC (fps) REMARKS-

4.01 .09 2.32 1.95

4.01 .09 2.26 1.891

.49 2.29 1.9]

3.61 .49 2.26 1.89

2.98 1.12 2.18 1.82

2.98 1.12 2.19 7.83

2.64 1.46 2.18 1.82

2.64 1.46 2.19 1.83

2.24 1.86 2.13 1.78

-.24 1.86 2,18 1.82 i

2.24 1.86 2.14 1.79

1.73 2.37 2.16 1.80

1./3 2.37 2.12 1.77
1.02 3.08 2.16 1.80

1.02 3.08 2.16 1.80

.62 3.48 2.16 1.80

.62 3.48 2.19 1.83

.20 3.90 2.16 1.80

.20 3.90 2.1.7 1.81

.03 4.07 2.16 1.80

.03 4.07 2.14 1.79

.39 4.49 1.99 1.66

.39 4.49 2.06 1.72

1/',', I .956
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TEST NO. 7 (continued) DAYI

RUN NO.

q cfs/ft

MANIFOLD DIAMETER in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

t 2-o

OAGE READING A'T SURFACE ft.

LINE PRESSURE psipg.

tair OF

CAGE DISTANCE FRON
READING SURFACE VELOCITY
(ft) (f t) REV/SEC (fps) REMARKS

.75 4.85 2.06 1.72

.75 4.85 2.01 1.68

S157a
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TEST NO. 7 DATE 18 April 1970

};Ufl NC). 2

Ott Current Meter

q - .f,/f t

MAN IFOLD OLT) A2 .1.

ORIrICE: SPACING 1/2 ir,.!

19.6%C

GAGE REAI) N1C AT StIluFACE. 4.10 ft.

LINE PRESSURE - ps:ig, x

tair

CACEI DISTAINCE, FROM

'READING SURFACE, VELOCITY
(t) (ft) REV/SEC (fps) REMARKS

.60 -4.70 2.03 1.7

* .60 4.70 2.06 1.72

.20 4.30 2.05 1.71

S.20 4.30 2.09 1.75

.10 4.00 2.19 1.83

.10 4.00 2.14 1.79

.42 3.68 2.19 1.83

.42 3.68 2.19 1.83

.80 3.30 2.13 1.78

.80 3.30 2.16 1.81

1.35 2.75 2.09 1.75

1.35 2.75 2.08 1.74t• 1.35 2.75 2.109 .5

1.35 2.75 2.10 1.76

2.01 2.09 2.14 1.79

2.01 2.09 2.16 1. 81

2.52 1.58 2.21 1.85

2.52 1.58 2.16 1.81

2.80 1.30 2.17 1.82

2.80 1.30 2.20 1.84

3.30 .80 2.32 1.94

3.30 .80 2.26 1.89

3.70 .40 2.29 1.91

"3.70 .40 2.31 1.93

3.84 .26 2.31 1.93
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TEST NO'. 7 (6ontinued) DATE

RUN NO, 2

q cfs/ft

MANIFOLD I)IAMETER in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

t1' 20

CAGE READING AT SURFACE ft.

LINE PRESSURE psig.

tair- "F

GAGE DISTANCE FROM
READING SURFACE VELOCITY

(ft) (ft) REV/SEC (fps) YE14ARKS

3.84 .26 2.33 1.95

4.00 .10 2.30 1.92

4.00 .10 2.32 1.94
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TEST NO. DATE 15 April 1970 -k

RUN it). 3
Ott Current Meter

q - cfs/ft

.lMi9OIF) DIAMETER in.

OR!FICE SPACM; in.

19.6 Oc

GAGE READIj:G IT SUfACE 2.43 ft.

LINE PRESSU1E - psig.

tair OF

GAG.E DISANIC F ROM DISTANCE

RFADING S.R,\CE OFP CL VELOCITY
(ft) (It) (ft) REVISEC (fps) REMARKS

2.35 .08 .52 1.91 1.60 Starting at
soutii side

2.32 .11 .62 1.90 1.59

2.32 .11 .52 2.00 1.67

2.32- .11 .52 2.06 1.72

2.32 .J1 .43 2.22 1.86

2.32 .11 .43 2.14 1.79

2.32 .11 .45 2.17 1.82

2.32 .11 .45 2.23 1.87

2.32 .11 .35 2.33 1.95

2.32 .11 .35 2.30 1.92

2.32 .11 .15 2.30 1.92

2.32 .11 .15 2.34 1.96

2.32 .11 .05 2.33 1.95

2.32 .11 .05 2.26 1.89

2.32 .11 .0 2.32 1.94

2.32 .11 .0 2.36 1.97

2.32 .1i .10 2.31 1.93

2.32 .11 .10 2.26 1.89

2.32 .11 .20 2.28 1.91

2.32 .11 .20 2.30 1.92

2.32 .Al .30 2.23 1.87

2.32 .11 .30 2.27 1.90

2.32 .11 .40 2.06 1.72
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TEsT mc. 7 DATE
ittr, No. 3 l(contmnued)

q cfs/f.

MANIFOLD DIA.XFeTrR in.

ORIFICE SPACIKG in.

tH20 *C

GAGE READING AT SURFAE ft.

LINE PRFSSURE prig.

tair F

GAGE DISTANCE FROM, DISTANCE
READING SURFACE OFF CL VELOCITY
(ft) (ft) (ft) REV/SEC (fps) REMARKS

2.32 .11 .40 2.09 1.75

2.32 .11 .50 2.00 1.67

2.32 .11 .50 2.00 1.67

2.32 .11 .60 1.83 1.53

2.32 .11 .60 1.87 1.57

11
i

i i - i61a -



TE;'.T NO. 8 Dt.[E 21 April 1970

R1U• KO. 1

Ott Meter

MAN;IFOLD D1IATEER 2 it,.

ORIFICE SPACING Y/2 in.,
* t2 19.6 °C

GAGE READING AT SURFACE 2.30 ft.

LINE GAGE q
PRESSURE tail READING cfs V Fl.OCITY
(rsig) (OF) (ft) ft. REV/SEC (fps) REMARKS

3.25 81 2.22 .0436 2.18 1.83

3.25 81 2.22 .0436 2.10 1.76

3.63 81 2.22 .0653 2.56 2.15

3.63 81 2.22 .0653 2.56 2.15

4.21 81 2.22 .0871 2.83 2.37

4.21 81 2.22 .0871 2.83 2.37

4.72 81 2.22 .109 3.06 2.56

4.72 81 2.22 .109 3.12 2,61

5.45 81 2.22 .131 3.48 2.91

5.45 81 2.22 .131 3.34 2.79

6.25 81 2.22 .152 3.66 3ý06

6.25 81 2.22 .152 3.67 3.07

7.28 82 2.22 .174 3.82 3.19

7.28 82 2.22 .174 3.71 3.10

8.25 83 2.22 .196 3.91 3.27

8.25 83 2.22 .196 3.93 3.29

9.43 84 2.22 .218 3.86 3.23

9.43 84 2.22 .218 3.86 3.23

10.67 83 2.22 .240 4.03 3.37

10.67 83 2.22 .240 3.94 3.29

12.08 83 2.22 .261 4.09 3.42

12.08 83 2.22 .261 4.15 3.47

13.45 83 2.22 .283 L.23 3.54

13.45 83 2.22 .283 4.19 3.50

15.13 85 2.24 .305 4.40 3.68

15.13 85 2.24 .305 4.51 3.77

16.90 87 2.24 .327 4.34 3.63
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TEST NO. 8  DATE
SRUN NO. 1 (continued)

MANIFOLD DIAMETER in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in,,

0Ct4t20 °

GAGE READING AT SURFACE ft.

LINE GAGE q
FRESSURE tair READING cfs VELOCITY

(psig) (0 F) (ft) f-- REV/SEC (fps) REMARKS

16.90 87 2.24 .327 4.50 3.76

16.90 87 2.24 .327 4.36 3.64

18.74 88 2.24 .348 4.43 3.70

18.74 88 2.24 .348 4.59 3.83

18.74 88 2.24 .348 4.34 3.63

20.40 90 2.24 .370 4.57 3.82

20.40 90 2.24 .370 4.60 3.84

20.40 90 2.24 .370 4.60 3.84

22.00 92 2.24 .392 4.74 3.96

22.00 92 2.24 .392 4.75 3.97

23.80 91 2.24 .414 4.83 4.03

23.80 91 2.24 .414 4.98 4.16

25.20 92 2.24 .436 4.80 4.01

25.20 92 2.13 .436 4.82 4.03

23.80 92 2.15 .413 4.47 3.74

23.80 92 2.15 .413 4.62 3.86

29.80 93 2.21 .496 4.99 4.17

29.80 93 2.21 .496 4.60 3.84
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TEST NO. 9 DATE 23 April 1970

RUN NO. 1

Ott Meter

q - cfs/ft

MANIFOLD DIAMETER 2 in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

19.6*C

GAGE READING AT SURFACE 4.26 ft.

LINE PRESSURE - psig.

tair - OF

GAGE DISTANCE FROM
READING SURFACE VELOCITY
(ft) (ft) REV/SEC (fps) REM4ARKS

4.13 .13 2.15 1.80

4.13 .13 1.96 1.64

4.03 .23 2.19 1.83

4.03 .23 2.09 1.75

3.93 .33 2.12 1.77

3.93 .33 2.05 1.72

3.84 .42 2.53 2.11

3.84 .42 2.18 1.82

3.70 .56 2.09 1.75

3.70 .56 2.10 1.76

3.48 .7b 2.26 1.89

3.48 .78 2.21 1.85

3.24 1.02 2.39 1.99

3.24 1.02 2.27 1.90

3.07 1.19 2.10 1.76

3.07 1.19 2.53 2.11

3.07 1.19 2.10 1.76

2.89 1.37 2.1.0 1.76

2.89 1.37 2.03 1.70

2.71 1.55 2.16 1.80

2.71 1.55 2.04 1.70

2.56 1.70 2.31 1.70

2.56 1.70 2.31 1.70
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" -T rO. 9 (continued) DJATE

RUN NO. 1

i cfs/ft

ANIFOLD D)IAl.1ETER in,

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

tl 120

GAGE READING AT SURFACE ft.

LINE PRESSURE psig.

tair 'F

GAGE DISTANCE FROM
READ ING SURFACE VELOCITY

(.r) (ft) REVSE-C. (fp) RELIARKS

2.43 1.83 2.09 1.75

2.43 1.83 2..06 1.72

2.26 2.00 2.12 1.78

2.26 2.00 2.11 1.76

2.04 2.22 2.08 1.70

2.04 2.22 2.09 1.75

1.81 2.45 2.09 1.75

1.8] 2.45 2.08 1.74

1.60 2.66 1.98 1.66

1.60 2.66 2.03 1.70

1.36 2.90 1.92 1.61
1.36 2.90 1.88 1.50

1.14 3.12 1.89 1.58

1.14 3.12 1.95 1.64

1.00 3.26 1.92 1.61

1.00 3.26 1.90 1.60

.85 3.41 1.99 1.66

.85 3.41 1.97 1.65

.71 3.55 1.96 1.64

.71 3.55 1.97 1.65

.49 3.77 1.99 1.66

.49 3.77 2.00 1.67

.25 4.01 1.99 1.66

.25 4.01 2.03 1.70

.12 4.14 2.02 1.70
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,)"I, K. 9°,THRhUN NO. 9 (continued) DATE
RIUN NO. 1

q cfs/ft

•AN IFOLD ,DIA.lETER in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

"ti120

GAGE READING AT SUIFACE ft.

LINE H'I'llIS SURE psig.

tair *F

I GAGE DISTANCE FROM
I READINlG SURFACE VELOCITY

(ft) (ft) REV/SEC (fps) REMARKS

.12 /,.14 2.03 1.70

.04 4.22 1.96 1.64

.04 4.22 2.01 1.68

.04 4.22 2.03 1.70
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TEST NO. 9 DATE 24 April 1970

RUN NO. 2

Ott Current Meter

q .218 cfs/ft

MANIFOLD I)IAMETER 2 in.

ORIFICE' SPACING 1/2 in.

20 0 C

GAGE READING AT SURFACE 4.21 ft.

LINE PRESSURE 9.15psifg.

tair 80 OF

GAGE DISTANCE FROM
READING BOTTOM VELOCITY

(ft) (ft) REV/SEC (fps) REMARKS

4.13 7.62 0 0 Ott Current
Meter No. 18130

4.13 7.62 .735 .66

4.13 7.62 .756 .68

4.02 7.51 .69 .63

4.02 7.51 .66 .59

3.78 7.27 .467 .46

3.78 7.27 .482 .46

3.56 7.05 0 0

4.11 7.60 1.57 1.31

4.11 7.60 1.29 1.10

3.99 7.48 1.265 1.06

3.99 7.48 1.29 1.09

3.85 7.33 .835 .75

3.85 7.33 .73 .66

3.85 7.33 .905 .80

3.73 7.22 .332 .36

3.73 7.22 .386 .40

3.37 6.86 0 0

4.05 7.54 2.08 1.74

4.05 7.54 1.89 1.59

3.17 7.63 1.56 1.56 New surfzace Rdg. 3.24
Now using Curley Meter

3.17 7.63 1.37 1.37 Ser. No. 660526

3.05 7.51 .985 1985 Would be in a.ir bunble-,
if moved fartWh.

3.05 7.51 1.03 1.03

2.59 7.05 0 -

- ih7~t.



TEJ, NO. 9 I)ATh

lRUN NO. 3

* Gurley Meter

q ,436 cfs/ft.

MAN1JO, DT I) .IMETEiR 2 in .

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

tl20 22 0 C

GAGE RE';ADING AT SURFACE 3.26 ft.

LINE PRES SUtRE psig.

tair 9

GAGE DISTANCE FROMI
LE EAD ING ROTTOM VELOCITY

(ft) (ft) IIEV/sEC (fps) REMARKS

3.21 -7.65 1.6 1.6

3.21 7.65 1.57 1.57

3.08 7.52 1.47 1.47

3.08 7.52 i.43 1.43

2.44 6.88 .8 .8

2.44 6.88 .87 .87

2.34 6.78 - -

3.22 7.66 1.88 1.88

3.22 7.66 1.78 1.78

2.91 7.35 1.42 1.42

2.91 7.35 1.33 1.33

2.67 7.11 1.1 1.1

2.67 7.11 .97 .97

2.67 7.11 1.02 1.02

2.44 6.88 .85 .85

2.44 6.88 .83 .83

2.04 6.48 .62 .62

2.04 6.48 .53 .53

2.04 6.48 .57 .57

1.94 6.38 - -

3.12 7.56 1.9 1.9

3.12 7.56 1.83 1.83

2.88 7.32 1.35 1.35

2.88 7.32 1.27 1.27
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T EST VO. 9 DATH
. 0 (continued)

RUN No. 3

q cfs;/ft

MANIFOLD DIAMETE, in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

tll2 0

GAGE RE'ADING AT SURFACE ft.

LINE PRESSUliU psi.g.

tair

GAGE DISTANCE FRO-fe
READING BOTTOM VELOCITY

(ft) (ft) REV/SEC (fps) REM..ARKS

2.88 7.32 1.37 1.37

2.57 7.01 .80 .80

2.57 7.01 .87 .87

2.32 6.76 .60 .60

2.32 6.76 .67 .67

2.12 6.56 .53 .53

2.12 6.56 .53 .53

2.00 6.44 -

3.11 7.55 2.07 2.07

3.11 7.55 2.16 2.16

3.11 7.55 2.10 2.10

2.89 7.33 1.33 1.33

2.89 7.33 1.23 1.23

2.89 7.33 1.37 1.37

2.63 7.07 .93 .93

2.63 7.07 .83 .83

2;63 7.07 .87 .87

2.34 6.78 .75 .75

2.34 6.78 .73 .73

2.12 6.56 .70 .70

2.12 6.56 .71 .71

A 1.88 6.32 - -

3.08 7.52 2.25 2.25

3.08 7.52 2.14 2.14

3.08 7.52 2.20 2.20
- 169a-
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T-,r Ko. 9 (continued) DATE

RU:N NO. 3

q of sift

MLANIFOLD D)1I.,MTi:.R i,.

ORIFICE SPACING 312 in.

"L120

GAGE R~EADINIG AT SUR-FACNE ft

LINE PRESSURE psig.

tair

CAGE DISTANCE FROM I
READING BOTTOm VELOCITY

(ft) (fL) REV/SEC (fps) REA-RKS
2

2.86 7.30 1.50 1.50
2 .86 7 .30 1.50 1.50

2.58 7.04 1.00 1.00

2.58 7.04 .97 -. 97

2.22 (.66 .78 .78

2.22 6.66 .73 .73

2.22 6.66 .80 .80

2.00 6.44 - -
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TEST NO. 9 DATE 27 April 1970

RUN NO. 4

q .218 cfs/ft

•ANIUOLD DIA!IETE 2 in.

t"l2 0 22C

CAGE READING AT SURFACE 3.34 ft.

LINE PRESSURE 9.25 psig.

tair 81 "*F

GAGE DISTANCE FROM
READING SURFACE VELOCITY
(ft) (ft) REV/SEC (fps) _REMARKS

3.18 .16 2.73 2.73

3.18 .16 2.8. 2.80

2.89 .45 2.08 2.08

2.89 .45 2.06 2.06

2.47 .87 .95 .95

2.47 .87 .93 .93

2.17 1.17 0 0

- 171a -
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TEST NO, 9 i)ATE 23 Feb. 1970

RUN No. 5

Ott Meter

q .436 cf.;fr
MAN1.Fu,1,D 1 ] A.'.rE'I1 2 ji,.

ORIFICE SI'AC(NG J/2 5in.

ti120 20 0 C

GAGE READING AT SURFACE 3.34 ft.

LINE PRESSURE 25.25psig.

tair 93

GAGE DISTANCE FROM
READING SURFACE VELOCITY

(ft) (ft) REV/SEC (fps) RE, I-A(KS

3.26 .08 3.78 3.78

3.26 .08 3.67 3.67

2.62 .72 1.77 1.77

2.62 .72 1.80 1.-80

2.39 .95 1.15 1.15

2.39 .95 1.iO 1.10

3.02 .42 2.81 2.81

3.02 .42 2.93 2.93

2.07 1.27 0 3
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APPENDIX IV

Table of Tests Performed

Water Orifice Manif.
Flume Test Run Test Depth Size Depth SG Remarks
Width No. Noi. Type T d H Oil

2.0' 5 1 Stag 2.0' 1/16" 23 1/4" 0.89 Determine of h at failur
I 2 II I ,I II II II

83 8, 3 nI II ,1 li II II ii

II.
8I II 5• nt II II II II I, II
to It 3 11 it 11 i1
1 n 4 1 I ,I ,1 II II II

II5 t

2.0' 6 1 Stag 2.0' 1/16" 12" 0.85 Determine h at failure
II 2 It 31

Is If 3 II It II II II 1

II I4 II If II I li II il4 It

11 11 It 11 I, 11 11 , If l,"5 1

2.0' 8 1 Stag 2.0' 1/16" 12" 0.89 Determine h at failure

" "2 "' ' "' " ,,,,

2.0' 9 1 Waves 2.0' 1/16" 12" 0.89 Non-critical case

" "2 " " "' " ,,

if 11 4 It 11 111 1 11

2.01 13 1 Waves 2.0' 1/16" 12" 0.89 Waves from crit. dir.ti

1- 113 -1

2It
" "3 " "",

Ill-inch 11 1 Current 7.7' 1/16" 75 0.85 Check linear superpositi

-173a-



TEST NO. 5 DATE March 14, 1970

RUN NO. 1

MANIFOLI) DIAMETER 1 in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

t4l20 19.6 OC C

GAGE READING AT SURFACE ft.

Urnax h
(fps) (ft) /h (i -SG,) ca REMARKS

1.23 .1 .594 2.07

1.23 .142 .709 1.73

1.23 .208 .856 1.43

1.23 .3 1.03 1.2

1.23 .35 1.11 1.11

1.23 .466 1.28 .96

1.23 .525 1.36 .9

- 174a -



TEST NO. 5 DATE March 15, 1970

RJN NO. 2

MANIFOLD DIAMETER 1 in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

t120 19.6 OC

GAGE READING AT SURFACE ft.

Umax h

(fps) (ft) a$h (- SGo) a REMARKS

.96 .102 .589 1.63

.96 .125 .651 1.47

.96 .157 .725 1.32

.96 .176 .772 1.24

.96 .205 .834 1.15

.96 .231 .885 1.08

.96 .262 .94 1.02

- 175a -



STEST NO. 5 DATE March 17, 1970

RUN NO. 3

MANIFOLD DIAMETER 1 in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

t 112 0 19.6 0C

GAGE READING AT SURFACE ft.

Uipax h
(fps) (ft) /gh (I - SGQ)) a REMARKS

1.55 .194 .81 1.92

1.55 .236 .894 1.74

1.55 .314 1.03 1.51

1.55 .386 1.146 1.35

1.55 .391 1.152 1.34 Near failure thru

1.55 .498 1.3 1.19 " it

1.55 .557 1.4 1.1 Loss over

- 176a -
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TEST NO. 5 DATE March 17.1970

RUN NO. 4

MANIFOLD DIAMETER 1 in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

tH2 0 19.6 °

GAGE READING AT SURFACE ft.

Umnax h
(s) (ft) .( -a REMARKS

1.99 .292 .99 2.0

1.99 .353 1.09 1.83

1.99 .421 1.i9 1.67 Some thru losses

1.99 .746 1.37 1.45 Large thru losses

1.99 .782 1.44 1.38 "

- 177a -



TEST NO. 5 DATE March 19, 1970

RUN NO.

MANIFOLD DIAMETER 1 in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

t}120 1 9 . 6  0C

GAGE READING AT SURFACE ft.

Umax h
(fps) (ft) h (1- SGI) REMARKS

1.41 .037 .36 3.92

1.41 .079 .52 2.71

1.41 .148 .71 1.98

1.41 .21 .85 1.66

1.41 .258 .94 1.5

1.41 .397 1.16 1.22

1.41 .419 1.19 1.18

1.41 .485 1.28 1.1

1.41 .609 1.4V .98

- 178a -



TEST NO. 6 DATE March 20, 1970

RUN NO. 1

MANYFOLD DIAMETER 1 in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

t112 0 19.6 0C

GAGE READING AT SURFACE ft.

Umax h

(fps) (ft) i~h(I-G) a REMARKS

1.18 .087 .637 1,85

1.18 .111 .72 1.64

1.18 .132 .79 1.5

1.18 .166 .88 1.34

1.18 .202 .97 1.22

3.18 .24 1.06 1.12

1.18 .286 1.16 1.02

1.18 .341 1.26 .94 Large failure thru

1.18 .374 1.32 .9 " "
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TilEST NO. 6 DATE March 21, 1970

RUN NO. 2

MANIFOLD) )I)IEMT1R 1 i..

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in. ii
19.6 C1c

GAGE RjEADING AT SURFACE ft.

Ureax h

(fps) (ft)_ agh (1-SG" .pM,:'

1.07 .03 .38 2.8 h
1.07 .066 .56 1.92 1

1.07 .091 .66 1.62

1.07 .11 .72 1.48

1.07 .138 .81 1.32

1.07 .172 .9 1.19

1.07 .204 .98 1.09

1.07 .249 1.07 1.0

1.07 .263 1.11 .96

1.07 .277 1.14 .94

1.07 .273 1.13 .95

1.07 .279 1.14 .94

1.07 .289 1.16 .92

- 180a -



TEST NO. 6 DATE March 21, 1970
RUN NO. 3

H~AF,1.-*f1,O1.1 - J) AMLTI'[fx in.

ORiFiCE SPAC4NG 1/2 in.

t'120 19.6 ,

GA(GE RFA')ING AT- S"LTIAC .:t.

Umax h(fp) (f t) R__A1_K

.75 .021 .3067

.75 .037 .4147

.75 .047 .4687

4.75 .066 .5551

.75 .087 .6372

.75 .126 .7668

.75 .162 .8705

.75 .214 1.0

I1 8
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it. •.. 6 1PATE March 24, 1970

4S J. II"I , :,4 C . t 1i) " .t

Oc-
AT.

sc

1.44 .074 .5875

1.44 .106 .702

.14 .81

.". .194 .9526

1.44 .215 1.0022

3.44 .247 1.0735

1. 44 .294 1.1707

1.44 .338 1.2571

1.44 .377 1.3262

1.44 .403 1.3716

1I8-

-•-1
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TEST NO. 6 D)ATE iMarch 24, 1970

'IRUN NO. 5I
LANi jFoil) I', .YWTER 1 in.

IORIHFICE SPACIHIG 1/2 in.

L112 0 19.6 *C

GAGE RiEADNIiG AT SURFACE t.

A(f ps) (f) /b(I -G7~ a~

1.35 .078 .6084

] 1.35 .143 .8165

1.35 .167 .8834

11.35 .221 1.01714

1.35 .255 1.0908

1.35 .297 1.1772

: 1.35 .34 1.2593

I 1.35 .358 1.2911

I
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*f~j~*'b..%TE 2 April 1970

a * C

1.43 1115 .652

1.43 .156 .76

1.43 .211 .885

1. 4 3 .294 1.05j

1.443 .364 1.16

1.43 .364 i. 16

1.43 .16 1-2



TLET no. 8 ;ATE 2 April 1970

RIIN NO. 2

MANI 1FOLD !D ],•EIL n1" 1 -

ORr'ICK SFACING 1/2 in.

t-ilyt 19.4 *C

GAGE. rFAIDING AT SUKFACE ft.

G pss; (ft) -•h - ) 0- - ,RV , S

.94 .080 .545

.94 .139 .713

.94 .171 .796

.94 .224 .916

.94 .265 .990

- g:



•l'rih, .:Do. 2 April 1970

O!JI O:' Nt; . .3 I:, /t. i•

t H20 19.4 "C

GAGL AT SUN.'SI.wA:'. f t.

-,•p __ ___(f ) F/ P R" -. -,

1.26 .098 .602

1.26 .175 .805

1.26 .199 .857

1.26 .231 .925

1.26 .283 1.025

1.26 .332 1.11

Ya:

I

|I __

- 23----



ThEST NO. 8 DA'I': 2 April 1970

RUN NO. 4

MANLFOh)l DIAM''ER i ln.

ORIHICE SPACING 1/2 in.

L112 0 19.4 'C

C-AGE READING AT SURFACii ft.

Umax h
(fps) (ft) ,fh (0_- ,oO c' RI.ARKIS

.75 .076 .528

.75 .105 .619

.75 .161 .766

.75 .174 .80

.75 .207 .87

,i

- 187,=_ -
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11.,13 NO. 9 DA'[r 1: 7 April 1970

R~IN NO. I

MAN I FOL.D 1Ii AMIKR I il.

ORIFICiE SPACING 1/2 hj.

tuO 19.4 "c

CAGC;. RFADING 'I SUAT AC: t.

UIhdX |I

(fps) (ft) :h(1- s%) •R"MMKS

1.43 .17 .79 1.81

1.43 .21 .877 1.63

1.43 .28 i.015 1,40

1.43 .35 1.130 1.26

LI

- -



TEST NO. 9  D)AT-E 4 April 1970

RUN NO. 2

MANIFOI,) DI)IjETER liii.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in,

4120 19.4 0C

GAGE READING AT SURFACE ft.

Ureax h

-I(f ps) (ft) ,F•h (1 - sG c_ RI'!j.'

1.15 .047 .405 2.84

".1.15 ".092 .568 2.02

1.15 .146 .713 1.51

1&15 .192 .820 1.40

1.15 .273 .976 1.17

1.15 .331 1.075 1.11

1.15 .440 1.281 .90

ii"
ii

I
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TEST NO. 13 DATE 2 May 1970

PUN NO. 1

NAN I FO12Dl AI!i'f' 1 jn.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

t 1120 19.60C

GAOE READING AT SURFACL ft.

Urlax

(f!,s) (ft' • (1 t SC. ) ci REIZARKS

1.03 .083 .546 1.89

1.03 .129 .681 1.49

1.03 .164 .770 1.34

1.03 .193 .833 1.24

1.03 .310 1.055 .98

1.03 .425 1.250 .82

10

ii

T'
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TEST NO. 13 DATE 2 May 1970

RUN NO. 2

MANIFOLD DIAMETE'R 1 in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

t1120 19.6 -C

GAGE READING AT SURFACE ft.

Ullax h
(fps) (ft)ij/ji - SGa) Ci ?FARKS

.83 .080 .537 1.55

.83 .169 .780 1.07

.83 .245 .940 .88

.83 .310 1.058 .79

-101a-



TI-.O;T NO. 13 ATE 2 Pay 1970

INiIN No. 3

MAN I FOOID l) D A..,I. ER 1 jz.

ORIFICE, SPACING 112 il.

tjj 2 () 19.6 OC-

GAGE RM)I, "NG AT S;RFACI. f

(,:fp1,'G SI;fI .g ( -Sl:ACREn~..

Ut~laI
( (f

.67 ,128 .679 .99

.67 .176 .795 .84

.67 .203 .855 .78

TT

-I Ia

S. .. .. ._ _ .. . .. .



ITETST 1o. 13 i)ATE 5 May 97"0-

I11N NO. 4

HANIFOID) IIAMTER 1 i't.

OR1F)CF S t!'AC XI•'- 1/2 .- -

)-|019.6 "C -

GA. �C, LiNK; A') IEACE ft. N K
I.- .

.• h
(fps) (ft 0- r--.--., -- -- ....

1.26 -.236 .925

I : _v1,26 .335 i-

1.26 .382

1-6 .393 1.19

1.26 .437 i-26

"i I

I. ;•

- •-]======--



:.' ",,. 13 i'• 5 say 19gJ

irx:;.U2,. )

HQ;F',I• i.L3 --. Lr I i:n.

19.6c
(OA!d1CLAL~: ' !'. . EAC';; I/ i L,.

1.3S .313 1.06 1.30

1.'.S .344 1.lz 1.23 -

1.38 .392 1.19 1.16 -

1.38 .478 ..3A 1.05 -

194
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T' ST MDO. 10 ;)ATE 14 May 1970

RVI ax, I

MANIFOID DIA'LTLI in.

ORIFICe iPAC•lG 112 in.

4126 19.6 oc

C•A. REMADIX AT W•U.FACE -ft.

(_f Is) (ft PFI 'a .."ARS

S2.0 .438 1.46 1.3

2.0 .587 1.68 1.19

2.0 .708 1.85 1.08

t1

1-

I

I
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TEST DATE 14 May 1970

RW', No 2

MANI FOLID DIAMETEI.R 2 il.

ORIFlICE. SPI'ACIN; J/2 in.

tLI,() 19.6 °c

G;AGcE: RI:AI) 1X(N AT (JRFU\CL f

Utnlltx ht

(fps) (ft) . I:, 1-SG.) a REARKS

3.0 .632 1.746 1.72

3.0 .917 2.105 1.42

3.0 1.111 2.32 1.29

- 196a -



TEST NO.10 DATE 14 May 1970

RUN NO. 3

MANIFOLD DIIAMETER 2 in.

ORIFICE SPACING 1/2 in.

ti120 19.6 0 c

GAGE READING AT SURFACE ft.

(fps) (ft).,/h (1 - S) t PEMARKS

2.58 .43 1.44 1.79

2.58 .59 1.69 1.53

2.58 ,87 2.05 1.26

2.58 .98 2.18 1.18

- 197a-



'E,•;T NO. II DATE 17 May 1970

i'.i': N(•. -I--

MAN I 'FOLD) IAML4I l., 2 il.

ORIF IC1.; SP'ACING 11/2 ill.

tl.O 19.6 OC

GAGE REAl)ING AT SLURFACE ft.

(fps) (f.) J__ -(I-_ S .) Q R MA.,'.'S

.62 .06 .487 Leakage below

-198&,



TEST NO. 11-- DATE, May 18, 1970

RUN NO. 2

MANIFOLD DIAMETER 2 il.

ORIFICE' SPACING 1/2 in.

ti120 oC

GAGE' READING AT SURFACE ft.

--- 1

Ureax h
(fps) (ft) .. (1 - S-.. cf. Pa EMAPKS

2.32 .076 .600

2.17 .08 .616

1.87 .07 .575

1.42 .07 .575

.97 .05 .487

.82 .065 .555 1.48

2.32 ... ,125 .770

2.17 .127 .776

1.87 .123 .763

1.42 .150 .842

.97 .167 .889 1.1

2.32 .173 .904

2:17 .163 .879

1.87 .15 .842

1.42 .17 .897

1.27 .26 1.104 1.15

- 1991 -
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V. Miscellaneous

General ccment

A nbmkber of qruestions were raised durirng the study

rega3?dln the gravity wave Phertonenor a•dr ocean environ-

ment. The questfons raised and answers given are ssuma-

rized on the followvig pages.

UI
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3 Z. ze"ersti, o

i. Is i. possible to nave tne following situation?

DESIGN
WAVE / KO•T•

2KN OTCURRENT

11. - t iz car. happc--., could otur barrier fon the sur-

face) feel the Pil 2 kmot current? If not, what
wht height cros3 wave woul --,'-a"e the effrects of

the current negligible?

MI. A. ) If the slituazior., nI. car happen, what % of

time or urner what conditions could it be expected?

B. ) Is it trme that most ocean cxrrents (except

Gulf stream, etc.) are wind driven.?

IV. What am. the forces on a submerged right circular

5 inch pipe due to water cjerent-s of 3 knots? 3

inch? 7 inchi:?

V. What v=rtical and horizontal -water velocities will

be found at deDths f;rom 16 to 32 feet due to waves

of 20 to 30 feet Ln height?

VI. What are the 3pmroxi•_ate velocity profiles beneath

large waves?

C.) What will be the effet on the curtain if the

4 pipe is setting on the bottom,?
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2. Answers

I. Is it Possi.ble to have the fellowing situat'Lon?

DESI GN 0-4
WAVE

2 KNOT CURRENAT

A. TYpe of 'arlent; - _--i~ ret such a

Flioridaa tr, f n l.-' t-~s) ow cur-

rent; (22.44 kixOts) andi Gulf~ ztre= (>2.C 1--nots).

Definiltion of ýLajor Ocean Cur-rents - Current's

class ified a.- a rart of the ocean-"C circulation.

Drivin_! Force or Agenlz - W!:ndl

1) -Munk, Wi. H. and G. F. Carrier, 7he Wlrth, -

I Driven Circulat-ion -in Ocea-n 3asins of Var-

*1 ous S'hatpes, Thenis, 2:l~r3'-l6T.

2) Hfunk, W. 1-1., Or. the W-itd Dri~ver- Ocean,

Circi&-at ion. Jourc. ML-eteor, 7:79-93.

Descrilcttc!; - The currents- are well- defined

major ocean cuierents whc r r art- of'th

oean.`crcltin I' is -zoss ible to h.a v aa

de--i:-n ;.a-,e a-czroacri .risCllrlrents !fro.ni any

angle. Th~e *iirecý`Udan o-f* azý:roach decoends on

.1 t1he 'iesi~-r waves.

IB. Type of Current - Durrent ca-Use-d b-t--iin

'Idrifft (relat-ive short. duratioin).



Definit lcn of Wind DrILt Current -OurrentE

resultmir. from winds blowing over a rather

limited area for a limited time. (Although the

area may be of the order of many iquare miles

and the duration may be of the order of a day

or SO.)

Driving Force or Agent - Wind

Description - Wave particles have an appreciable

net movement in- the direction of wind travel.

The wind drift currents are normal << 2.0 knotsS~I

and need not be considered. In this case the

current and design wave is in the same direction.

C. .2ype of Current - Inertial

Description - The inertial currents are under the

influence of inertia (after the driving force has H
stopped), fluid resistance at the boundaries,

and coriolis force. The inertial currents are

less than 2.0 knots and need not be coniidered.

D. Wave Induced Current.

E. Type of Current - Tidal Current

Definition of Tidal Currents - a) The rotary type

(currents in the open ocean and along the sea

Scoast), b) the rectilinear or reversing type

- 22.2a -



(currents in most inland bodies Gr water)

H) ydraulic type (currerts in str- "s

connecting two independently tidal bodies

of water).

Driving Force or Agent - Astronomical forces

of the moor and sun.

Description - These currents are of tidal

origin and are periodic. Tidal currents

reach velocities up to 5 knots depending

upon the character of the tide, the water

depth, and the configuration of the coast.'

In the open ocean, the tidal currents usually

are rotating due to the effect of the coriolis

force. (From hour to hour the currents change

in both direction and speed). The rotary

tidal currents are normally << 2.0 and need

not be considered. The reversing tidal

currents and hydraulic tidal currents may

exceed 5 knots in certain locations. It is.

possible to have a design wave approach the

rotary tidal current from any sngle. The

direction of approach depends on the location

of the storm system which generated the wave.

- 213a -



It iz not possible to have the design wave

4pproach the reversing or hydraulic current

from A 900 angle since the design wave is

refracted as it approaches a shoreline at

3n angle. Consequently the waves "swing

around" and tend to conform to the contours.

The design wave therefore does not approach

the reversing tidal1- durrent atý a•i angle.

II. As discussed in Part I this situation would exist

primarily in a major ocean current.

Ref. Page 58 - Stommel, H., The Gulf Stream, Univ.

of California Press 1966.

Vertical velocity profiles in the gulf stream

near Cape Hatteras indicate surface velocities

up to 5 knots. Therefore a barrier in a major

ocean current could experience a 2 knot sur-

face current. With wave crests approaching

a4 a 900 angle. -A.-urfaoe wave train (swells)

would riot be able -o di.tturb a major ocean

I , urrent althoug.h the paEticle velocities'

de layr exponentially down ato Lo/2.

With the 2 knot criteria we can assume that

t,,'e con(it?.on itated in I 'will exist only in
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a major current system such as Florida,

aurrent etc.

3. Question

I. Is it true that most ocean currents are wind driven?

4. Answer
Magnitude

I. Wind DrJven Currents .__(Knots)

A. Major ocean currents- up to 5.0

B. Currents caused-by wind stress < 0.5

II. Inertial Currents

inertial current very Fmall

III. Wave Induced Curient

Wave induced current small

IV. Tidal Current

Tidal current up to 5.0
(depends on loca-
tion)

V. 1.) What are the forces on a submerged right cylinder.
a.) 3 knot current 3" pipe = 0.25 ft. diameter

Drag- CD A PU2

2

Where CD.. Drag CoeffIcient

A = Projected Area of the Body on a Plane

NorV0al to the flow

p= Density of zea water.

I -• 5 )
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U - = (5.06) (0.2,5) 1.05 5

"K 1.2 x 10-5

1 knot = 1.6875 Ft/Sec

3 knots 5.06 ft/Sec

Y,= 1.2 x 10-5

CD = 1.2

Force of drag on a unit length

Drag -- (1.2)(0.25)"1.99)f

FDrag = 7.65 Lb/Unit Leitrth

Lift = CL A pU
2

From Pg. 375 "Estuary and Coastline Hydrodynamics"

S/D= 3.0 -60
0.51

-• Lift Force

CURRENT LtDrag Force

VELOCITY

Lift Force not critical

b.) 3 knot curren't

5 5" pipe = 0.417 ft

Drag = CD A P2

0.1117
Dra,,g = (1.2) (2)

-26a



= 12.8 lb./unit lenr :hFD

c.) 3 knot current

7pipe = 0.583 ft.

Drag CD A PU2

Drag= (1.2) 2L .6
12 (1.99) (25.-5)2

2

F =. 17.9 lb/unit length
D

VI. What vertical and horizontal water velocities will

be found at depths from 16 to 32 ft. due to waves

of 20 to 30 ft in height

A. Answer. Orbital motions in a progressive wave

Hoi'.zonbal component

U = agk Cosh k (h ZI Sin (kx -&7t)a Cosh kh
Vertical Component

W agk Sinh k (h + Z) Cos/kx _ 7t
SCosh 'Kh

These equations can be used to determine particle

velocity for any wave criter. Examples of use

are enclosed.

From Criteria for deep water

L 71 ft , T 4 S Sec.

From Plate D-la TR-4

d z 10 ft .. N. G.
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D•EP WATER WAVE

i

,4 2

HC

i3

tU

iI

i ii

O-RBITS ARE

CIRCLULAR IN( DEEP WATER.
U4

0 12

Wave Lx 'I
I3

CurrentI

-Pra jectory deszri.bed byr'i. at surfface -as successive

parts of wave travel past p-o irt; C.
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D-ec-,ease in. L-al dliam.eter withx depth -

dI

L _ _

0.46.
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0-04H
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t 0.002H1
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Orbital Velocity

I If one follows the floating barriers duri•ng the passage

of a series of waves, it wdll be oserved that .t moves

-, back and fort'. and uv arn- down, undemgc- Ž_: orbhtal

"" motion thaat returns-' it to n t,, c .oitorS...y. the sr:, ~io after

Seach wave. The trajectory of the Z:'-1er 1-!e a closed

I circle (iL deep water) with a diameter erual to the wave

height H. Since the barrier comnietest on-e revol tio-

, (Airinr each wave perici, the rt!.. veoc'ty I

U =

where H = Wave :-t

T = Wave period

2-3a
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Letter I1:-T-1

9%* WC Suite 105
8561 Long Point koad
Houston, Texas 77055

- 468-7629 701 Lawe~on Avenu
Bewt Wisconsin
TeL 608/3"4411

In Wttefing to tnA
Quotaa~oo please mention. Z

I Qzjotatior. No. TRO-139
Mae ay 18 1 970

Wilson Industries, inc.
M2-arine Systems Division
1417 Conti Street7
Post Officc Box 1492
Houston, Texas 77001

Attxn: Mr. Joe Nelson

Subject: Pollution Control Ai~r Compressor Ser~vice
Estimatizig Proposal

Gentlemen:

We are pleased to offer the following estimating proposal covering an
Air Compressor Package consisting of:

-One'(l) - Fairbanks Morse Model 250L Rotary Screw Compressor
driven by an Avco Lycoming Gas Turbine Prime Mover.

We would propose to furnish -he following equipment:

One (1) -Fairbanks MlorseMod~el 250L Rotary, Positive Displace-
ment, Axial Flow, Screw Compressor, driven by ani Avco
Lycoming Model TF35 Gas Turbine Engine. Please refer
to Section 3 of the enclosed Gas Turbine Power Proposal
Brochu)ý; 'Lor pertinent details and listing of equipment
to be furnished as part of the Gas Turbine Package, as
well as technical data. The Compressor Gas Turbine and
associated equipment would be mounte&ý on a common sl:eeJ.
skid base. Reference to Page 3-2 and 5-8 of the Gas
Turbine Package proposal mentions the use of inertial

CONDITIONS OF QUOTATION:

I -ESTIMATED SHIPMENT -___ WEEK(S AFYER REC21PT OF ONOEn AND COMPLETCL INrFORI4ATION.

&-ONLY ITEMS QUOTED AOOVE TO BE FURNIS8HED by FAIRBANK~S MORSE INC. ANY OTHER COMPONENTS TO COMPLIMENT THIS EQUIPMENT TO 09 FURNISHED BY

CUSTOMER O0 OTHERS.

3-WE WILL FURNISH ARRANGEMENTS, DRAWINGS AND FIELD WiRINC.I DIAGRAM$ FOR ORDER RESULTING FR~OM THIS QUOTATION COVERING

4E~ND~O lERS^NO CONOITI(%NS AMC SHOWN ON YHO REVEAS& 010E,- 224a - OFICE



-Lettcr 1. p.2

type turbine. air filter. In the casrn of opera-ticm
in salt air condition., this f-ilttr t...pe would be
changed to a panel type ar-rangenie no addi-

tional cost.

The 'air comapressor intake Cand discharge silencers,
intake filte~r, the gas td,7bine fCuel suppl.y Lank and
pump,- fuel stra-;ner, seawate-r st-rainer a-ad au-ciliary

power unit- will not be -mcunted on the toroiac-con'pres-
I - sor ýskid.

T 'i e-ti-ma.ted weight --f the turbine-cormpressor pack-
age o~.petediy would be 60,000 lbs.Thsdent

include the uiuaounted A.items -mentioned in the previ-ous

_paragraph.-

Included with this prcposal you will find Colz In,4ustries' Drawing No.
12-062-847, which'is a -prelimainery layout: of: the: -lode! 250i. Com'pressor
and the Gas Turbin~e Driver-.

Performance:

Enclosed you will f ind Performance Data and Equipment Dese-
rition sheet indicating the performance capability of this

package. Inabbreivia'ted terms, we are of~fering a package

whi--will-deliver 18,%575 CF2M at: inlet conditions at a pres-
sur o 4.7psi, eqirng2,255 BI-IP at the com~pressor

shaft. Please refer to the Gas Turbine P;:onosai Brochure
for technical data arid performance information on the Gas
Turbine :Ergine.

Price:

Our net -estimated pirice, f.o.b. factories, would be. .$350,OO.O00

ýAdder for-sea water coolers and pumps .............. $ 2,500.00

Acoustical enclosure-for turbine and gear ............ $ 8,500.00

Delivery:

Delivery could be accomplished on this eqUionMent: in approximately
26' weeks from receipt of order and engineering approval.

We wish to point out th~it this package offers a hoavy-duty, light weight



Leter P-

air eompressor package'which wz'll offer contirnuous-duty iervice reliabi-
lity. Colt Industries Ls verp much interesteu in this project and as it
progresses wili be willing to work -with Wilson Industries in the possible
development of-lighter weight design coine'r beodte9rttp
units based on iaultiple equipment requikieine-1t.- -The writer will be a-
vailable as well as Staff, personnel from o~ur En;iern eatet

-to discuss this appliicatidr.ý-in detail as required.-,

We trust that this vrelimirary -estimatinginoaiowilbofitr

est and that we might look-forward to working vith Wilson: Industries on

-Lhis project in the future.

Yours very truly,-

- CLT NDUSTRTIES, INC..

Gasc;,urbine-Compressor Operation

Donald E. Babb, Field Engineer

DEB-uied
-Enclosures.,

- 226a-
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Letter 1, p.4 ~ Fairbanks Morse
Colt Indusrirn. am romnp-A Elect!G Division

In referilng to thi
Quotation please mention:

PIRELINI NARY ESTIMATE DATA Quotation No. TRO- 139

Date: 5/18/70

ROTARY, 'POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT COMPREUSSOR

:Performance Data and Equilpment Description

General Arrangement Sirgle 'Stage. -So le Plate Mounted, wihU.. lo~ing?,

Compressor Model- 250L3 -___ __-____

Gas Handled.L. Air ______

f INLET CONDITIONS

Capacity,, CFM at Inle. Conditions. J. .5___________________

Absolute Inlet Pressure..PSIA M4~ _______---______

Relative Humidity at Inlet, %0 -- ____ ________

Specific Heat Ratio ((Cp/Cv =k) -1.4

- Molecular Weight at ilnet__ 28.95

Compressibility at Inlet, Z.-. , ______________________

DISCHARGE CONDITIONS

qDischarge Temperature, OF (Approxc.) 362 ____________________

Compressor Speed, RPM - 3330 ____ ______________

Driver Speed, ýRPM.__ ________-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Powe Reqd. Cmpessr Shaft, BH P _______M5

Power Req'd. @ Compressr Shaft, BHP i2 5 -I oScn

-1 ---- -
V ~~Interstage Conditions (for two-stage u~nits only) (Cooling Water Temperature E

Interstage Pressure, PSIA (Approx.)- . -StSecnd e

Gas Temperatures: To Intercooler OF.___~ From Intercooler 'OF-

Note: Compressor performance guarantees are subject to a variation of three percent (3%).
Comnpressor omulon
Reference hwmbe r...

PRoM IW4071-1. Page of Pages

-227a--
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Gas Turbine Power, Inc.
5205 Ashbrook, Houston, Texas 77036 Telephone (713) 666-6388

May 22, 1970

Profe4sor E. I. Bailey, Ph. D.
P. 0ý. Drawer FK
College Station, Texas 77840

Dear Professor Bailey:

In response to our -recent visit to your office and our subsequent

telephone conversation, -we are pleased to advise the following
"information for your oil containment project.

We are enclosing a brochure on the Curtis Wright "Jet Air"
compressor unit which we would employ in our system. If you
refer to the drawing on the back page of this brochure, you will
note that the physical size will not meet the optimum dimension

which we discussed. By orienting the discharge pipe to a side

discharge, redesign of the inlet plenum and providing a collapsible
exhaust plenum, we can provide a unit approxima~tely 20 feet long,

9 feet high and 9-1/2 feet wide so that two units can 1be shipped in

a single C-130 aircraft.

By careful design of this system, we would expect to be able to

supply a unit which would not exceed 21, 000 pounds in weight,

depending upon the amount of valving and piping required by the
customer.

The units proposed are:

GTP-7150E employing a Curtis Wright

CW657E

GTP-7850E employing a Curtis Wright

CW657F

VM

'IIIF-228a-



Letter 2, p. 2

Professor E. I. Bailey, Ph.D.
May 22, 1970

These prices -tre F.O.B. our plant, Houston, Texas and subject
to our general terms and conditions attached.

The performance of these units for your service is as follows:

GTP-7150E Inlet condition: 14.7 psia, 60 0 F,
S22, 000 scfr @40 psig and 400°F

fuel consumption 6Z5 gph.

GTP-7850E Inlet condition: i4, 7 psia, 60°F,

24, 400 scfm @ 50 psig and 400OF
fuel consumption 530 gph.

The GTP-7850E has the advantage of approximately 20% more flow

with considerably less fuel co si.rnption, but is a system that costs
about $100, 000 more 8han the GTP-7s50E19 .

The systems would be zomplete in an enclosure with the discharge
pipe to the edge of the bedplate.

All controls for single pushbutton start and protective and alarm
controls would be provided. .

The fuel system would be complete with filter-separator and all
controls and shutdown valves. -It would not include a fuel transfer
pump to supply fuel to our system.,

The controls would be elec tic, designed to meet Class I, Group D,
Division 2 explosion proof.

A CO2 fire extinguishing system can be provided at additional cost.

Delivery of one unit wouli be 28 weeks from receipt of the order
and settlement of details with one unit per week thereafter.

-I -2
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Letter 2, rp. 3

Professor E. I. Bailey. Ph3D.
May ZZ, 1I7o

Gas Turbine Power, Inc. would be pleased to discuss a lease-
purchase arrangement with you for a prototype unit if y•u find
this desirable.

We appreciate this opportunity tr. work with yo-u and hcpe you are
successful in getting approval to proceed with your system.

Sincerely yours,

GAS .tRBINE Po. INC.

Paul B. Soderberg
President

PBS: kd

Enclosures

Al

JIM
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WARRANTY

Gas Turbine Power, Inc.. Houston, Texas. -(hereinafter "Company")
warrants the title of the equipment and also vwarrants the equipment to
be of the kind and quality described in appropriate engine specification
and tree of defects in workmanship and material at the inception of the
applicable period specified below. No other warranty shall be implied,
and any statutory warranties shall be declared waived.

f witlhin eighteen (18) months fror date of shipment or twelve (12) months
from start up. whichever occurs first, puirchzser discovers that the equip-
ment is not as warranted and promptly notifies Company of such failure,

Company shall be obligated ansd shall have the right to remedy such failure. -
by,. at Company's option, adjustment, or repair, or replacement of the
whole or any part of the equipment affected by such failure. Purchaser
shall assume all responsibility and expense for removal, reinstallation
and freight in connection with the foregoing remedies.

Company shall have the right of disposal of parts replaced by it hereunder.j
Company's liability by purchaser whether in contract or in tort, arising
out of warranties, representations, instructions or defects from any cause,
shall be limited exclusively to correcting the equipment and under the

conditions as previously stated. No claim for warranty will be allowed if
GTP' s inspection reveals that, subsequent to shipment frojn our plant, the
engine had been improperly adjusted, stored, or handled, or operated
contrary to operating instructicns, or subject to misuse, negligence or -

accident. GTP reserves the right to make such changes at any time which

in its opinion will improve the quality of its products without incurring any
additional responsibility as regards engines previously delivered.

This Warranty is expressly in lieu of all other warranties expressed or
implied and all other obligations and liabilities direct or consequential on
its part, and it neither assumes nor authorizes any other person or corpora-
tion to assume for it any other liability in connection with tlie sale of its

engines and parts. GTP shall not be liable for consequential damages under

any circumstances.

- 231a -
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GAS TURBINE POWER. INC.
STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS

FOR COMMERCIAL SALE3 J

1 I. - Expiration. Unless otherwise expressly istated, this proposal is
limited to acceptance within 60 days from date and is subject to
change upon notice until acceptance.

S2. Delivery- All quotations are based on delivery F.O.B. our
factory loading area within the time specified in the order.
The Company shall in no event be liable for delays caused by
fires, acts of God, strik's, labor difficulties, acts or restrictions
of governmental or military authorities, delays in transportation 1
or procuring materials, or cause of any kind beyond the Company's

control.

3. Prices: All quotations submitted and all purchase orders -and
contracts are subject to acceptance by the Company. No alteration
in this proposal, or specification attached hereto, may be made
without our written consent. Any changes in the specification or
terms and conditions of this offer, requested by purchaser after
price quotation, will be subject to negotiation for price revision.

4. Applicable Laws and Taxes: This quotation and any subsequent order
or contract with the purchaser are subject to the provisions of all
municipal, state and federal statutes, directives or ordinances perti-
nent thereto. Unless specifically stated by the Company, this quotation
is exclusive of tax, and all state, local and federal sales; use of
similar taxes will be added to the quoted price upon invoicing and
purchaser shall pay same to seller.

5. Terms of Payment: Standard terms of payment will be 10%6 with
purchase order and progress payments as mutually agreed upon.
In any event, 9076 of the purchase order price shall be due on ship-
ment of the equipment from GTP facilities and the final 10%6 of the
purchase price due on satisfactory performance of the GTP supplied

system. In the event acceptance tests are unable to be performed

by the customer before 30 days after installation of the equipment
or 60 days after shipment, the final 1016 shall be due. In the event

the purchaser's financial condition shall in our opinion become

unsatisfactory, cash payments of satisfactory security may be

demanded by us and in default of such payment or satisfactory
security, deliveries hereunder may be discontinued.

If purchaser delays. shipment, payments based on date of shipment shall

become due as of the date when ready for shipment. Equipment held for

purchaser shall be at purchaser's risk and expense.

- 232a -
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STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS Page 2

6. Title and Lien Rights: Legal and equitable title to all equipment
sold hereunder will pass to the Purchaser on the date of shipment
as so defined. It is expressly understood and agreed however that
the passage of title shall not be construed by the Company as an
acceptance of the equipment by the Purchaser or a release from
the Company's responsibility to fully carry out its obligations
under this contract. The Company shall in event of the purchaser's
default have the right to repossess such equipment.

7. Patent Infringement: The Company will indemnify the purchaser and
the ultimate user of the equipment against liability for infringement
6f any United States patent by the equipment or any part thereof
furnished pursuant hereto (other than parts of special design,
construction or manufacture specified or originated by the purchaser).
The foregoing indemnity shall not apply unless the Company has been
promptly notified of any charge or infringement or any suit or action
alleging such infringement, and the purchaser affords the Company
full authority to negotiate settlement or defend such suit.

8. Representations: There are NO WARRANTIES, understandings or
agreements either verbal or written relative to apparatus sold
hereunder that are not fully expressed herein and no change shall
be made unless reduced to writing and signed by both parties. The
above statement is made (IN LIEU OF) any warranty hereunder

either expressed or implied by law. No statement, recommendation
or assistance made or offered by Company through its representatives
in connection with the use of any product sold by us shallbe or
constitute a WAIVER by Company of any of the provisions hereof or
change the purchaser's liability as herein defined.

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY: THE SELLER'S LIABILITY FOR ANY
LOSS OR DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF, CONNECTED WITH, OR
RESULTING FROM THE MANUFACTURE, SALES, DELIVERY,
RESALE, REPAIR, REPLACEMENT OR USE OF ANY PRODUCT
SHALL IN NO CASE EXCEED THE PRICE OF THE PRODUCT, OR
PART THEREOF, WHICH GAVE RISE TO CLAIM. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE SELLER BE LIABLE FOR SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES.
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- GAS TURBINE PRIWEN AIR COMPRESSOR
.3 POINT INSTALLATION MOUNTIl6 .3 AHTI-FRICTION BEARINGS, I OIL SEAL

SINGLE ROTATING SHAFT-- SPLIT COM PRESSOR CASIflG AXIAL FROW COMPRESSOR
PRECISION MACHifED AND BALANCED ROTATING PARTS

COMPRESSOR
ZAIR OUTLET -

22 __ _76i _ _ _ _ _ __

_ -l
84

AXIAL COMPRESSOR
WITH SPLIT CASING 72

LIFT I NG EY E--*

- - ILT TRUNNION MOUNT R i reXHAUST SUPOIN .;T
I j sucr 0 GASC

42 DISCHARGE

- 193 --

Minimum Volume - Length 193 Inches - Width 72 Inches - Height 80 Inches
Low Weight - 4500 Pounds
No Cooling Water Required
No External Oil Cooler Required

" Minimum Vibration
" Factory Packaged

" Indexing of Compressed Air Outlet Flange Optional
Vertical Compressor Arrangement Optional

STANDARD EI•Q!i r'M rT
Inlet Flare and Nose Cone
Electric or Compressed Air Starter m, AL ,Q1 I| F.I T "

-Ignition System Except Power Source
• Compressor Driven Fuel and Lube Oil Pumps 85 and 130 PSIG Compressed Air Supply Systems
- Automatic Start end Safety Control Natural Gas Fuel System
& Exhaust Diffuser Dual Fuel System
o Model CW657 F130 Includes Boost Compressor and Drive Compressor Mount and Base Plate

)a-



PERFORMANCE DATA
INLET CONDITIONS: 14. 7 PSIA, 60 F

DISCHARGE AIR PRESSURE, PSIG 50 70 j85 100 115 130

MODEL CW657E -

Compressor Air Flow, CFM Max ...... 20,000 16,800 13,000
Discharge Air Temperature, *F ...... 420 470 507
Fuel Flow-Liquid-GPH .............. 645 740 805

Gas-SCFM ............. 1,340 1,535 1,665

MODEL CW657F

Compressor Air Flow, CFM Max ...... 24,400 26,400 26,750
Discharge Air Temperature, 'F ...... 402 462 507
Fuel Flow-Liquid-GPH ........... 500 590 660

Gas-SCFM ............ 1,030 1,223 1,360

MODEL CW657F85

Compressor Air Flow, CFM Max ...... 24,500 26,550 26,650
Discharge Air Temperature, "F ...... 100 105 110
Fuel Flow-Liquid-GPH ........... 500 600 665

Gas-SCFM ............. 1,035 1,240 1,370

MODEL CW657F130

Compressor Air Flow, CFM Max ...... 23,000 22,950 22,650
Discharge Air Temperature, "F ...... 104 107 110
Fuel Flow-LiquidGPH ........... 650 670 690

Gas-SCFM .......... 1,345 1,390 1,430

LIQUID FUEL LHV=18,500 BTU/LB; NATURAL GAS LHV=995 BTU/SCF

0P R 70 A AnMQT 1"r~~,

Rapid Start to Maximum Compressed Air Flow in 75 Seconds
Oil-Free Air
Surge-Free Air at All Flows
Smoke-Free Exhaust
Multi-Fuel Capability
Continuous or Intermittent Duty
Unattended Operation
Exhaust Hoot Available for Waste Heat Recovery Systems

Manufacturing - Air Blasting, Drying, Spraying

Processing - Aeration, Combustion, Evaporation, Separation
Industrial - Pneumatic Actuation, Conveying, Pr1ssurlzation
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3 TON CRANE I8 IN. DISCHARGE PIPE TO AFTkiRCOOLER

SILENCER 'N1-1/2 TON CRANE SILENCER__

DY-PASS BLEEDEXAS

INLET CW5 ET- AI R COMPRESSOR I,
PLENUM >1x

Z FUEL SUPPLY INLET

* CW65 TYPICAL7Fo CWOMPR3"ESSE AIR" ComPreSYSorM

*li Atr ool r - pAir C ool ted -Maiu Potbly

OPTIONDALD EQUIPMENT

m CW5E CW657F or CW5F3JtAi"Cmrso
* Wede Ste on ndBs lt
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Gas Turbine Power, Inc.
5205 Ashbrook, Houston, Texas 77036 Telephone (713) 66e-6388

June 4, 1970

Wfilson Industries, Inc.
Wilson Marine Systems Division
1301 Conti Street
Houston, Texas

Attention: Mr. Richard Hudson

Gentlemen-

With reference to our letter quotation of May 22, 1970, to
Professor E. I. Bailey, Ph.D., of Texas A & M University
and our subsequent telephone conversation, we are pleased
to advise as follows:

We believe that four (4) GTP-7150E units as proposed could
be made available on a three-month lease arrangement for
the sum of $250, 000.

Additional time will be required to make you a firm proposal
on this basi3; however, we assure you that we are most
interested in supplying our equipment on your prototype
system based on what we believe the potential market for this
equipment will be.

Yrs very tr y,

Paul B. Soderberg

President

PBS: kd
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Houston, Texas 77002 1 •
Heavy Duty Oil Containment System

Pneumatic Barrier System

Final Report

John P. Hanser (editor)

.January 1971 596 9I
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Av•.ilability is unlimited. Document may be released to the Clearinghouse for Federal
Scientific and Technical Information, Springfield, Virginia 22151 for sale to the

Spublic.

" "... .Key Words: ,'. - , o ,,, C,., .' ,,,,

Oil Spills; air barrier; Oil containment; United-States Coast Guard
, oil booms; oil barriers; oil pollution; Office of Research and Development

pneumatic barrier Washington, D. C. 20591

This report presents the results of studies and tests of a pneumatic heavy duty oil
containment system. Deployment is accomplished using large Coast Guard vessels or
navy salvage ships. The design is intended for long deployment periods.

The barrier design described uses a pneumatic curtain to contain the oil. The
curtain air is provided by raft mounted compressors in juxtaposition to the submerged
perforated pipe.
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